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This report presents the final resu~ts of one of L'1e proj2cts pa,ticipating in the military-effect
programs of Operation Redwing. Overall information about this and other military-effect proj
ects can be obtained from WT-1344. the "Summary Report of the Commander, Task Unit 3."
This technical summary includes: (1) tables listing each detonation with its yield, type, en
vironment, meteorological conditions, etc.; (2) maps S:,O'iitIlg shot locations; (3) discussion of
results by programs; (4) summaries of objectives, procedures, results, etc., for all projects;
and ~5) a listing of project reports for the military-effect prcg:-ams.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of Project 5.9 was to investigate the vulnerability of basic missile structures
and materials to fireball and associated phenomena of a nuclear detonation.

Tests consisted of exposing a total of 103 specimens, compri5ilig over 30 different de
signs, wit!1in the fireballs of Shots Erie and Mohawk. On Shot Erie, exposures were made at
seven locations ranging from 25 to 300 feet from the burst point: on Shot Mohawk, specimens
were exposed at two elevations on a tower 525 feet from ground zero. As much as possible,
the specimens were designed so that the effects of each of the several mecrnnisms causing
thermal damage could be evaluated individually.

Eighty-eight of the 103 specimens which were exposed were recovered: 79 out of 94 from
Shot Erie and all 9 from Shot Mohawk. The high radiation level after the shots delayed the
major recovery effort for approximately 3 months. Results oi the material evaluation studies
showed that 8-inch-diameter spheres of stainless steel, molybdenum. and titanium sustained
approximately equal mass ablation which was 0.08 psi at 100 feet ar,a 0.06 psi at the 200-foot
ran.ge. Copper sustained 2 to 4 times the mass ablation of the :''::''::;-,2 u1ree metals, and plastic
experienced substantially less than any of the metals for the exposure conditions on Shot Erie.

!The existence of an attenuating vapor layer was substantiated by the data. and a few specimens
indicated that the removal of this vapor layer by hydrodynamic means had affected the ablation.
The apparent anomaly of approximately equal ablation experienced by the 12-inch-diameter
steel spheres at Stations 150, 200, 250, ai1d 300 on Shot Erie coulC:. for t.he most part, be ex
plz,,,:ed on the basis of ablation by melting after emergence fro:-::: :':,e fireball. It was shown
wat removal of a molten layer by spinning off drops of the material could be significant to
total ablation and would be important to ICBM destruction if the !:!:'.issile had an appreciable
angular ve lac ity.

The electrically instrumented Operation Redwing specimens h3:,e shown that it is feasible
to record data electrically inside the fireball of a nuclear detonation ",,~ith a system similar to
that used on Redwing. The velocity-distance impact gages which ·",·ere adequately protected
from the effects of overpressure and material ablation operated satisfactorily and yielded
apparently reliable velocity versus distance data. It has been sho'."'1 also that ball-crusher
gages may be successfully employed to observe experimentally pea...t.: fireball pressures and
accelerations, provided the approximate shape of the dynamic L"1pu~ is known.
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In the interest of maintaining an adequate system for defending against modern implements of
war, the U. S. Air Force has been charged with evaluatiIlg the feasibility of using nuclear
weapons in defense against intercontinental ballistic ;::::;issiles. Such an evaluation requires a
determination of the vulnerability of an incomLTJ.g missile to a nuclear detonation.

Lt. C. J. Cosenza, USAF, of Wright Air Development Center (WADC) was the Project
Officer of Project 5.9. Contractual support was proYided by the University of Dayton under the
direction of Robert R. Luthman on Contract AF 33(616 -2564.

Among the ma..'1y who contributed their time and e:forts during the planning and execution
phases of this test were Dr. Michael May and Dr. Thomas Wainwright, of the University of
California Radiation Laboratory (UCRL); Dr. Martin _-u-,,-.[s. Da;-,iel Fin.1<:, and Calvin Sing, of
Allied Research Associates; and Harold Hessing and LO'2is McCreight, of the General Electric
Company, Schenectady, New York.
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Chapter I

liVTROOUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this project was to investigate c.he vulnerability of basic missile struc
tures and materials to fireball and associated phenomeria of a nuclear detonation. Specifically,
the project was to determine: (1) comparative susceptibility of certain ballistic missile ma
terials to fireball environment; (2) characteristic g'..l3:lcc,~lerations,overprel3sures, and
thermal energy produced by the fireball; (3) response of basic structural configurations to the
fireball and associated phenomena. primarily to evaluate the mechanism causing material loss
as well as parameters producing other types of destruction: and (4) response of hypersonic
test vehicle nose cones in static exposures for comparison wiL'"! results obtained from similar
vehicles in dynamic exposures.

1.2 MIUTARY SIGNIFICANCE

. Since this project had basic objectives nearly identical to those of Project 5.4 of Opera
tion Teapot, the military significance of the earlier test also applied here. The following was
taken from Paragraph 1.2 of the Final Report of Prcjec: 5.4, Operation Teapot:

The fac! that intercontinental balllstic missiles are ::2:':';': re:'.;l::;, with the consequent threat
to the security of the nation, makes the development of ,i..11 adequate defense system an urgent
requirement. Considerable thought has been given to tile problem of protecting against hostile
intercontinental ballistic missiles; however, partly because of tr.e scarcity of vulnerability
data, there is at present no positive method of defer:se, Because of the very high velocity and
the variety of evasive tactics that can be employed, the prob,ex of intercepting and destroying
a ballistic missile of the Atlas type imposes severe requirements on the hypothetical defense
system. Because of the magnitude of the anticipated average miss-distance, it is doubtful that
cOn\'entional warheads have sufficiently large lethal radii to give a reasonable overall proba
bility of successful interception.

It has been speculated that a nuclear warhead of nominal yield, or larger, may have a greater
lethal range of destruction than conventional warheads in the appllcation of ballistic missile
defense. However, because of the lack of factual infDrr::latlon on !.be capabilities of nuclear
weapons employed in this manner, it was suggested that an experimental test be conducted.

, n

.... J BACKGROlTND AND THEORY

The feasibility of using nuclear or thermonuclear weapons as defensive measures against
intercontinental ballistic missiles is currently D-eL"1g s:c;died fram a theoretical standpoint by
several agencies. The results of at least one of these studies indicate that the use of such a



~A'~~".1pon appeZl.:s to be rnore effecti'/2 when defendi.ng agains:

'.,"J.a< ~:d

On Operation Teapot, Project 5.4 exposed several steel and aluminum specimens on towers
at various ra.11ges within the fireball of Shot 12. The experiment ,,"'as limited in scope. since it
was not certain that the test articles would be recovered; ho'.vever. all the tower specimens
were found and the objective of the test accomplished. Consequently, a more extensive test
was planned with confidence for Operation Redwing.

Material loss parameters selected for investigation were type of material, surface curva
ture. orientation, thermal attenuation by the metallic vapors given off by L~e object, and
spalling. Project 5.9 was designed to investigate L'1e effects of all the above mechanisms and.
in addition. the effects of blast and overpressure.
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Chapter 2

PROCEDURE
A total of 103 specimens comprising over 30 different types, materials, and sizes were ex
posed within the fireballs of Shots Erie and Mohaw~: of Operation Redwing. Basically, the test
consisted of mounting the specimens near l'1e burst points atop lightweight towers, recovering
t..'1en., after the explosion, and later determining the type a.i'1d degree of the resulting damage.

The test was designed to accomplish the specific Objectives 1, 2, and 3 listed in Sec
tion 1.1. Objective 4, to determine the response of hypersonic test vehicle nose cones in
static exposures for comparison with results obtained from similar vehicles in dynamic ex
posures, was deleted from the program because the project which was to furnish the dynamic
exposure data was cancelled.

2.1 SHOT ERlE

Six tower sites were planned for this shot, tile locations and tower heights being such that
the approximate slant ranges from the burst point va.ried from 50 feet to 300 feet in 50-foot
increments. However, during the erection of l'1e towers and the mounting of specimens an
accident occurred in which the two towers at the 50-faa: staTion were destroyed. Consequently,
a. mounting rig was devised and attached to t.he shot to"er 50 :.bat the test specimens could be
positioned at approximately the same points L11 sp?ce as had be·en plann.ed originally. The lines
from th.e burst point through the specimen arrays were on different azimuths from the shot
tower, and each was at an angle of approximately 45 degrees to the horizontal. One additional
array of specimens was mounted on the side of t.he shot tower, 25 feet from the burst point.
The location of this array was such that the specimer,s Vlould be propelled downward at an
an.gle of approximately 38 degrees from llJ.e vertical. A drawing showing the locations and
heights of all stations is presented in Figure 2.1.

Because of the accumulative weight of the specimens exposed at the first three tower
stations, two towers were required at each. Similarly. although the total weight was not ex
cessive, two towers were erected at the fourth tower station because of the large unbalanced
moments which would have been present in. a single tC',ver with cross-beam arrangement when
the i.nstrumented sphere described in Section 2.5 was lowered to the ground. At all stations,
except Station 50 where the improvised rig was made of. steel, the superstructures for mount
ing the specimens consisted of aluminum beams. Fro:n Station 50 through Station 200 three
cross beams, or tiers, were reqUired; at Stations 250 2...id 300 one tier at each was sufficient.
The speci.mens were mounted above and below the cross beams with aluminum and steel
brackets. These were designed to fail in such a way ::,:1: the moments introduced into the
specimens during failure would be sl.liiiciently low to :::i:1imize undesirable tumbling effects.
A typical specimen array i.s shown in Figure 2.2.

A complete summary of the specimen exposures is presented in Section 2.7, follOWing the
detailed descriptions of the specimens themselves.
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Figure 2.1 Station layout for Shot Erie, showing slant ranges, ground :anges, and tower heights.
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Figure 2.2 Specimen array for Shot Erie Station 50. (Other stations si:nilar except for support of
::1ou:-,:~:::; structures.)
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The purpose of the specimen ex~o.3u:res durLr:..g :,:;:." 5~,CJt ',;'as to determine the comparative
effectiveness of Lle lO\"l,'er t2r:lp-e:-.J.t\.!.r'e. co'-.:pled cg:~;-: ~.=::..~~'?:' ::::-~2 ::~-,:pos~::e y.;ithin t.b.e fireball.
:;02"1 a high2l'" yield vleapon dur~?::; "_~:e latter stages ':::!: :~:'c.::~':'~~ ,=.,::·~·elopil1ent. A specimen ex
posure tower 150 feet high was erected at a grou...-,;:; _-2..:-.;= C: 525 i2et. Seven spheres, as ShO\\il

schematically in Figure 2.3, were exposed at the to;; 0~ eh? t,)"C;er, which was 545 feet from the
burst point: and two spheres were e:.:posed at an 2.,,,-;::::;:,::;: 7C i2et 0:1 the tower, which was
575 feet from the burst point. Usin.g the cube root 5:~2.~-'1g lop;; :0 scale damage (in the absence Dr:=

'- tof a kno\lm method of ~saling metal10ss~data), the da::nage to the specimens exposed durin.g
'%~~:2~.~@lf;~:t~'~';~~~~:?~Jshould h2.':e been roughly comparable to that dam- f.r {'3 \
age which the sp~~imens received at Station 200 durin~:?i};'i1]~;j\;~@!~!L~

'''0 0'"\'''

0··"""
,. --

Figure 2.3 Specimen exposure fDr Shot Mohs.wk,

2.3 PASSIVE SPECIMENS

0·,,,

The majority of specimens were designed to accomplish the test objective by providin.g a
means for determining the effect of configuration, or:entation, and type of material involved on
the amount of surface material removed. Wherever possible, the designs were such that the
effects of the parameter under investigati.on were ffi2..'\imized. and the effects of the others were
minimized.

2.3.1 Steel Spheres. Spherical specimens of mild steel were exposed to Shot Erie for
two reasons: (1) to obtain data required for establis:-.ing a range-yield scalin.g procedure for
any given thermal damage level, and (2) to determine variation in material loss with radius of
curvature. To accomplish the first, 10-inch-diameter spheres were exposed at the 25-foot.
50-foot, and 100-foot ran.ges, where the material loss ~'ould be large and hence measurable
with a fair degree of accuracy. The resultin.g data, L'1 conjunction with comparable information
obtained during Operation Teapot, was to permit attainment of the objective. Additional data
on ran.ge scaling procedure could also be obtained £:-0=: t.he instrumented spheres (Section 2.4)
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a~--:.j L'-Je o~/e!""p::-ess'J.re spheres (Secti.c~1 2.5.2') ~~;;hich tyere 12 ~'::i::::-' _'~ i_,~' '~:"':':??'~::!" and located at
S:.2.~i,~;::~,:; 1 ~'~~: ~\':~'..:.;l'1 :}OJ. 'To det2rmiI12 t_>t-=:: ',"lriation in tr:2.>:;:·L~:. l03~~ '.-:,-is-. :~=-G1Lls) spheres of
4-, 6-, 8-, 10-, 12-, and 16-inch diameters were exposed, cO;':::..':2r wiLl the 20-inch segment
c~ '~~ 32-inch-diameter sphere ...";'11 tJ1 f2se :3~'2C~L~ens were loc-?J~::-;~ J_~ :~:-~.' SO-toot ra.,;lg'2.

():;. Shot Zyl0 h:lTNk., all L12 nine speCim2rlS involv'ed -:vere Sph2:ical. ."20':1£'\:2:", because of the
rlal trajectories anticipated and the associated recovery prob:ems, tl'1e diameters and elevations
were varied, as indicated in Fig'J.re 2.3.

2.3.2 Composites. To determLTle L':e effect of shape d.l-:c! orlen:.::.:ion of a specimen on the
amount of material lost from its surface, solid cylinders and cc:"es were exposed in various
orientations in addition to the spheresienumerate~in the previoils r:;2.::--,'..graph. Li. the interest of
economy, howeYer, the composite specimen shown in Figure ::.'~ w:::.s adopt'Cd. Comprising both

.._~,
',~ "

~~;.;~~~~~~;~'"

Figure 2.4 Composite specimen combining conical, cylindrical, and spherical surfaces,

a cylindrical ll',d a 60-degree conical surface, as well as a hecisphencal end, the specimen
provided a means of obtaining a large amount of information f::-om a relatively small number of
specimens. The specimens were made either of steel or aluminum and were 6 inches in diam
e,er. Those of steel were exposed in various orientations at io'l:~ ranges. At each of these
r~Ls2s, an aluminum specimen was mounted in a nose-on orientation. Nearly all these speci
mens contained the device described in Section 2.5.1 for measuri;:g specimen velocity.

To provide a means of determining material loss resulting from the passage of the high
density (though relatively cool) shock wave oyer an object, three aluminum composite speci
mens were exposed in a special manner; each was housed in a shield (Figure 2.5) having a
large frontal area, so that the shields would separate from the specimens either during or just
:lfter L~e passage of the shock front. Thus. the specimens would be protected from a consider
?~h12 portion of the blast although completely exposed withLTJ. L"Je fireball. The difference be
[\;;een the mater ial lost by the unshielded and shielded specimens at L"Je same range was to be
an indication of the damage inflicted by the shock wave.

') ') ') :F1.3.: Plates. Flat steel and aluminum plates were exposed; (1) to extend data on
"C" walerial loss versus radius for a sphere of infinite radius. (2) to understand better the
:::,2:' :::,::,1 atte!"'.Llation afforded by metallic vapors, and (3) to evaluate the effectiveness of the
:lydrodynamic sweeping away of the vapors.

TwO of the specimens are shown in Figure 2.6. The flat areas were 10 inches square; the
.:03·2 :oJ.::';:2':: ';;ere 33 deg;rees and t.he L'1icknesses were 2% and 27

'3 inches for the steel and
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Figure 2.5 Composite specimen with shield.

Il
fi
I
I ~i

p~!+\

Figure 2.6 Flat plates showing longirudinal and t;-anaverse grooves.
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The plain surface was to yield data for the study of mate:;D~ ~833 "ersus radius, and the
gT08\-C;d 2.~:<:S ";;ere for the remaining to,;':] in\/estiga:ions ...\s S~1G';, ~-: :.;--. :;:,::; ~is·"::-~2. L1.1e grooves
exi3~t:d in directions both longitudinal ane: tral1sverse [Q t..he CL~·22~,O:-. J:' s;:od: propagation. In
size. the grooves were 0.4 inch wide and 0.4 inch deep and were 1.0 Lnch apart.

Although any analyses concerning the grooves must cor-sider bot:; types of specimens, the
transversely grooved plates were intended primarily 101' i:.h.e ",:.:'-':' C: :;'8 t.her:::al attenuation
properties of vapors, and the longitudinally grooved specimen was intended for hydrodynamic
studv.

One of the tr2.nsversely grooved plates was exposed at each of (;'" {olloY!ing stations: 50,
100. 150, and 200; the transversely grooved aluminum plate and the longitudinally grooved
steel plate were both at Station 150.

2.3.4 Laminated Cylinders. Among various mechanisms from which damage to a struc-'
ture may result is thermal spalling, where a strdng shock wave. induced in the material by the
thermal radiation, may cause relatively large bits of material to be ejected from the surface
of the structure. It appears likely that comparatively thin-skin structures may be more vul
nerable to this type of damage than wodd solid objects because of G~;2 smaller shear area in
yolved in the spalling process.

Since water-cooled, thin-skin structures have been considered as possible missile bodies,
it was deemed advisable to explore their vulnerability to L'1is mecharlism. T~erefore, six
cylinders of aluminum laminations having tubular shapes pressed over solid steel cores were
constructed. The thicknesses of the layers varied from 1/3 to %inch, with the number of
laminations being so chosen that the total thickness outside t,'le core of anyone specimen was
apprOXimately twice the expected metal loss for a solid aluminum specimen at the same range.
Figure 2.7 shows a laminated cylinder made up of four layers. each 3, inch thick. In all cases,
the overall diameter and length of the specimens were 5 inches and 11"/2 inches, respectively.

2.3.5 Hollow Cylinders. In an attempt to determine the crushing forces attributable to
overpressure and the combination of overpressure and dynamic pressure, one of each of the
hollow cylinders shown in Figure 2.8 was exposed at Station 50, The pointed cylinder was
o:-iented 'Hith the cone end toward the burst point: the other was mounted for a side-on expo
su:-e. Both specimens were made of mild steel.

2,3.6 Ballistic and Dynamic-Pressure Cylinders. The objective of the exposure of the
ballistic cylinders was to verify certain calculations regarding blow-,::>£i pressure. The term
blow-off pressure as used here means the force per unit area on the surface of a specimen
caused by the vaporization of material from the surface. The name ballistic cylinders was
assigned to the specimens, since the trajectories of the cylindrical specimens were to be the
basis for obtaining the desired information. A typical specimen is shown in Figure 2.9. Two

specimens were 7 inches in diameter, 11 inches long, and were made of solid mild steel with
a bakelite plastic disk, 1;2 inch thick and 51

/2 inches in diameter. embedded in one end. A third
specimen, a solid steel cylinder of the same size but containing no plastic, was similarly
exposed for purposes of comparison.

All these cylinders were exposed at Station 100. One of L'1e two with plastic was oriented
with its axis in a vertical plane and normal to the direction of shock propagation with the
plastic disk facing upward. The other was oriented with its a.,,,is a10;-,5' the line to the burst
point and with the plastic disk facing away from the burst poL'1t.

Preliminary calculations indicated that the blow-off pressure res~lltL1.g from the vapori
zation of the plastic should be greater than that resulting fro::-, tI:2 vaXlrization of the steel
on L'le opposlte end. The unbalanced force would then deflect the specimens from the trajec
>::Jrles 'lihich would normally be traversed. To dete:-mine these deflections. t.he third specimen
',vas mountec at the same range and with Lhe same orientation as the first. The deflections thus
determined were used to calculate the relative blow-off pressures,

As the name dynamic pressure implies, certain cylindrical specimens were exposed in an
a~te:npt to obtain some time-history data on the dynamic pressure within the fireball. These
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Figure 2.7 Laminated cv:inder.

Figure 2.8 Hollow cyli d. n er to inv"-",,,,,gate effects of ove:-:J- O --•• C ~"ure (lefti and dynamic pressure (right).
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S;~·:::_'C..·~tcle~-:.:; ',.~;2re J..150 ex,Posed to obtain. data on the eifec': of ~::,~~.:;<~:,~ 8.'" _: :>,:':entation on u~e mate

:.-:_;:'.~ ~;J3S ?~:-:: S':->2c:r-~er:s employed ~leT2 '~:~.'linders 7 ir:chas i:, diaIr.,::'·:2:" :::.~:d 1'::: ir:ches long,
each containing a mechanical device designed to provide i:-JJ,c~atioi1 on specimen velocity as
:1. ~~J.:1ction of specimen travel. Th2 7v-el~;,.~:ty-dista::1ce ir:'lp3.ct ~'J_!::? ~.3~C. f~):' lhis purpcse is
':::~3·::c-i':J""d III S;;,ction 2.5.1. One specim;;,n was eXI>Jsed iT, an en.d-o" ·,:,:ieTlt2.tion at each of the

\,\

Figure 2.9 Ballistic cylinder with bakelite dis~:,

Ll.:"e ranges. 50, 150, and 250 feet. In addition, two specimens simila:c- to the dynamic-
pre ss\.! re cylinders, except with bakelite plastic disks in one end. as with the ballistic cylin
ders. were mounted at the l50-foot range. The cylinders were exposed in an end-on orienta
tion NiLl Lle plastic disks toward the burst point. In this way, the blow-off pressure would
add an additional propelling force to the specimen, thus causing a steeper rise in the velocity
distance curve and a correspondingly greater acceleration measurement. By a comparison,
the". between the cylinders with and without the ba.l.;:elite, an additional determination of the
blJw-off pressure should be possible.

2.3.7 Material Evaluation. As a means for determining the depLl of metal loss as a
function of the material involved, numerous specimens were exposed at various stations. Ma
te:- ~a is under investigation were copper, tit::> nium, tantJ.l'.l:Il. stainless steel, molybdenum,
re~:1forced plastic, and graphite. To determine material loss by the simplest of measurements,
all the materials. with the exception of tantalum, were eXpOsed as 8-inch-diameter solid
s;J"eres. Copper was used for the control specimen, with one sphere being placed at each of
~., ;,.:-st s1:: ranges. In the interest of economy, only three or four spheres of each of the
D:...~er materials were employed; the locations varied from the nearest to the most remote
r.?.:-:.ges. T::" station locations of all speci:-nens are sho\\-'11. in Table 2.~.

1'1 addition to the material loss L-uormation for the copper spheres, a determination of the
82-':':"1.1m21 temperature attained versus depth below the surface was also desirable. This in
IJ:-Sc.',":·cc ";2,5 obtainecl by the meL0.od described in Section 2.5.3.
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T~~? 2xtrer.:J.8 cost of tantalum precluded L~2 ?o,s~:bi~;.[;/ cf 2:-:;;csing t..~is material in a
s::;h:::ric.al form: &lid hen(>~~:, :b,e speciS2L Sl:0','t~ :r: ~-:-~;':_'.~':: ;;;: :.~'} '~~~;l::) designed as an alternate.

Tantalum sheets of two thicknesses. 0.050 and 0.100 :;:1..:h. we:e '''''e1ded into cylindrical shells
·3 inches i..n CiJ.iJ2teY 2...J.'1C 4 inches 1011i;. Those "'?7~)"~:: ;:~:l;?::~ ',Tn.:.:: .:-:::"Jl~e:i copper, machined, and

Figure 2.10 Tantalum specimen.

Figure 2.11 Plastic sphere.

assembled, together with solid copper disks, as shown in the figure. No direct measurements
of material loss could be made on these specimens, but a determination of the relative sus
ceptibility of tantalum was assumed possible by observation of th.e shielding afforded to the
copper by the two thickIlesses of tantalum.

Since not only the material but also the shape an':; fabricatL"lg technique might affect the
ove:3.1: vulnerability of a plastic specimen, cylinders of a similar material, though fabricated
bv different technique, were exposed in addition to the spheres. The spheres, shown in Figure
'2.11. were molded i..-1to shape by the Cinci:r.D.ati Te3:in.; 2-Ed Res2arch Laboratories. Cincinnati,
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Or~~i~, !.:.::;ir:; ::l3.cerated ..\tolan-.A. fin:3~le.j. 181 ';/83::2. fit>~rglas C>~"_~: '~;,:-.,-: \~TL-:Jl-LD resin.
Tn:: cy~ind~rs ~Nere fabric2.t~,j by ~.~a.rrTl:~'c, lr-~corpGr:?~te~L .~<' ::::.~;.~-, ;:./~,~:_:,~. :.~~:~:; Conolon 506

reslr: and 181 weave, Volan-A cloth. A ':-inch-diameter maDerel w'.;.s molded first, and the
desired d1"-':'.2t2r of 5 inches finally obtained after a see:: -5:2;: :J:'.:~:,e.;SJ:· r2',:;rapping,
curiI1~. and machining,

Figure 2.12 Cylindrical holder for ceramic and alloy samples.

Figure 2.13 Spherical holder for ceramic and alloy samples.

Several cylindrical and spherical holders for samples of special purpose alloys and
ceramics were designed and fabricated by the Missile and Ordnance Systems Department of
L,e General Electric Company. Schenectady, New York, for 'Jse in determining the thermal
effects on L'lese materials. For Shot Erie. sLx of the cylindrical holders shown in Figure 2.12
we-:-e employed. Each was 6 inches in diameter ar,d 16 inches long and contained samples of
10 materials. The materials involved, as well as the exposure ranges, are listed in Table 2.1.
ro1." Shot i\fohawk, two 9-inch-diameter spheres (Figure 2.13) were used as specimen holders.
Each contained 14 inserts of the materials being tested. These materials are also listed in
I2.Ji:2 2.1.
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T>e G-:::i·:ra.l £lec:rlc Compa:n:~' 2.lSD :::-epared t'N8 spe·:~.:::,?=-.~"

-:':':::: ~-;:;:'~:-'::~:l3 CG::l3is:~?d of sec:Uo:;,s ;~:.: 4-inch ptpe

-;'_~~.:'2 to high neutron
".2:0:'" 12~, lO:1g which con

tained samples of various electronic components. Among Lee 2"lci25 enclosed in the pipes
'0'.'0::2 ,ransistors, diodes, resistors. cap".clc(),s, ferrite cor:,,, . ~::st:,' 3, ;'::.::d peak-temperature
inc.c::..::::;; de';12":;S. The pipes "vY'·2:re buried about 18 inches belo"·7/ 12~,;el, 35 feet fron1

Snot Erie ground zero.

2" ELECTRlC.-\.LLY INSTRUMEZ'iTED SPECTh1ENS

Appendix B. Electrical Recording Within the Fireball. describe" ':i detail LlJ.e recording
system and specimen design used in Proj.?ct 5.9 and presen':s ?,;-, 2-;:;.::':2,io::: of the results ob
tained. A brief abstract of Appendix B is included in this report for the reader who requires
only general knowledge of the electrical instrumentation system.

SLx electrically instrumented specimens, each containing a miniature tape recorder, were
exposed inside the fireball of Shot Erie. Five were spheres 12 inches in diameter and were
exposed at slant ranges of apprOXimately 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 feet from the detonation
point. The sixth specimen was a 16-inch-diameter sphere exposed at a slant range of 50 feet.
The addit.ion of 4 inches to its diameter was required at the 50-foot raJlge because calculations
indicJ.ced the l2-inch design did not provide adequate mechanical protection.

A spherical shape was chosen for the instrumented specimens because it was the configura
tion most capable. structurally, of wiL'lstanding the crushing force s. :' 3 d;:-ag coefficient was
independent of orientation. and the ballistics of a sphere were somewhat predictable, thus facili
tating specimen recovery after the test. The main body of the container and all external caps
were made of high strength steel. Since the strongest specimen possible would have been a
solid sphere, t.he container was designed to approach this ideal as nearly as possible. Figure
2.14 illustrates the 12- and 16-inch container design. The 16-inch specimen was essentially
one of the 12-inch specimens with a 2-inch-thick shell completely enclosing it. This shell was
fabricated in two pieces which could be screwed together and w:lS machined and ground to close
tole:-ances so chat it would fit tightly around the inside sphere.

The recorders employed were miniature magnetic tape recorders developed primarily for
use in experimental rockets and manufactured by North AmericaIl Instruments Inc. Recorders
of this design were reported to have operated satisfactorily under 8...-.:ial accelerations up to

500 grams and angular accelerations up to 200 radians/sec 2
• The recorders were 4 inches in

diameter 3_Ed 6 inches long including tIl.eir OWl1 battery power. Ei;;;".t ::::;3,;-'.::,213 of data were re
corded on th.e ~2 -inch-wide Mylar recording tape. The specime;1s were instrumented to record
time histories of acceleration, depth of melting of the surface material, and specimen tempera
tures near the surface. The direct recording of low power fluctuating direct current on magnetic
r.ape was accomplished by partially erasing a prerecorded alterr,ating-current signal as de
s,:ri'::cG in App-endix B, Section B.2.2. That section also describes the frequency response of the
entire system which was flat withirr 10 percent from 0 to 55 cps.

Each instrumented sphere contained two accelerometers: one measured the acceleration
along the radial line from the burst point through the specimen and the other, mounted normal
to the first, measured the acceleration in the plane of the shot tower and the specimen. Statham
Laboratories Type A5A-I000-50 accelerometers of the unbonded strain gage type with a range
of =1000 gracs were used for all specimens. Calibration of each accelerometer channel was
J.cc ::;mplished by introducing given millivolt steps into the recording head and measuring the
res'.Jltant deflec cion on the playback oscillograms. This information combined with the calibra
'.ion factor r212.~'...I'lg grams and millivolts supplied ..ith each bstrucem by the manufacturer
;:ermitted a calibration curve of grams versus millivolts to be dra·wl1 for each channel.

""[;1<: depu'c-of-melt (DOM) transducer was designed to put out 2. pc.:~se when the specimen
,T; 2: ~i,.,s had reached a predetermL'1ed depth below the surface. It cO;1sisted of two insulated
:o;1dueto::s c0;:nected in series with a battery and recording head a.-,d located at a predeter
si"ed depth th?lo-;; the surface of the specimen. Wnen the specimen melted to the depth of the
:')n,::L:-'O'3. co".tact would be established by the molten metal and a pulse recorded on LlJ.e tape.
l. :11.3 ~;-: .. ~.: ::1::J"/'iC2 an indication of the time required for the specime:-: to melt to that depth.
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A. tripie: .0':),"[ c0I13isted of three depL'l-oi-melt t.:,"":-;,';'--,c2r'; "-: di.:fe::-':mt depths connected to
gew'1er with a suitable ·cit'cuit 8I.d record,,;;: 0:. C:::.; "::,:':.c,el."::2 :;".1;; calibration required for
a single DO]\1 clla-nIlel was L~e determination of the poW-ity of u'1e sigr..al produced when the
two condl.1ctQ:"s ;;:::r2 short:::d. Calibr3.tio:l of :...~~; ~,~. : 7)C}"! ~~<~2.._':~~121, however, required the

d2t2:':::J.L"1atinrl of L1.e rel2.tive p:..ll~>~ h2ights i:o:n -2S~C~": ':: :·L?_;::-~-=:~. -:-'3 "':7ell as the polarity of L~e

signals.
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Figure 2.14 1",velve- and 5i.:rteen-bcll instrun::ented spheres.

Thermocouples were of the chromel-alumel type a:::d were designed to measure the tem
perature at various depths below the surface of th.e specimen as described in Appendix B,
Section B.2.3. Calibration of the thermocouple channels ;;vas accomplished by accepting the
standard chromel-alumel thermocouple tables of millivolts versus temperature and establish
ing the millivolt sensitivity of each channel by the method described above for the acceler
ometers.

The primary timing reference consisted of a 1000 -cps transistor oscillator which fur
nished timing information that was relatively independe::t of external influences. A secondary
timing reference, consisting of recording the output of a pulse transformer connected in series
with the armature of the tape drive motor, was utilized because of the recognized vulnerability
of tra.'1sistors to neutron bombardment.

Table 2.2 lists the data recorded on each chan.l'1el of be recorder for aU ranges.

The reduction of the test data was accomplished by playing back the test tape on a modified
.i"l.mp€x playback unit and recording these data on a Co:'.solid?ted Electrodynamics oscillograph,
Th-e Ampex equipment was also used for checking out the tape recorders and for prerecording
tte test t?_pes.
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DOM Triplet DOM T.C. T.e. T.e.

DOM
Ace. Ace. Motor Ace. ~-\cc . Ace.

Timing

DOl\l Triplet DOM T.e. T.C. T.e.

DOM

, DO\l- Depth of me It.
DT. e. - Thermocouple.
C Acc.-Accelerometer.

2.5 MECHA..>-"'1CALLY INSTRUMENTED SPECIMENS

Several of the specimens were equipped with passive type instrumentation which was of
the peak :-eading or point value type. These gages were designed in attempts to measure:
(1) specimen velocity as a function of distance moved, (2) pea..!.;. overp:-essure at each tower
station. and (3) peak temperature variation of a copper sphere.

2.5.1 Velocity-Distance Impact Gages. The device employed to obtain the velocity
distance data consisted of a number of blunt-end, steel plungers arranged to penetrate a soft
aluminum target block after the specimen had moved a presc:-ibed distance. A cutaway drawing
of a specimen containing a gage is shown in Figure 2.15 and 2. similar drawing of the gage
itseli in Figure C.1.Under the influence of dynamic pressure. the specimen moved away from
the Durst pOint. while the plunger. because of its inertia. was assumec to stay stationary in
space. The specimen, while moving through the distance sepa:-ating the plunger and target
block. attained a particular velocity. and the amou..'1t of penet:-a:ion of the plunger into the
target block was approximately proportional to the square of this velocity. The insert in each

specimen contained several plungers, each maintained at a different dlstance from its target
block by an adjustable spacer. Thus, the velocity of each specimen could be determined at
several distinct points. The dynamic-pressure cylinders and the composite specimens,
oriented nose-on, from Stations 100 to 250 feet, each had seven plungers. The composite
specimens at the 25- and 50-foot stations each contained five plungers. Preliminary calcula
tions showed that, assuming an exponential decay of dynamic pressure. the specimen velocities
would approach a ma..ximum rapidly, under some conditions. e,"en "ithin a few inches. Con
sequently, most of the plungers were positioned rat.her close ,0 "'''lei:- 8rget blocks.

Shields for the shielded composite specimens were also equip;;ed with velocity-distance
plungers. The main purpose of their use in the shields was for a determination of the rate of
3e;:;ai'ation between the shield and the specimen.

Because of various specimens and ranges involyed. numerous types of plungers were re
::;'~;'2d. Trial tests were performed using the calibration device described in Appendix C.
Results of these tests indicated the proper plunger-tip diamete, to use to obtain an optimum
penetration for any preassigned expected velocity calculated from t..1e theoretical impulse
data. After t.he sizes of the plungers were determined. a com;:Jiete calibration was performed
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Figure 2.16 Overpressure sphere.
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:"::>:-- c:.::h. T~:_:: ~.:;::;''':':~: Z;'52"":::2d quite clos2ly wiL~ L~2orj' a;;.ci .;-;
:. _,-;. ;;':':=:CS::::'::2 -::'o~;:.~s..,A. ll.1CJ.fe com;;l,:::,:,·:- '::::2scrip~.ion of ~>.~

presented in Appendix C,

"",: ~cduc ijility of within
. ·~::":':-,:e i:npact gage is

2.5,2 Overpressure Spheres. t·:::, :r:.c;asurelY'.ent of ;;0:.': c'e:-;::'es3ure 3.;-,0 its variation
w~t..:, range inside the fireball, an, additional spherical specimer: ·;a.s -:;:':~;)3ed 2,[ each station,
except the first. The specimens, one of which is shown in Flgure 2.16, were instrumented with
[".il-crusher gages. Two types of gages 'Nere involved, one f::::- tr:e; :::easurement of peak over
p:'essure and one for the meaS'Jremen: of ITlJ.ximum speciiiJ:,,' ·].~cei2,·:l.,Oj!' De:3.iled drawings
of both types are shown in Figures D.l and D.2. Each spherical sPBcimen contained four pres
sure gages and two accelerometers. The former were equally sp:l::ej ar:Y.md the sphere in a
plane normal to the direction of shock propagation, and the tn'e: ','/e:e 2.: the rear of the
specimen with their axes parallel to this direction.

The design, fabrication, and calibration of both devices, a.S well as the basic design of the
specimen itself, were accomplished by personnel of Allied Research Associates, Inc., of
Bos:on, Massachusetts. AppendL,,< D, Ball-Crusher Gages for the Measurement of Pressure
and Acceleration Within the Fireball of a Nuclear Detonatiop., describes the theory upon which
the design of the gages is based. The basic principle involved is that, within relatively wide
limits. the pLastic deformation of the balls is proportional to the forces exerted on them by
l;-;,~ sllding pistons, This linearity exists. in connection l1Jith an.nealed copper balls, for defor
mation up to 30 percent of the ball diameter; the limit is somewhat lower for other materials.
Because of the extreme forces involved, aLuminum balls were used i:c r.:,e pressure gages at
3w.tion 50; at all other stations. however. annealed copper balls were employed. Dynamic
calibrations were conducted using a drop-test apparatus to obtain accurate values for defor
mation constants. By use of these values, the desired information was obtained.

I,1 an exploratory attempt to determine whether the pressure exerted on a body as a result
of the vaporization process, I.e., the blow-off pressure, is appreciab:e, the front surface of one
of the pressure gages at Station 150 was altered, as follows: the exposed piston was cut down
and L'1readed, and a 1/2-inch-thick piece of Micarta plastic was scre,;,:"d onto the end. Also, to
minimize the edge effects, the central portion of the cylinder face was recessed and plugged
wit.h Micarta. The lightweight plastic was expected to be blo'l'rl'l off v.-:th more momentum than
steel, thus causing a force to act on the ball which would be larger tnan L'lOSe forces experi
enced in the other three gages at that station.

2.5.3 Copper Sphere Pea..l< Temperature Determination. In addition to UJ.e material loss
,;~~)::~-:.aLion for the copper sphere, a determination of the m2.XilT.:.r:::-:ealperature-attained
versus depth-below-the-surface was also desirable. For t.his purpes". each copper sphere
',,-as fi~,ed wiL'l a large tapered pin in which were embedded small slugs of various pure metals
and eutectic alloys. The pin was to be removed aftEr recovery, and t;,e ma..ximum tempera
tures attained at various depths were to be determined by observing which of the slugs had
melted.

2.6 SPECIMEN MATERIALS AND PROPERTIES

A complete listing of the materials and mechanical properties of the specimens is given
ir. T2.Jl~ 2.3.

2.7 SlJMMARY OF SPECIMEN EXPOSGRE

i igure 2,17 shows pictorially the exact location of all spec 1::ne::3 L11cluding type, slant
:-~'e:e. tower site, tier. and location on L'1e tier. The orientation of L'le specimens may also be
t:~:er,n~ne:: c:; cOllsidering the burst poir,: to be at the top of L1e chz:-t.

A summary of the specimen exposure for Shots Erie aIld r'ifohawb: arranged according to
8;:;e:,;-:"e" type is presented in Table 2.4.
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55,OOd' 32,000b

98,000' 59,000'
98,000' 59,oooa
98,000' 59,000'

190,000 180,000

190, 000 180,000

98,000a 59,000'
98, 000" 59, 000"

98,000" 59,000"
98,000" 59,000'

.. .--'

TABLE 2.3 SUMMARY OF MATERLA.LS A!'.1) MECHANICAL PEOPERTIES

Ultimate Tensile
tensile yield

strength, strength,
Code Material psi psi Code Material

.A. 1045 steel 98,000" 59,000' " 1045 St?2~"B 2017-T4 aluminum 55,00d' 32,OOOb B. Conolo:1 506 resin with

C 2017-T4 aluminum 55,OOd' 32, OOOb il 181 v.ea ve fiberglas

D 1045 steel 98,000" 59,000' 11 cloth
Ii S T[l::-~ts..lu.m, COill:lner-

E Cast aluminum Ii clally pure
F 1045 steel 98,OOOa 59,000" II T 2017-T4 aluminum
G CTL-91-LD resin with 12-15,000 .1

macerated 181 weave ii L 1045 steel

fiberglas cloth Ii
"''1/' 1045 steel

II W 1045 steel
H Speer grade 6095

11 X 4340 steel heat treated
99,99% molybdenum

P...oc~cx2l1 C~3--:t6

J 416 stainless steel 85, 000' 50,OOOa
II

K 99.9% titanium type 95.000
c

84,100
c

"
y 4340 steel heat treated

A-70 !I Rock-y·:ell C43-46

L OFHC electrolytic
ii - 1045 steel

tough pitch ' . ,J s:ee:copper ~-....~.......

M 1045 steel 95.000· 59,OOOa
30' ~ L\.~~ 5

59.000'
~ ~-, --

" 1045 steel 98, i' CC lChS steel
98,OOOa

d
0 1045 steel 59,0002- il
P 1045 steel 98,008" 59.000a If DD B2.kelite plastic cotton.I

II fiber
'I E::: See TaJ:e 2.1
11

a Joseph T. Ryerson and Son, Inc.
bAlcoa Structural Handbook.
cRem-Cru Titanium, Inc .
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TABLE 2.-1 SCWvlARY OF TEST SPECIME;-; EX?\j:):...·:-~i~

E?:..IE

I
S'l'ATION

COD'S SP"-CL'0; ~.ATE?..I;U.

5J ' :"~'J 150 I 200
TOTAL

!
25 I 250 300

I I

A Compo,ite Specimen Steel 1 J ;' 2 2 10
B Composite Specimen Alwninu:l 1 1 1 1 4
C Compo~ite Specimen-Shielded ;~~u..'""..inu.:n I 1 2 3
0 Flat Pla:e-Grooved-Trar.sverso Steel 1 1 '"- 4
E Flat Plate-Grooved-Trar.sverse ,u,..::::.:...'1t.:.::. 1 1

F Flat Plate-Grooved-Parallel St.eel 1 1
G Sp,ere Pla.stic 1 1 1 1 4
H Sphere Grap:--.i te 1 1 1 3
I Sphere ~:oly 1 1 1 3
J Sphe:-e S. Steel 1 1 1 J

K Sphere Titani= i 1 I 1 1 JI
L Sphere :.,);:;-.:::,- 1 1 1 1 1 6
H SpheNl 1, )f! Stee: 1

-~

N Sphere lO" Steel 1 i 1 J
0 Sphere 8" St.eel

I
~ 1

P Sphere 6" Steel 1 1
Q Sphere 4" 3~eel 2

R Cylinder :=lastic 1 1 2

S Cylinder 7:1•."'1 t alu.::
,

"- 1 J-'-

T Laminated Cylinder Alumnu.:: J 3 6

u Dyna.'llC P:-e sS'J.re Gyl~ie:- S+. ?-:': 1 1 J
V ;;0110'0 Cy:':'nder (Fobted) Stee: i - 1

~ w Eo 110'0 Cy:..inder (Blunt ::nd ) Stee: I 1 1
X Instru.mer.ted Sphe re 12" S:'eel i 1 1 1 1 1 5I
Y Instrum€l1 ted Sphere 16" Steel i 1 1

i

I
z o-v·erpresS'J.re Sphere S:.ee::' 1 1 1 1 6

AA Uynalric F:-essur-e Cyl. ( w/:c1::.s::'c i::.se:-t ) Steel 2 2
Ba Ballistic CyU:oder Steel 1
vv BalUstio :;yl. (w/~las:'ic iT.3e:-: ) S':.ee;" 2 2
Dw 3::t:.<elite Cy:"inder 33.!<e:''='''¥.: 1 2

EE Cylinder3 w'~th Cera=ic In3e::-::= Steel 1 2 1 2 6

(TOT,us) 8 22 yo 19 16 I 6 :3 94"--

M:JHA1IK

!
I MATI;?..IAL

EU...."ATION ICODE I
i

sncL~ , '!C'l'AL

I
70 F1' 150 F1'

N Sphere 10" I Steel 2 2 4
0 Sphere 8" I Steel 2 2

IT Sphere 3 vi. th Cera:nic Inserts Steel 2 2
GG Sph"re 10' I Alumi....~ 1 1

I (TOTAlS) 2 7 9
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Chapter 3

RESULTS

3.1 SHOT AND RECOVERY DATA

0; cne 103 specimens exposed in fireballs by Project 5.9, 88 were recovered. Table 3.1
lists all the specimens exposed to Shot Erie and indicates the '79 which were recovered from
that shot. as well as those which were not. All nine specimens exposed to Shot Mohawk were
:'eco':e"'ed. This chapter summarizes specimen damage; AP0=:,dL' .-':. c011tains a detailed dis
cussion of each recovered specimen.

hQU;S8top2})O-foot tower on
_~~~~~A1 Figure 3.1 shows the

Shot Erie fireball at 1, 4, 7, and 14 msec a.fter detonation. Table 3.2 is a tabulation of the Shot
Erie fireball dimensions and positions from 25 msec to approximately 1 second. At 1600 hours
0" :;hot day. Le .. H hour plus 10, an aeria: survey team flew over th.e specimen-impact area
for purposes of observation and photography. The photographs were intended to preserve, for
use during the recovery program, any visib:e evidence of specimen penetration into the
ground. The level of residual radiation, however, was extremely high. and a minimum flight
alti:ude of 200 feet was designated by the Radiological Safety Unit. As a consequence, the
photographs did not possess sufficient detail for the intended purpose. and the eifort was re
::O'~."~ 2.: 1100 hours on 1 June at an altitc;:e of 100 feet.

.?eliable radiation readings, obtainable only at ground leve 1, 'Nere not available until
4 d2.ys after the shot, at which time they indicated a value of 13.5 r /hr. However, the following
day after a heavy rainfall, a value of 5 r /hI' was obtained; apparently L'1e raL'l had leached
30me of the fallout material into the groll...."1d.

On 7 June, 7 days after detor..ation, a party entered Ll-Je impact area to recover at least one
ins:.rumented sphere, as well as any other specimens which were visible. Although the radia
tion ie'/el was approximately 3 r /hr and L'1e permissible time in t.he area was correspondingly
shor:., the mission was successful. The instrumented sphere from Station 300 was found and
removed from the area.

On 19 June, 19 days after the shot, another recovery party entered the impact area and
:'2':],;'2reo nL'1e additional specimens. The :-3.diation level 2.t t.hat time ';;;as 1 r/llr, which was
:00 high for an extended recovery effort. Arrangements were made 'Il.ith Rad-Safe to supply
Project 5.9 '.vi.th weekly radiation level readings of the impact area. This arrangement afforded
c.;'2 opPDrtunity for Project 5.9 personnel to return to the United States to await a reasonably
,:,J,;' radiation leve I before attempting full scale recovery. Figure 3.2 shows the radiation decay
J ;:':,e S:w: E ::-i2 impact area as plotted fro!::! t..l:le Rad-Safe readL'1gs.

Co", 13 .3eptember 1956, after the level c·f radiation had decayed to apprOXimately 200
rD.l'hr. Project 5.9 personnel returned to the test site and attempted to recover the specimens
·,':·cc.,,-j diZ:;::'.g: however, when only seven additional specimens had been recovered after
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S1',\'l"~ ,>1 I TOT.u. i
p

l5o!JcoF·F!.. - .:: ~ !:-~ ::.:..,:: . ;';.A-:·_"':"': ..~ i' ;~r.::;..~

i!~'j I ~ !lCD! 1>(; '..;'.'. ~~ ;! ::s !~<: leo I l5Q I=
i'

li !
5t"1 II 3 2

I : !2 ~ i' 10 S:.a.poelte Speci.Den ! I
Ccepo 51 t.e SpecLT.-~:"; Al~~"'.u.::. !I

, I, - j, 0

'~p • .)~::. 5hi~ld"d .t.:..~~~ ii 10 ~ J J

'1.>t Flo Groo.,.ed '!'r,).,"'.o. Stet!:" 'I 1 ~ )

flat Pl. Groo ...ed Tr.ut.j,. Alw..::.i.nu..:n Ii 1 0

!!

Flat Flo Grooved P".r,J.ll~l S'". '.. 1 1

G Sphe ,e FL1..,tic ! I' Id 1 ~ 2,I
H 3~he~ C:""a;::r.it.~ 1I :e J 2

ii "I S?-'1l!r"'e ~o, 1 1 II " 1 3 J
II il

J Sphere s. Steel " 1 \i d 1 J Ji!
II i;II

i Ii
3 2

S?,'":e~ Tita...--:h:.= I!

;;)phere ':o;:=~r Ii 1 6 5

~ S~e:--e 32" Steel 1 0

Spher-e 10" S:~~l J 2

3prl~re 8" ;;;; ...... 1 1

Sphere 6" .:3:'~~: 0

Sph~re 4" 5t",e: 1

Cylinder F'.."tl: 0

Cylinder t'a . .:>..: •

I

J 2

T L.a.-unated Cylinder A:~:l'..1= 19 ~ 6

U :l)T. , PreS3. Cylinde:- S:·~e :. 1 J

V Hollow Cylinder (Pt.) St,;;~:' I 0

;; Hollow Cylinder (Bl. E.n:L Stee::" 0

Instr. Sphere 12" S:~e: 1 5
In:5tr. Sphere 16" St,,'.. 1

Z Over-pre~3Ure S;::::heril 5:'~~: 1 6 6

AA ;)yn&nUo Pr-e.j,~ure Cyl. 5:e-e: 2''' 2 2

BE 3.a..illstic Cylinder Ste~: 1 1

CC B&lli.tic Cylinder ~t~~:
i 2 2 2

DJ a.a.k",Ute Cylind~r 9.>.<.1: te IJ 2 1

E'.E. CyLL"der with C.ar.;],r:Uc ln~~rts

Ucld~nti!1ed '1-5 Ca.?$l:'~

Ste~:

15 13 6 2

J
5

94 79

• without lnurt J Cone E.Dd Spr.er-e
b without Cone
c Only the Shield ~a" ReooTered
d Approxi.ooatel.y 1/2 or Sph.,..
-e Several l..a:"ge Pieces McoTer-ed &it !oiot Ident.:"~~::"ej

! Part ot ... Speci..::=an
g Steel End Ca.p. Mi••1n&
h ·.lthcot Pla.:stic Disc
j Apprcxi&atel,y 1/2 or c-fllnder

2 days, it v:as decided to use heavy equipment. Carryalls (pans l were used to remove about
6 inches of the surface at a pass and then to spread OLe: the material in layers about 2 inches
thick. By this method, specimens could be recovered either in L'1e impact area or in the
dLernpi.ng area.

A lew specimens were found on the surface, but :1';" remaining ones were found at depths
ranging from a few inches to 5 feet. It is estimated that the heavy equipment moved on the
o;-der of 100,000 yd3 of soil during recovery, After- removing 6 to 8 feet of soil from all areas
t.hat speClmens could reasonably have impacted, it ,vas decided that the time and expense to
search a larger area could not be justified. in view of the low probability of success. The
~ec:overy effort therefore ,,'as term1:uted are 1 Nove:::-.:e:;- 19;:;5.
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Data obtained fro~ Edgert8n, Germeschau52n and Grier motion pictures
(1000 frames/sec.) by Allied Research Associates, Inc.

TIME AFTER FIREDALL DL"Sr~Ia~S

DETCNATICtl a b c i c: I e r-
toI.5EC FT FT FT fT :1' FT

25 0 643 0 0 ) / ./ 600<:.':> ...

35 44B .,'<;:; ~~ ~~ 262 619' 'I/~ /' .'~

45 511 765 4B 43 251 649
55 641 835 49 "1' 264 66410

65 684 865 56 75 251 662

75
I 598 902 71 .., """,M, 267 697-'....-.,~'

85 724 862 95 " , i 286 722~ ..!..L.

95 667 904 ·106 ~ ;=.~: .2'/'.) 730
145 805 108: ' .. /., ~56 1?~ 810.c);", , _" ..... .t:..

195 860 1116 171 ' ~,

i 339 868... ; ....

I

295 1046 1257 221 ...- ..::1. !.,.27 957
495 1071 1379 219 2::'9 52L 1052
745 1413 1413 106 . -, 5G6 1149":":..)0

995 1365 1365 87 37 640 1176

'"1)0\:::;'
, 1-1.'\
~\

3.1.2 Shot Mohawk. Shot Mohawk was detonatecJ:"l 3 Ju:y 1955 at 0506 hours.~
No immediate recove::y was attempted because of the 11lgh Iev'el

o(~adiatlO n 4 uly, an aerial survey team flew ove:: the specimen impact area for the
purpose of observation and photography. Shot Mohawl-: radiatio:l decay data were supplied to
Project 5.d personnel in the United States by t.he rt2.c-Safe U:l:t of. Eniwetok. Figure 3.3 shows
the Shot Mohawk impact area radiation decay as a func :~on of ti:ne after the detonation as
;Jlotted from these data. These radiation data are fo:: Site Sally. approximately 3,000 feet from
the detonation point, because it was expected L'1at the specimens would be carried there; how
eve!', Ll}e specimens traveled only 400 feet or less, and were, therefore, found on the shot
lsland. Site Ruby. which has a much higher radiation 1'0";,,1.
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the day e specimens were recovered, the area was reading 1 r /hr; but since all 9 of
the specimens were lying on top of the ground, no trouble was experienced in locating and
recovering them.

3.1.3 Recovered Specimens Summary. Table 3.1 lists the specime:ls, or parts of speci
mens, recovered from Shot Erie. Forty-four of these specimens were recovered in their
impact locations, and the remainder were found in the dumping area. Figure 3.5 shows the
recovery locations of the majority of these 44 specimens 'W'ith respect to their original posi
tions and the burst point. A table listing the preshot and postshot coordinates of each specimen
found in the impact area is also included in Figure 3.5.

3.2 PASSIVE SPECIMENS

In general, the specimens retained their original shape but were reduced in size because
of loss of material from t...'1e surface; however, a few specimens either had irregular metal loss
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~-:,r ·,,:;e.re dist8rted b:,," the P!"2.5S:"::-~" ~C.tC2S. 5-J t.:-:at the~: '.-<. :--c<a~n their shapes. The profiles
o~ the speci:nens \v',::;:'e :::easure: -(:,---:'~~ a s,;--?c17". c::-?.3-:;;>~<: _ '~:::ich measured the distance
and azimuth of any point on the surface from a referen,:e POint within the specimen. The maxi
mum ,,',ror in t.hese measured dis:2.i1ces '':;:,3 : ::'.:; ::. .. ::. ;'::. c\ :e"; pertinent comments regard
ing specimen shapes iollo'.l/s:

(1) The 10-inch steel sphere at the 50-loot scalion was distorted so that at some places
there was an increase in the radius and at oL'1er places a decrease, with the result that the
specimen was much out of rou:1d,

(2) The forward end of the dynamic-pressure cylindel." at the 50-foot station was mush
roomed by the pressure forces, so that it "''"3.5 largei' in dian:.eter than it was before the shot.

(3) The copper spheres at the 50- and 150-foot statio::s were either distorted or had an
irregular pattern of material loss, leaving the specimen more elliptical than spherical.

In addition to the profile determinations, the weight loss of each specimen was calculated,
Also, an attempt was made to determine the postshot densities of some specimens. The weight
loss of each specimen was determined by subtracting t.he postshot weight from the preshot
weight. Both these measurements had tolerances of ::: 1/~ pound; therefore, the weight loss data
could have been in error by as much as == 1/; pound. The lJostshot density of the specimens from
the close-in stations was measured by diViding their weight in air by their volume as deter
mined from their loss of weight when submerged in water; however, any change in density, if
any, was so small that it was less than the expected error of we measurements.

The weight loss and other pertinent ir1.formation are pre sented in the ensuing paragraphs,
and a detailed description of the specimen damage, surface conditions, and depth of metal loss
as determined from the profile measurements is presented for each specimen in Appendix A.

3.2.1 Steel Spheres. Sixteen of the 20 steel spheres exposed in the Shot Erie fireball
were recovered. Those which were not recovered were the 10-inch-diameter steel sphere at
the 25-foot station and the 6-inch-diameter sphere, a 4-inch-diameter sphere, and the 20-inch
segment of the 32-inch-diameter sphere at the 50-foot station.

With the exception of the specimens exposed at the 50-foot station, where the surfaces
facing the burst point were severely pockmarked. the steel spheres from Shot Erie had almost
the same amount of metal loss over their entire surfaces. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 are typical
examples of specimens which had pockmarks.

Weight losses of the steel spheres are summarized in Table 3.3. The table also lists the
average reduction in radius of Lle specimens as determined from the postshot weight. This
3y,::rage is the difference betweel"l the presho, radi:.ls and ':.,""2 r2.dius of a sphere of eq:.J.al density
that would have the same weight as the postshot weight of t.he specimen.

All eight of the steel spheres from Shot Mohawk were recovered. The weight losses of
these spheres are also presented in Table 3.3 . .-luI the S- and IO-inch diameter spheres which
were exposed at the 150-foot level on the specimen tower had two peculiar grooves, about lAs
inch deep and 1/2to 3;4 inch wide extending around the sphere. These grooves were about 1112
inches apart. There was no correlation of the plane of L'1e grooves with the direction of the
shock wave. A photograph and profile drawing of one of these specimens is shown in Figure 3.8.

One of the 10-inch-diameter steel spheres at the 70-foot level on the specimen tower for
Shot Mohawk had an interesting pattern of resolidified metal: its flow lines started at the two
poles of the specimen and spiraled around, ending in a line at the equator. More details on this
phenomenon as well as a photograph are presented in AppendLx A.

3.2.2 Composites. Four of the five steel composite specimens oriented cone forward,
and all four of those with side-on exposures, were recovered. The one steel specimen oriented
hemisphere forward, the steel specimen 'With its cone forvi3.rd at 25 feet, and all seven of the
aluminum specimens were not recovered. SLx velocity-distance inserts from composite speci
mens were found separated from the co:r.posite shells. O'1.1y b'1e separated insert from the
cone-forward steel composite specimen at 200 feet cou~dJe positively identified. One of the
remaining five inserts could have been from the cone-forward steel specimen at 100 feet, and
the remaining four inserts could have been from aluminum composites; or all five could have
been from aluminum specimens.
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-~'aD~~ 3.~ is a .sum::n?.ry oJ L~'>? \-veigh~ i0SS o~· ~,?,::::: '~'--,--''-'" _ .. '=:o:Tl~Dsite specimen.
~~~.; ~O~2 J: :he S;>2cime:1 D:-:,:;:,ted cone for~;~~:}_t·:: ;.;.~ ~i-:2 :2 __>-{c;:JC stdcion was not recovered.

Since the cone was not recovered. the total ',;,'eight 1>:,3 can only be given as an estimate. As
sllmLng that the cone los: t.he S2.:L2 d2pth of metal as :h.," ro;;:::,:::,:;" the postshot weight of the
cone ?,'ould have been 6', pou.nds. This assCl::::;nion lec cc; :In 'e3:::r,ated ,,;eight 1055 for the
entire specimen of 60 pounds.

Both the composite specimens at the 50-foot st?:lJI' ';Jere badly da"1aged. The cone
forward specimen was cn.:.shed J:: ::"12 pressure for':23: :;,2 s:j~:-o;: specimen was severely
pockmarked in the top rear quadral'lt, tangent to the blast, and the bottom rear quadrant,
shielded from the blast. was badly honeycombed. A phot.;=<;raph of the honeycombing is pre
sented in Figure 3.9. More details about L'rtese damac;es are p:-esented in Appendix A.

3.2.3 Flat Plates. Of the six specimens of this type originally exposed, only the alumi
num plate, exposed at the 150-foot station and the steel plate grooved transversely, exposed at
100 feet, were not recovered. The recovery location of the flat plate, Type D, at the 200-foot
station is shown in Figure 3.5. The approximate recov,,:; coordinates of the other flat plates
3.re also in Figure 3.5. Note that the specimens were found far to the left, clockwise, from the
line-of-sight through the specimens and the burst point. A summary of the preshot and postshot
·./2ights is given in Table 3.5.

mgeneral, the plain side of the plate lost about th.e same depth of metal as did the bottom
of the grooves, and the top of the grooves lost an additional 3/10 = 1/16 inch of metal. A plot of the
preshot aI1d postshot profiles of a section through L'1e cent:'", ~f c.:1e transversely-grooved plates
is presented in Figure 3.10 and those for the longitudinally grooved plate in Figure 3.11. The
latter had more loss on the top of the grooves than the bottom, but both areas lost more toward
the front than the rear. This variation is also shown in th", figure.

3.2.4 Laminated Cylinders. Three of the six exposed cylinders were recovered. A
summary of their weights is given in Table 3.6. All three were recovered without the steel
end caps; and, since no reliable estimate could be made of the weights of these caps, the post
shot weights listed in the table were the actual weights of Ll-Je specimens as recovered, and the
weight loss data included the loss of both the steel and aluminum.

-All the laminated cylinders had pockmarks on the outside lamination. These pockmarks
were large in area but not very deep. Only on the cylinder at the 100-ioot station were the
pock..-narks as deep as the thickness of the lamination on which they appeared.

3.2.5 Hollow Cylinders. The two hollow cylin-:''::'s '','8:'2 2::posed at the 50-foot station,
but neither was recovered.

3.2.6 Balla-stic and Dynamic-Pressure Cylinders. All the ballistic and dynamic
pressure cylinders were recovered. The recovery locations of L'1e ballistic cylinders are
shov,rn in Figure 3.5. It may be noted that the two cylinders which were side-on, one Type BB
and one Type CC, were found at approximately the same distaIlce from their original position
and that the one which was end-on did not travel as far. The side-on cylinder with the plastic
disk (CC) was found at a range of 185 feet. the one without the plastic (BB) was found at 184
feet, and the end-on cylinder (CC) was found at 129 feet.

Table 3.7 is a summary of the specimen weights and recovery information.
The dynamic -pressure cylinder at the 50-foot station was badly damaged by pressure

forces. Details of this damage are presented L'l App-endL'( A.

3.2.7 Material Eyaluation Specimens. Fourteen complete specimens and parts of six
other 5 of the 29 material evaluation specimens were:, ecovered. Table 3.1 lists the recovered
specimens. and Table 3.8 is a tabulation of the presho: :;'-fiG pestshot weights.

Recovery locations of those specimens found in t..heir original impact points are shown in
Figure 3.5.

Average reduction in radius of the spherical specimens is also presented in Table 3.8.
The plastic sphere at the 150-foot station broke apart along a horizontal plane; and the

::';2.>2 was severely C2..11yoned, as shown in Figure 3.12. Since there was no material loss
(Text continues on p.52)
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97.9 2~5
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43.7 251 ii,
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0.50
0.05
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0.41

TABLE J.'" SUM~lARY OF PRESHOT AND POSTSHOT WEIGHT OF STEEL COMPOSITE

SPECH>lEXS, TYPE A

Preshot. Pcs:shot,
pounds pounds

86 1
:

4S' ,
42
46: ,
27' I

\Veight

loss,
pounds

11: : 2
ll-± 1 J

109 3 ,

116' "ISo

156 3 .:~

156' 1

156 :

Slant range

Nominal, Actual,

feet feet

50 45.8
100 97,7

150 15S .2

200 203.5

50 45.3

100 97.5
150 ISS.l
2O:. 203.6

~ose-on

Side-on

;\ose-o:;

Or-ientation

-'- The ';elocity-d~5tance i:-.sert, cone, and sphe:'e we:-e not :r~cove7·::d.

:-' ~·)p2c~rr:en not complete; the velocity-distance insert aad cone "ve:-e separated from cylinder.
: Es:,,,,ated weight loss (weight loss of insert 0.0 Ibs, estimated loss of cone 6.2 Ibs).
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Figure 3.8 Eight-inch-diameter steel sphere at 545·fo0t slant range, Shot Mohawk.

Figure 3.9 Side-on composite, 50-foo~ rar1 6e, ~:-.,:Y.'(i[lg honeycomb.
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f'--.'.~ ?LATES

Nominal, Actual, PresQot. ?ostshot,

T:.-pc Grooves feet fee: , :::");J.nds- '.

j) Transverse 50 ·13.7 193
/ 1

D Transverse 150 156.2 --. 29 1/ 2

D Transverse 200 201.5
,,,:1, "::0 4

F Longitudlnal 150 156.3 26
1
':2

Weight
loss,

pounds

57

48

34 11
.',

50%

T.\3LE :;.6 Sl'MM.\RY OF PRESHOT AND POSTSHOT WEIGHTS 0: U\.MINATED CYLThl)ERS

Slant range Laminations \Veights

~;o;r.inal ,

feet

100

150

150

Actual,
feet

95.9

156.1

156.2

Number

12

5

4

Thickness,
inches

Pre5:~:'·.

pounds

33 1
,

37' ,

34 1
,

Pos:shot,
P(~'_i.:1:is

~ , ! J

~ ... 2

15

13 1
'2

Weight loss,'
pounds

22
22 1/,

20 3/,

aIncludes weights of missing steel end caps.

T.-\.5L£ 3.7 SCMMARY OF PRESHOT AND POSTSHOT WEIGHTS OC ;)·~·c;.\:,::"::-??.ESSt;RE AND
B.·\LLISTIC CYLINDERS

Slant range Weig-':t \\'eight recovery

~orninal, Actual, Preshot, Posts:'1ot, Loss, Range,
Ty'pe feet feet Orientation pounds pounds pounds feet'

C 50 43.8 End-on 143~/, 9'l. 52~<1 253.:.. 2

C 150 158.6 End-on 1441/~ 104 1...? 393~ 101
C 250 254.5 End-on 1441/~ I") ,,", t,'" 1 ~3; b... 0, ? j ·'4

.\A 150 158.0 End-on 141
3'4 109 1 ; 3,,1/ c b-/,

AA 150 158.5 End-on 1421/2 114 251:'2 d b
CC 100 95.4 End-on 1143~ q, : 331/2 c 129~~ l

BB 100 97.4 Side-on 112 91 1, " r.3 184"-t..: "4

CC 100 97.4 Side-on 115'/2 84 3, 303/, e 185

'Horizontal distance from original position.
C Found In dumping area.
c includes 0.57 pounds loss of plastic disk.
" Ineiudes 0.22 pounds loss of plastic disk.
clncLldes 0.20 pounds loss of plastic disk.
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PLastic sphe:e. ISO-foor ;r"rion.
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Figu:e 3.13 Plastic sphere, 2.s0-roor sranon.
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~'::;'':2r the loc~:i~ r~~[, c-i2 r:J.aterial 1033 of Lle exposed a:-ea

unexposed area and measu.:-ed direct::.') as r::?co:dec in Table J, j,

T:le pla3tic sphere from the 250-foot station was or,2 cf :>, ~?:lSt d::-,::;aged specimens of
It'-:ose reco~/e~ed. Figure 3.13 is a photiJs:·2.)~·~ of L'1is sP:::<:<,~:J.2i~. G.": ~,~ '..:;'-.~-: :·o:"'iI.d; i~ is to be

TABLE 3.5 SUMMARY OF PRESHOT A""D POSTSHOT WEIG!-fTS 0F Y'-.Tr?:}.~-EVALUATIO:-; ..
SPECr:ME~S

Slant range Weight
\,"eight Average recluc-

Nominal, Actual, Preshot. P05~ s~;ot, 1~5s, tion in radius,
T!~~e Material feet feet pounds pounds pounds inches

G Plastic 150 1:;6.0 17 8 3 ~ a 0.05
G Plastic 250 256.6 163/, 16' :

!.
0.02,

H Graphite b
I Molybdenum 25 24.S 99 1/ 2 7' I C

I Molybdenum 100 95.3 95 1/
2 82 .. .... 11 0.2410'2

I Molybdenum 200 203.9 99~/, 87 1·)3( 0.18- '4

J Sc2inless steel 25 24.3 ... .,3 2;')3 aI,)

J Stainless steel 100 97.4 -33: 56\ 4 1-11 0.34I', i .I 2

J Stainless steel 200 203.S l-'±
;~ -) . ~ 1 3 0.22.J.J. ,'4

K Titanium 100 953 43 3/, 27'" I 16 0.56
K Titanium 200 2016 44 33: , 10 " 2 0.35

L Copper 50 44.7 87 ?-3 5 C1 1/ 1.27_I 4 ' ,
L Copper 100 95.3 86 1

/ 2
~...;~

4 41\ 0.79
L Copper 150 156.1 86 1

/ 2 30: 56 L
2 1.19

L Copper 200 201.6 8 01 • ~ .. : e. 42 0.800/2 ~~ "

L Copper 250 2 -.1 i 87
~ q3 .. 3- 1/ 0.68;n .." "":" ,. ~ .',

5 Tantalum copper 100 97.7 156~', 53: , ",:,<"\1: f
I.,) :2

S Tantalum copper 200 201.6 156 101: 2 - .. 1,. f
;n /2

DD Bake~ite cyl. 200 201.7 20~/, 13 a
EE Cylinder with 100 95.S 113~, ' ,3!

.~ "':'"'t ,
ceramic inserts

E::: Cylinder with 200 201.6 120 1
" - '- 37: '

ceramic inserts
t..l::. Cylmder with 200 201. -;- 1153

/ i "
.)_s-, ,

ceramic inserts

FF Sphere with 5458 545 105 25
ceramic insert

FF Sphere with 5458 545 105
3
" I':: , 29 1/2

ceramic insert
GG Aluminum 54s,g 545 51 2E: 2 22 ~/2 0.88

a Approximately 12 of specimen was recovered.
b Several large pieces recovered but not identified.
C Only a small part of specimen recovered (see tex'i).
ct Specimen not positively identified, could be from 200 foot station.
e Specimen not positively identified, could be from 150 foot statior
f Combined loss of tantalum, copper, and steel.
g EXDosed to Mohawk.

noted that the mounting bolt was still attached to the specimen. The f::-or.t sector of the sphere
had SOme large, but shallow, sections broken out. Except for the shallow sections missing from
the front face, there was no structural failure of the specimen.

The r:lolybdenum sphere from the 25-foot station also broke apart, and only part of it was
recovered. The depth of metal loss ,,-as determined by measuri.'1g the profile of the recovered

:;2
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:~.,5 :::e:1:od, the metal loss was

surfa.ce of the sphere, the weight loss of the enti:-e co)ecimen, had it remained in one piece,
would have been approximately -~5 p':Junds.

Bo:''': the spheres 2..'1d three 0: L1e six cylinders ·,;';',':h h;:;lc~ :he s;:ecial purpose alloys were
recovered. Comments on the postshot conditions of w12 inserts are presented in Appendix A.

3.3 ELECTRICALLY INSTRU;-'ISl',l'ED SPECIMEN:::

All six instrumented spheres exposed on Shot Erie we:':: recovered. The magnetic record
ing tapes from the three farthest specimens, Statio,,:; '200, 250, and 300, were played back after
the test. Although heat had damaged the tapes, some time-history data from Stations 250 and
300 are presented. The recorder at Station 200 stopped at shock arrival so no data was re
corded. The tapes of the remaining specimens, Stations 50, 100, 150, were so brittle that play
back was impossible. However, it was determined by "eighing the take-up and pay-out spools,
that the Station 150 recorder had operated for at least 6 seconds after time zero.

Damage to the specimen container, recorder, and transducers varied from minor damage
:It the farthest ranges to heavy damage at the close ranges. Appendix B, Section B. 3, describes
in detail the damage sustained by all electrically instrumenu:d specimens.

3.3.1 Station 200. The magnetic recording tape in Lhe Station 200 recorder stopped
,,·he:-. the shock wave aI1d fireball engulfed the specime". The exact reason for this recorder
failure was unknown; however, the specimen was subjected to a pea.!I,: acceleration of approxi
mately 11 ,000 grams and this appeared to be the most probable cause.

The only significant damage to the Mylar recording tape; was caused by heat. It is esti
mated that the tape was subjected to a temperature of apprOXimately 500F sometime after the
specimen had impacted the ground. This relatively high temperature caused the oxide binder
to become soft and sticky and ultimately caused part of the oxide to be transferred from its
normal side of the tape to the adjacent back side of the tape on the ta."e-up reel. This oxide
transfer (called blocking) was evident on the entire Station 200,tape, except in the area that
was- between the pay-out and take-up reel, i.e., that area which could not block because there
was no adjacent surface to which the oxide could be tl"ansferred. The heat had caused some
sigrral disturbance in this unblocked area; however, there w:?s sufficient signal remaining to
determine time zero and shock arrival times. It took 5 msec for the fireball to expand and
eng'.lli the instrumented sphere at Station 200. Time zero was determined from disturbances
on the motor timing, depth-of-melt, and transistor oscillator channels. Shock arrival was
determined from the two accelerometer channels and tJ:e tral1sistor oscillator channel. Accu
racy of this shock arrival time was estimated to be =20 perc"nt.

Transistors are knO'\lrTl to be sensitive to neutrons. and H was suspected that the transistor
oscillator might fail at time zero. However, it continued to operate through time zero and
failed at shock arrival. A slight disturbance was noted at time zero, but the oscillator fre
quency and amplitude showed no significant change until shock arrival.

The nuclear radiation experienced by the specimen at Station 200 apparently caused no
disturbance or loss of signal on the magnetic recording tape.

3.3.2 Station 250. The recorder at Station 250 operated satisfactorily, and the recording
tape ran all the way through. The tape had evidently been exposed to high temperature, be
cause it was badly blocked. This blocking occurred on :,'1e tape in the vicinity of time zero and
the oxide had transferred so completely that it was necessary to play back the reverse side of
tJ:e tape as well as the normal side. This reverse side playback introduced many problems in
lhe reduction of the data. It was necessary to add together the deflection readings from the
normal and reverse side playback of a cham1el to obtain the actual recorded information. The
necessity of this type of data reduction reduced the reliability of the L'1iormation obtained from
L'1is specimen; however, most of the data was of sufficient interest to warrant presentation in
.::,co ,'e:>Jrt.
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T::2 :~:n2 bas-2 u.3ed Oll a~: L'-12 cur-"/2S presented Irc;:'. :.-.::; ~;+ ]_~::::;:, \:r';lS ·Jotai.::ed from the
t:;-ansisw, oscillator. The accu:-::cy of this U::le base Wd:=: ;J?::c;- t::2..:: c. ~ p2,cent beto:-e shock
arrival when the oscillator stOpped. In the absence of an indepe::,dent time base subsequent to
~-.~s ti~""-2. the recQ!"der speed aite.:- 3hoc~: ar:'~v2.~ ',~vas ~L:: ~~,.l[r..?::J :'=~ ::::::. :~-~:= 32.:-ne as before. Even
on tile basis ()~ this assumption the ascuracj" of u>12 time base a:",,1" ::i'l:;'_:: "'-ITlval was estimated
to be ",2 percent or ",1 msec, whichever was greater. The morer timl:Jg chamlel was sensitive
to recorder shock loads and provided indications of initial shock wave engulfment and impact
c,; the specimen with the ground. The two accelerometer cha;e[",e:;, as eve;: as Ll-je motor timing
ChanJlel, indicated that the specimen from Station 250 impacted the ground 1.27 ::: 0.03 seconds
af:er shock wave engulfment.

It is irr,portant to note that the transistor oscillator in this s;Jecirnen also operated througr.
time zero and stopped at shock arrival. Some disturbaI'.ce was noted on the oscillator channel
at time zero, but the frequency showed no significant change.

R a d i a 1 A c c e 1era t ion. Figure 3.14 presents G'1e recorded time history of the radial
acceleration experienced by the instrumented sphere at Station 250. The ordinate scale has
been omitted from this curve because of the uncertainty introduced by the addition of the
signals played back from the normal and reverse sides of the tape. Although the ordinate scale
is in doubt. the general wave shape is considered a reasonable representation of the accelera
tion exp8rienced by the specimen within the frequency response limits of the recording circuit.
Shock arrival time of 9 ± 1 msec was determined from this curve. A slight disturbance can be
observed at time zero, but it is so small that is is of the same order as the normal signal
variations and cannot definitely be attributed to time zero phenomena.

Nor mal A c c e 1era t ion. The recorded normal acceleration time history at Station
250 is presented in Figure 3.15. This curve is also presented without an ordinate scale be
cause of the uncertainty introduced by Ule addition of the sign2.1s 91ayed back from the normal
and reverse sides of the tape. Signal variations known as drop outs, caused by dust or im
perfections on the tape, also contributed to the uncertainty of recorded data. The variation in
t.;~;e curve prior to time zero illustrates a particularly l2.:-ge ext:-::.neous signal. It is possible
that time zero phenomena such as electromagnetic disturbances or neutron bombardment
caused the rapid signal variation observed at time zero. Ii L'-lis were a time zero phenomena,
it caused no permanent damage in the accelerometer or recording head because both were
round in operating condition after the shot. Although the amplit'Jde of tJlis curve was question
able, the time base was considered good. Reflected shock arri .... a; :i:ll2 of 33 msec was de
te::"mined from this curve.

Temperature of Steel at a Depth of 0.016 Inch. Fig-ure 3.16 presents
the recorded temperature time history of the rear surface of a steel diaphragm 0.016 inch
tr,ick whose front surface was exposed to the thermal energy withiI1 L'le fireball and isothermal
spl:.ere. Temperature scale accuracy on this curve was estimated to be :::30 percent. The
cnromel-alumel thermocouples were reliable to ol1Jy 2400F, and hence no data is presented
above w'1is temperature. It is possible that some of the rapid signal '.'ariations could have been
caused by an intermittent thermocouple; however, if the circuit had opened completely for 4
r:csec or more, the signal would have dropped to zero. The disturbance observed at time zero
may have been caused by time zero phenomena: however, if this were true, it was of such a
10''''' magnitude that it caused no circuit damage.

The depth-of-melt channel at a depth of 0.016 inch below the surface of the sphere indi
c3.ted a completed circuit at 17 msec after detonation. This was the only such indication re
corded on this channel during the period of interest except for th.e time zero pulse.

Temperature of Steel at a Depth of 0.031 Inch. The recorded tempera
t.:>' time history of the rear surface of a steel diaphragm 0.031 inch thick is presented in
F~g'Jre 3.17. Accuracy of the temperature scale is esti::::ated teJ be ",30 percent. Although an
:..'t"r::nittent thermocouple was possible on some of the quick signal variations, the relatively
,,'",:)r: tL:ne constant of approximately 1. 3 msec reduced the probability of such circuit disturb
lnce:;. No time zero disturbances were observed on this channel.

T2I:'.perature of Steel at a Depth of 0.060 Inch. Figure 3.18 shows Ll1e
r2c:)rC:,'::: ,e::lperature time history of the rear suriace of a steel diaphragm 0.060 inch thick
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Figure 3.16 Temperature rise of steel versus time at a depth of a.c,:,; inch below surface of the

inst:.;mented sphere at Statlon 250.
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,'-_0 Zireball and isothermal

of the rapid signal variations after 160 msec could 1".-::' oeen due to an intermittent thermo
couple. but it is doubtful that the sit'J:',tion existed b·,,[O,:: [~i:: ti:::2, No disturbances due to
time Z2,0 phenomena were ebsen'ed.

Figure 3.19 shows the orienta,ion 01 the thermocouples and depth-of-melt transducers
with respect to the direction of the direct shock wave fror;; the detonation. This figure may be
of assistance in the L"1terpreLaticr:. 'J2 the temperat1.2!'"? ti:i.l? i-~Ls~'Jt:~~ C'1~'1:2S.

3.3.3 Station 300. Approximately 6 seconds of recording tape ran through the recorder
alter time zero at Station 300. The tape apparently jammed i>"cause L'1e neoprene sleeve on
the pinch roll became enlarged and caused a malfunctLn 01 the capstan assembly. The en
largement of the pinch roll could have been due to the neutron bombardment. The capstan
itself continued to rotate for some time, as evidenced by a spot on the recording tape that was
rubbed bare of oxide.

The Mylar recording tape showed blocking at both en:'s; however, in the area of interest
the blocking was minor and most of the oxide was on the normal side of the tape. A small por
tion of a few channels required the addition of data from both sides of the tape.

The transistor oscillator stopped at time zero, and tIle error in me timing reference before
time zero was estimated to be less than =1 percent. Since no time base was recorded after
time zero, the recorder was assumed to operate at a constant speed through time zero ap,d
L:!1til it jammed. Time base error after time zero ""as es:i::-:::::ed to be within ±2 percent or
:t:1 msec, whichever was greater. The motor timing channel was helpful in determining time
zero and shock arrival. The depth-of-melt channel was me primary factor in the accurate
determination of time zero for the even-numbered channels.

R ad i a 1 Ace e I e I' at ion. Figure 3.20 presents the recorded time history of the radial
acceleration experienced by me instrumented sphere at Station 300. The possibility of drop
outs, as well as me relatively low frequency response (flat de to 50 cps), indicates an esti
mated accuracy of ±40 percent of the acceleration scale. excep: for me two large peaks im
mediately after shock arrival. The low frequency response of the recording system probably
prevented accurate reCOrdiJlgs of these peaks and meir possible error is therefore greater.
A shock arrival time of 13 ± 1 msec was determined from wis channel. If the slight disturb
ance at time zero was due to time zero phenomena, it was L.'1Significant as far as damage to
the channel was concerned.

}; a r ill a lAc c e 1era t ion. The recorded nors2-: 2,::::::;;e :~tion time history at Station
300 is presented in Figure 3.21. The amplitude of this curve was reduced by some time zero
phenomena to approximately %of its original preshot dimension. This amplitude change and
low frequency response of the recording circuit. along with the possibility of drop-outs, in
dicates an estimated overall acceleration scale accur2.cy fo, this channel of ±50 percent, ex
cept L, the vicinity of initial and reflected shock arrival where the low frequency response
could introduce a larger error. This amplitude change is one of the few recorded disturbances
which can definitely be attributed to time zero phenomena.

Temperature at a Depth of 0.011 Inch. Figure3.22presentstherecorded
temperature time history of the rear of a D.Oll-inch-thick steel diaphragm positioned wim the
front surface exposed to the mer mal energy within the fireball. The temperature scale ac
curacy of this curve was estimated to be ±30 percent. The cur-ve indicated that the temperature
rise. having exceeded 2400F (which was the mermocouple limit) at apprOXimately 48 msec,
dropped below this temperature at 50 msec or 2 msec later. :-70 time zero disturbances were
observed on this channel.

The O.Oll-inch-deep depth-of-melt channel at this station recorded a pulse at 29 msec
after detonation. This was the first pulse after L'le tiree zero indication.

Temperature at a Depth of 0.021 Inch. The recorded temperature time his
tory of the rear of a 0.021-inch-thick steel diaphragm having its iront surface exposed to the
thermal energy within the fireball is presented in Figure 3.23. The accuracy of the tempera
:--'" scale on t':is curve is estimated to be ±20 percent. The p"Ossibility exists that me thermo-
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Figure 3.19 Orienration of thermocouple and depth-of-mel: transducers "';ith res~ct to shock wave for

instrumented sphe~e at Station 250.
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:::':~r;C:. 'This channelcirc1..1.it '\":t:~:::: 0pP !1 prior to th::- steep rlS~ "','vhich occ'J.r:~-=·,~·:

S>li-;.,,',:=·j r;.::; .:iigT~.:..iicant time zero disturba~.c~~;.

Temperature at a Depth of 0,041 I:ich. Fi;-'l:-e 3 2~ presents the recorded
temperature time history of the relr of a O.O~l-inch-thic~ st2e: -=: :-,:n'L,; its front
surfti.cc exposec to the thermal energy 1,1,'i:.:~i;: 't.~9 fireball. I'!:? t?=~~~a':'-:':-'? scale accuracy of
this curve is estimated to be =-20 percent. The disturbances ;:: ,ir::" ze;c, X:lY have been due
to time zero phenomena; however, ii this were true, they were !:'J'lr-h "ie s::lall to harm the
recording circuit.

FIEf",re 3,25 indicates the orientation of the thermoC01.,:p:21:::ij"pth-of-melt transducers
',','ith respect to the direction of the shock wave. This figure may aid in the interpretation of
the temperature time history curves.

3.4 MECHANICALLY INSTRUMENTED SPECIMENS

Mechanically instrumented specimens were those which we:-e designed to contain passive
type instrumentation which were either peak reading or point value gages. the velocity-distance
gages being point value gages, and the ball-crusher gages and temperature measuring gages
being of the peak value type.

Eleven of the 20 specimens containing the velocity-distance ;ages 'were recovered; seven
of the eleven yielded reliable data. All six of the specimens containing the ball-crusher gages
were recovered; however, the one from the 50-foot station ha.d 22e" crus:-Jed so severely that
only one gage has been removed from the specimen. Five of the sLx pea.;.: temperature speci
mens were recovered.

3.4,1 Velocity-Distance. Only one of the 11 recovered speci::lens failed to yield reliable
data due to malfunctioning of the velocity-impact gage. Three ot~er recovered specimens failed
to yield usable data because of overpressure and material ablation effects which resulted in
destruction of the specimens.

The specimen velocity data obtained by applying the calib:-ation data to the depth of pene
tration readings must be corrected to account for the effects of specimen acceleration during
plunger penetration. since the calibration data was obtained for zero specimen acceleration.
The derived equation to effect these corrections is

V2 = V2 _? (0 max X d 6o c ~ -'0 5, (3.1)

where: Vo = Actual impact velocity,
\' c = Impact velocity as indicated from calibration data.
Xs = Specimen acceleration,

6 = Plunger penetration.

A complete analysis of the velocity-impact gage including a deri\'ation of the above equation is
presented in AppendL,,< C. If the specimen acceleration during phlnger penetration were ap
preciable, i.e., of the order of 9,000 grams for the larger sized plungers. a correction would
have to be applied to the indicated impact velocity to determine the actual impact velocity,
which was the actual specimen velocity. Theoretical calculations and inspection of the test
results indicated that these high accelerations occurred during extremely short periods of
time at the beginning of specimen travel for specimen movements of app,oximately 1/ 4 inch.
Consequently, only the data points between zero and 1/r bch specimen travel were appreciably
affected by the acceleration corrections.

The data points obtained from the plunger s spaced at iarthe r distances could be some
what in error due to Coulomb friction on the plungers as they mo'/ed rela:i'/e to the tube. This
effect would have been negligible had L1:.e specimens been accelerated in a direction parallel to
L'Je longItudinal axis of the gages. Application of the data preser:ted in Fi;-'1re 4.3, however,
showed that the specimens located at the 150-foot station were accelerated in a direction 12
degrees from the longitudinal axis of the gage. The specimens located at the farther ranges
came closer to being accelerated in the desired direction but .;ere still somewhat in error:
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9 de;,ees at the 200-foot station and '7 deuees at t1',2 2SD-fc()' .0:: ' c J. ,es;.:l: of these
side accelerations, large normal forces were developed be:',',e2n ;:,'if ):":;:;"0'[3 and t.c,e tubes;
cO:1sequently. relatively large Coulorr::b idction fo,('e3 acted upon t::e pl'J7C'iers as they moved
re:s.til,'S' to L~e tubes. The readings frorr~ ~~~e plungers locd[2G 2.: u~~ ~l;n.g2r distances from t.1.e
target blocks were thus suspected to be low, with U:e eifect T.ore pr:Jnounced on the specimens
at the closer ranges.

Com pas it e Sp e c i men 5. All the composite specimens which were oriented end-on
contained the velocity-distance impact gages. OrJy t-o;;,'o of these specimerrs remained intact,
and only one other velocity-distance insert could be identified. The cone-forward sleel speci
mens at the 50- and 150-foot stations were recovered complete; but the one from the 50-foot
station was so severely crushed by the pressure forces that ti,e gages v,'ere damaged, and no
data were obtained. The specimen from Ule 150-fODt station had two broken plungers which
did not penetrate, and the other plungers had only a few thousandths of an inch penetration. The
cone-forward steel composite at the 200-foot station came apart, and t.he velocity-distance in
se rt was found separated from the specimen; this specimen also had plungers which experi
enced little, or no, penetration.

D y n ami c - Pre s sur e C y Ii n d e r s. The dynamic-pressure cylinder at the 50-foot
station ..vas 60 badly damaged (Section A.1.5) that the velocity-distance g?ges were destroyed.

The other four cylinders, two with plastic disks and two without, were recovered and
yielded good velocity-distance data. Figure 3.26 is a plot of the data for the dynamic-pressure
cylinders without plastic disks and Figure 3.27 is a plot for the cylinders with plastic disks.
The data points representing a distance traveled of 0.250 and 0.500 inch on the four curves
presented in Figures 3.26 and 3.27 are considered to be reliable measures of the actual speci
men velocities within an estimated ±10 percent, since the acceleration corrections were small
for these points. The lower velocity readings for the 4.00 and 7.95 inches distance traveled
data points, especially at the 150-foot stations, could have been the result of Coulomb friction
on the plungers, since acceleration corrections were negligible in this region and since it is
not believed that a negative acceleration ";;'as experienced by :::e specimens at that time (of the
order of 5 msec). It is believed that the specimens at the 150-foot range nearly attained their
maximum velocity before they had traveled 1/4 inch. The velocity of Ll-je specimens at the
greater ranges was more gradually built up as e\'idenced by the velocity curve, Figure 3.26,
of the dynamic-pressure cylinder located at the 250-fODt range, The data for all four curves
presented in Figures 3.26 and 3,27 was only qualitatively determined by the metJlOds presented
L'1 A.ppend.0: C in the region fraT. zero to 1 B inch distance tra;:e~ed ",nc2 consequently are pre
sented in dashed form.

S hie 1d s Fro m Com po sit e S pee i men s. The shields from the three composite
>pecimens were recovered, but the specimens were not. The \'elocity-distance data is of little
val'..:e 'f:ithout the specimen but is presented here as evidence that the shields did accelerate at
a high rate and should have accomplished their objective ii the aluminum composites had been
recovered.

The velocity-distance curves for all three shields are presented in Figure 3.28. The shield
at the 150-foot station and the one on the left-hand side at the 200-foot station were designed to
slide off the specimen at the same time interval after shock arrival, and the shield on the
ri;nt-hand side ;It the 200-foot station was to require m'ice as long. ?.s shown by the data, the
two shields which were to slide off the specimen in the same interval reached L'1e same ve-
loc ity at approximately the same distance traveled. and the OI:e designed to require twice as
1J:1; to clear the specimen had attained only liz this velocity at the same distance.

Two of the plungers in the shield on the right-hand side at the 200-foot station penetrated
l~=:JS:, co:np1etel:: through the aluminu::r: target block and trapped some aluminum between the
p>_::;e:' and the steel plate which was backing up the target b12:1-:, Therefore, the values given
0:: '.'12 gra;;h are minimum values for these two points and t,,",e c;lrve is correspondingly low.

The cun'es presented in Figure 3.28 for the shield on the right-hand side of the 200-foot
s:2.tion should be used in a qualitative sense only, since no acceleration corrections were made
... ~ '.h,:, data. The curves from L1e specimens at the 150-ioot station and 200-foot station (left
h2::d si·de) :-.2.':e been corrected by the method presented in AppendL'\ C.
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2.cj.2 C~;erp,essClre and Ac:ele::-atio:,.. A del::.:1e:".c' leon and analysis of the ball-
c .... L..S~:-2!~ ';;J.ge. as \vell as an ana}::::<s of the res: re;.::,:... :·_.::, :.:3 cc.;-:~-:i~C:.;;ci ir-~ Reference 1. Appendix
D of this report is a sUC1mary of lniormation conc:'.cd 1fl the reference. To determine the
pea...t: value of the forcing functiC'~, :'-.f:: experimental ,~c·'. cone' :.:'.l1yzed oy using the gage re
sponses for the various postulated dynamic i.t·~~uts to th~: g8..ge.~. These postulated inputs are
presented in Appendix D. The peJ.l.:: pressur,es are sno';;,'TI in Flgure 3.29 for two of the postulated
ir.puts. namely the Taylor Wave and the Taylor Wave plus the c·low-off pressure. From the
figure. it can be seen that. fe;- a ~":...-en ball deforC1::c:'r, J. 5::::.::112, p.::3.1-:: pressure (at the closer
rangesl is calculated when the co;nbined Taylor Wave plus blov.. -off pressure response of the
gage is used instead of the Taylor Wave response alone. since l.<'1e blow-off pressure is also
acting to increase the deformation. Only one data point is gi'.-e" for the 50-foot station, since
at this time the other gages had not been removed from the specimen. The lower bound shown
in the figure for the 50-foot station is given as the ultimate strength of the steel used in the
gage (250,000 psi), since the gage failed from pressure loading.

TABLE 3.9 PEAK ACC::::"ERATIO:\ FROlYf B.;LL-CRL:SHER DATA FOR
VARIOUS DY~AMIC I:\PCTS TO THE OVER?RESST.:RE SPHERES

Station 10 1
: 1 150 200 250 300

Gust g 2.81 >. 10' 1.03x10' 52; x 10 J 2.89 x 103 1.035 x 103

Pea..lz

Diffraction g 5.9 x 10' 1.82 x 10' 9.46 X 103 4.43 x 103 1.81 x 103

plus gust Peak

It is not possible to quote any degree of accuracy for the ball-crusher data, since the re
sults are based on the dynamic response of the gage to a postulated input; however, it can be
said that the observed pressures agree to Within a factor of three with the theoretical predic
tions based on a simple Taylor Wave model.

The data from the ball-crusher accelerometers ";!''3.S reduced in much the same way as the
overpressure gages. The dynamic input for these gages was assumed to be either a combi
nation of the diifraction loading pL:s the gust loading or SUs: loading only, The observed peak
"ccelerations from these inputs ,,:-2 shown in Table 3.9. ::-he C2'+;], shows that for a given ball
defoe ;nation the existence of the diifraction input leads to a larger apparent peak acceleration.

3.4.3 Copper Sphere Temperature Distributions. Five of the sLx copper spheres con
taining t.he peak temperature de\'ices were recovered and the tapered pins were removed. A
study of the metallic slugs in the pins indicated that, except f'Jr a few near the surface. all the
slugs had melted. This indicated that the peak temperatures attained at various depths below
the surface were higher than predicted. This higher temperature could have been a result of
the fact. that the copper sphere lost apprOXimately twice the amount of metal, as predicted.
Since almost all the slugs melted, no conclusions can be drawr, as to what the peak tempera
tures actually were at various depths.
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Chapter 4

DISClJSSIOtV

Project
specimens were exposed to the fireballs of particula.:- nuclear detonations in a specialized

marL'1er, and it is recommended that any attempt to extrapolate these Qata to other exposure
conditions ta..1{e into account the complex nature of the various d.2.mage mechanisms discussed
In this chapter.

4.1 THERMAL DAMAGE

Thermal energy caused more damage to specimens within tne firebails of Shots Erie and
:\loha'.vk than the other two general nuclear detonation phenomena: blast and nuclear radiation.
This damage was primarily material ablation, the most important contributing factors to which
we,e probably the temperature of the isothermal sphere at the time of engulfment and the tem
perature time history of the specimen from the time of engulfment to ground impact. A theo
retical curve of the temperature time history of the isothermal sphere for a 20 kt device was
cbldined from Reference 2. This curve was scaled to 15.5 kt (Shot Erie) by scaling time by the
c'.:.':.;e root of the yield ratio and is presented in Fig'J,re 4.1.

4.1.1 Specimen Engulfment Times. Ablation of material by a nuclear fireball is un
jy.:.':.;tedly a strong function of the specimen engulfment time. This engulfment time is deter
:::,:::kd by L12 speed and trajectory of the specimen and the fireball grow-:h and position with
,e",Jeet to the specimen.

OPly s;Jherical specimen trajectories and engulfment tir::es were calculated because of the
L:.:1;J;edictable paths associated with nonspherical specimens. Smce all the specimens were
mC:':':1 t "j L'1 such a manner that the mounts would introduce no significant forces to the speci-
... c . ",:"0:1 engulfment, the trajectory calculations were made ':l;'ithom cO:1sideration of these
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3.ss.1rnprio;" that the specimen
_,'-,~ c:xyer ience any appreciable

motion.
If the specimen follows a ba:listic tl':i::,etc::,' -- _'" c'.'::''-2 2.33~;y;p~ions are realistic, the

position of the speciill2;-. at 8.:1:'/ t::::e, t, :3 -:::::::-ibe;j :~.:. ~:-:.~ r.:L~'J':::~:-:'; t7:C eq:..la~icns:

.2

Y=~+ V"t sin A';

x= Vat cos A';

where: Va = Initial velocity, (ft/sec);
t = Time, (sec);
g = Acceleration due to gravity, (ft/sec 2);

A' = Departure angle, (degrees), (see Figure 4.31;

y = Vertical distance traveled in time t, (it);

x = Horizontal distance traveled in time t, (itt

(4.1)

(4.2)

Figure 4.2 shows the physica~ correspondence of the factor s in the above equation. Since
the specimen preshot height above ground and its postshot recovered range are both know, it
remains only to determine the departure angle so that both VJ and t may be calculated.

The departure angle of the specimen is dependent upon the dir-eerio:: of the impulse re
ceived fJ;om the expanding fireball and shock wave and from the shock wave reflected by the
ground. 'On Shot Erie the effect of the reflected shock wave, because of its relatively long path,
was considered negligible for specimens closer than l50-foot slant range. The direction of
the expanding fireball impulse for Shot Erie was determined from the fireball growth pictures
of Figure 3.1. These photographs clearly show Project 5.9 specimen towers as well as the
growth of the fireball. The impulse from the fireball was assumed to act in a direction normal
to th.e surface of the fireball. The departure angles ,;',-ere determined from the pictures L"l
FisUre 3.1 by constructing a normal to the surface of the fireball in the vicinity of the speci
mens. This departure angle, A, is presented as a function of slant range in Figure 4.3. An
estimation of the effect of the reflected shock on the departure angle is presented as A' in
Figure 4.3. This estimation was based 0:1 the impaet time recorded by the instrumented sphere,
using Equations 4.1 and 4.2 in the followbg manner: if preshot height, postshot impact distance,
and impact time are substituted i..-. Equations 4.1 ~-,d ~. 2. ther,: remain only two unknowns, Va
and A" in the two equations which can ther. be solved simultaneously. Thus, the impact time
recorded by the instrumented sphere at Station 250 had assisted in a determination of the initial
velocity and departure angle for that specimen.

Having determined the departure angle A', the initial velocities Vo and impact times tj were
calculated for all Shot Erie spherical specimens for which impact distances were known by
using Equations 4.1 and 4.2. These data are tabulated in Figure 4.6.

Since spherical specimens havlng the same diameter, even though different masses, should
receive equal impulses from the shock wa\'e when exposed at the same range, it was desirable,
for correlation purposes, to convert the ve locities and masses of these specimens to impulse.
The following equation was used to calculate specimen impulse:

10 = Vo M;

where: 10 = Total specimen impulse, (lb-sec);
Va = Initial velocity, (ft/sec);
M = Specimen mass, (lb-sec 2j ft:

(4.3)

The specimen impulse, thus calculated, is compared to similar specimens at other ranges
in Figure 4.4. This figure correlated the impulses received by the 12-inch- and 8-inch-diameter
specimens and also sho'Ns how the lO-inch and 16-i:-:eh S?eClmen impulses compare with the
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no, kno7.rn. These data are also tabulated in Figure 4.6.
IllSp2ction of the ~ta cor:~airl2d in Table 3.2 pr2Seit::

and isothermal sphere. This hollowing-out, or cupping, would not na':e been particularly no
ticeable on the motion picture frames from which these data were obtained. Various opinions
h2..'.'e been expressed as to the probability of cupping and its efie':: on t'>? specimen engulfment
times. Since the cupping would only affect the specimen exit time, and this is probably much
leSS important than the entrance time, the effect of any cupping is probably slight. In view of
the lack of ar,y actual data and the probability that the effect of cupping is negligible, this phe
nomena has not been considered in the computation of engulimenr times which follows.

Engulfment times for the spherical specimens exposed in Shot Erie were obtained from
curves similar to Figure 4.5. This figure shows the time history of the location of the fireball
and isothermal sphere above ground along a 45 degree line formed by the specimen locations.
The fireball data were obtained from Figure 3.1 and Table 3.2 in the Resu~ts Chapter of the
main report. The isothermal sphere location inside the fireball was scaled from data con
tai.ned in Reference 2. Typical time histories of the vertical location of each specimen are
illustrati?d in Figure 4.5 and were obtained from the trajectory data above. The engulfment
times for ail Shot Erie spherical specimens are shown in Figure 4.6. These times were com
puted from curves similar to Figure 4.5.

4.1. 2 Ablation Mechanisms. The ablation of material fror:J. a specimen within the fire
ball by thermal means can be accomplished by several mechanisms, namely: vaporization,
melLing, and spalling. However, the determination of the magnitude of each of these mecha
nisms on a given specimen by postshot analysis is difficult. If a.ll the mechanisms were con
tributive, any observable effects due to one could be obliterated by the effects of any subsequent
mechanism. Each of the above three mechanisms is discussed in the follOWing paragraphs with
the object of presenting briefly current thL"lking to pro'.ide an ap;::::-eciatio": of the various pa
rameters which affect these mechanisms. Project 5.9 data is used throughout the discussion of
each mechanism to support or contradict the explanations of the mechanisms.

Va po r i z at ion. The mechanism of vaporization of me:al specimens within the high
energy region of a nuclear fireball is complex. The radiant energ:,· 2.'.-ailable inside an iso
thermal sphere at 100.000K is sufficient to vaporize many times the material which was ac
[uady remo·.-ed from the specimens. Since the measured loss "':2.3 rr.'.:~~h less than the available
2"ergy would indicate. it follows that some phenome:J.a must ha\'e retarded the process of va
porization. The most probable and reasonable explanatioii for this retardL"lg action is that the
i'1itial vapors from the specimen effectively shield the specime" 2-nd atteiiuate or reduce the
ene::-gy incide:1t on the surface at any subsequent time.

Consider a metal specimen which has just been engulfed by the isothermal sphere of a
n:Jclear detonation as shown in Figure 4.7. Upon engulfment, the extremely high energy level
of the isothermal sphere caused the outer surface of the specirr,en to vaporize almost im
mediately. This results in a minute amount of material loss and the formation of the vapor
layer illustrated in Figure 4.7. The specimen surface is thus shielded from the high energy of
the isothermal sphere by the relatively cool vapor. The objectives of several Project 5.9 speci
mens were directed toward understanding the action of this vapor layer and its associated
sf\lelding characteristics. If the vapor layer were swept away by the action of the moving ma
terial surrounding the specimen, it would reduce the shielding effect of the layer and thus be
ir::;Jonant to the mechanism of ablation by vaporization. Theoretlcal calculations have indi
~':::~'d :.l:z:..t s\\"eep:ng :5 negligible: hO'.~,,·eve::', the longitudi:-':2.!.ly srooved flat plate was exposed in
l:~ ~"o::-t to determine experimentally the effectiveness of thi3 h:.-drodynamic sweeping.

The ic::;itudinally grooved plate recovered from the l50-foot s:atio:1 showed more metal
['';3.3 t:nvard the front than it did toward the rear on both the grccved and flat sides. The grooved
side averaged between 10 and 25 percent more metal loss on the front than on the rear, and the

,J.:lG:i a;o:1g the flat side '.vas apprOXimately 10 percent.
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:'urt:-,8r, U,e cOf1e-forv;'lrd s:'O',ol comp05:te spe~,~.-o,c ,-~---- :>2 50-, 150-, and 200-foot
:':~:_2~~,')r~3 ':':SCi s;1u·;,~-2d a greater de;:~:-. Jf metal 103s t::;7,:'·''::;•.':-:1 r.i-:~? ':-:"""):i.~ end than toward tr:e

rear (hemispherical) end. In gene;:-al, the differenc," --::,3.5 u.flUer 10 percent; however, since all
three spec imens showed the same t f::r.d, it was be lie;'?:: to be :; ii.sniiicam, The fact that both
:he fiat plate and composite spec:':::e;,s show :.-n,)re DJe:::.l lDss cy,'lrd the front tends to sub
stantiate the existence of an atter:'..i.atirtg 'iapor layer 2".j that 50me sweeping of this layer did
occur.

Another objective of the flat r>:e exposure was o. c,u,'e understanding of the
vapor layer, its thiclmess, and its auenuating characreristics. To date, the analysis of the
metal loss sustained by the flat places has yielded no co:-,c;",s:ve results concerning the magni
tude of the shielding properties of the vapor layer. Further analysis may provide some ten
tative data on the thiclmess of the attenuating vapor layer.

Acceptance of the vapor layer attenuation theory leads to the conclusion that the shape of
the specimen may affect its ablatio,,; by vaporization. Consider three specimen shapes: a plane
surface, a cylindrical surface, and a spherical surfae e of the same radius as the cylinder. As
suming that the average directions of the vaporized molecules are normal to the surfaces and
that the average molecular velocities are equal for the three surfaces, it can be shown that for
equal depths of metal loss the average vapor density of cylindrical surfaces is less than plane
S'olriaces and greater than spherical surfaces of the same radius. Since lower average density
indicates a smaller attenuation, which would result in more ablation, it would be reasonable to
expect more material loss on a sp:-,erical surface L':lan on a cylindrical surface of the same
radius, all other parameters beir,g equal. Similarly, (role to tillS radius of curvature effect, the
material loss on a plane surface should be less than either a cylllider or sphere. The com
posite specimen offers the best comparison of cylindrical and spherical surfaces, sllice these
surfaces were on the same specL'TIen and therefore eA-perienced the same time history. Only
side-on steel composite specimens were considered because the cone-forward composites
showed some sweeping effects which complicate the comparisons. The spherical surfaces of
all recovered side -on composites showed more metal loss than their cylindrical surfaces. This
data tends to support the radius of curvature theory de-;-eloped above.

Extending the radius of curvature arguments to spherical specimens of different radii
would lead one to expect more ablation by vaporization on smaller radius specimens. This
effect was noted at the 50-foot station on Shot Erie, as sho",-n in Figure 4.8. This data is for
1045 steel spheres with the exceptiJn of the 8-inch radius which was 4340 steel. The plane side
of the flat plate (sphere of infinite :-adius) at the same range lost an average of 0.56 inch of
steel: however, it may have had a lJi'ger e~~lfment time ::nd hence the loss may be high com
pared to the spheres. The values given in the figure a:-e actual loss, and no attempt has been
made to correct this data for differences in engulfme:1t times sL'1ce the duration of the engulf
ments as shown by Figure 4.5 are approximately equal.

The measured metal loss on 4- and 5-inch-radius steel specimens exposed in Shot Mohawk
seems to contradict the radius of c'.lrvature theory, be cause the larger sphere lost a greater
depth of metal than the smaller one as shown in Table 3.3. F\Jture theory development should
attempt to explain this apparent reversal of the radius of curvature effect for the larger yield
device.

Since the corners of the flat plates and cylinders could be considered as areas of near zero
radius. the radius of curvature effect would predict a large material loss for these areas leav
L'1g them rounded to a considerable e:..:tent. b this regard, the Teapot and Redwing data are
somewhat contradictory. Inspectio;: of the cylindrical specimens exposed in Operation Teapot
showed that their corners were rU.l:"ded to a radius of about 1 inch, thus supporting the above
hypothesis. However, with only a few exceptions, the ec:-ner s of the flat plates and cylinders
exposed during Operation Redwing remained comparativel:,' sharp with the average radius of
the flat plate corners being bet.,ee:: 0.1 and 0.4 inch, as presented in Table 4.1. Although the
12.21, of significant corner roundiI:g on the Redwing specimens does not support the vapor at
tenuation and radius of curvature theories, it does not completely contradict them either. Fur
ther theory development should take into account this corner rounding data and attempt to cor
:-212.:2 ::;;8 phenomenon with the ge:-leral material ablatiorl theory.
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Fig--J.:'e 4.9 illustrates an ir::9:-25:iEg ~;~2~Jrr:.2::'.~':- _:,'~'~":-':'~~ c;~ Sho~ Erie. The specimens
,,_;",,':~ ,:" the £1 6 '1:-e all sh,=,'x exceS5_';e r:::.::-:21 1C33 c.' ::ec' ,'_::.' ._~:, 0:' two pieces of metal. The
width of these slots probably Ya"ed fran:: a ie,l,' thOUS2r:d:hs to 30 thousandths of an inch. This

~,'J:,;i:::10" ';.;as observed in Red,,'mg ar,': 1'e3.;:;c,: .=::: :,:c"y' ,;~:rcc.." 3';)'?cimens. The spherical
speci:rt2nS on Redw"ing v,;hich had :T;,e:al JU:'-=:"'~:";S 0:- ~. ~. ~~..::.-;.~ ~~<-:'\2 showed no evidence of this
metal loss phenomenon, Excessi'.·'? metal loss in the Yicinity oi the junction of two pieces of
metal seems to be a phenomenon associated with cyli"dncal shapes and it is apparent at slant
ranges as great as 250 feet fur e:Qosur2c=;-.:::io:;s S_::::"',,: :0 those 0: Shot Erie.

In general. the data collected by Project 5.9 supports t.f1e presence of a radius of curvature
effect which in turn lends support cO the ,'apor laye r 2.::erma: lor. theory.

The effects of shape and orientation on the mate:-i,,-l ablation sustained by Project 5.9
specimens is evident from examination of LfJe tables in AppendLx A, which show that the steel
spheres had approximately ~/2 the depth of metal loss e:-"llerienced by both the cylinders ori
ented side-on and the blunt ended cylinders oriented end-on and about 1/3 the loss of the com
posite specimens oriented cone -forward. The major portion of these differences can probably
be attributed to engulfment time variation between various types of specimens. The importance
of the duration of the engulfment was emphasized by the fact that the steel locking nut on the
plastic sphere from the 150-foot station (engulfment time of 113 msec) lost only 0.07 inch of
metal, although the heavier steel specimens at the san::e station (en"crulfment time 150 msec)
lost an average of 0.2 inch.

Except for the radius of curvature effect and the excessive metal loss noted at the junction
of two pieces of metal on the cylinders, the shape of a specimen probably has little effect on
the depth of material ablation, if all other exposure conditions are the same.

In general, most specimens sustained more ablation on the surface facing toward the burst
point. All but a few of the spherical metal specimer.5 exposed within the fireball of Shot Erie
showed from 10 to 150 percent more metal loss on the side facL'1g the detonation than on the
rear or opposite side. The nonspherical specimens such as composites and cylinders, in gen
eral, also showed more material loss on tI,e surface faci;:g the burst but to a lesser degree
than the spherical specimens.

The cone -forward composite specimens experienced approximately twice the metal loss
of the side-on composites at the sa.rne ranges. Again. this difference can probably be attributed
to the substantially different engulfment times caused by the specimen orientation. The ve
locity for the side-on specimen was probably much greater th2.:", that for the cone-forward
specimen because of the much larger frontal area presented to the shock wave.

The predominant effect of orientatio" on the material ablation of specimens is a probable
increase in the depth of material loss on t.1;,e surface facL'1g the burst point.

Mel tin g. Data were recorded from thermoco''':;:Jles installed at various depths below the
surface of the electrically instrumented spheres at Stations 250 and 300. These data were used
to plot a curve of depth of melt in steel as a functio,; of time after detonation, as described in
Section 4.5.1, Figures 4.19 and 4.20. Assuming the rr.olten layer was tJ1L'1 and of relatively
constant thickness, these depth-of-melt curves were a close approximation to depth of metal
loss as a function of time, and their slope was a meas'Jre of the rate of metal loss as a func
tion of time. Figure 4.10 presents this rate of metal loss from Stations 250 and 300 instru
mented spheres as determined from the slope of the mean curves in Figures 4.19 and 4.20.

The isothermal sphere exit time for the Station 250 instrumented specimen was 100 msec,
and its total postshot depth of metal loss "as approxi::12.tely 0.155 inch. Figure 4.19 shows
that at the time of exit, the specimen had melted or nporized only to a depth of apprOXimately
0.048 inch or approximately 30 percent of its ultimate depth of metal loss, Therefore, the re
maining 70 percent material ablation must have beer: accomplished between isothermal sphere
exit time and ground impact time, Investigation of the energy available to the specimen from
the large hot fireball surrounding it durin~ this pe.rl-:>:i indicated that for most of this time suf
ficient energy was available to melt apprOXimately 2 co ~ (gIll cm')/sec of steel. This rate of
melting for the times involved plus the material already ablated resulted in a total depth of
melt approximately that of the observed postshot dep:h of metal loss. Removal of this molten
layer could have been accomplished by a Eumber of n::ethods. such as sweeping, spinning-off,
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oxic.0.ciG!~. 01' ,"-I;:: Combina: ion of the se or other me:}; ::,~ ~:" c" :':'.::,e10.:-e concluded that it was
~·OSS!.c·~~ fo~ the instrumented sp::--:-_.:uen at S:a:iOD 25'=: ~~:. :'1a.·~;2 .. ,:::;~ ~..:.) :,J 70 percent of its total

metal loss by melting, after emerging from the iso~" :::-::::::.1 spr:ere,
Fireball exit time ior U12 Stat~o:t 300 instruulen:ed s;'H::cin:-~e:l ~~8.S 30 rnsec. Figure 4.20

ir:dicatec; that at that time the deptt'o of meltin;; or v2.pcrLo:atio:, was 3.nproximately 0.030 of an
inch; however, the total postshot depth of r::etaj, loss73.s deterr::ined to be approximately 0.175
inch. At fireball exit time, therefore, the depth of metal loss 'i;as approximately 20 percent of
the observed postshot total depth of r:::etal 10S3,

The Station 300 instrumented specimen had approxlillately the same energy available for
specimen melting as the Station 250 specimen after eD::e,::;ir.; from the firebalL Two factors,
however, indicated that the Station 300 specimens should have had an equal or greater depth
of melt than Station 250 specimens. The first was Liue ehe rates of material loss, or rates of
melt, for Stations 250 and 300 were equal at approximately 55 msec, as indicated by Figure
4.10; and thereafter the Station 250 rate was less than that of Station 300. A possible expla
nation for this was that the vapor layer generated by :::e relatively high initial rate of vapori
zation at Station 250 produced an attenuation for this s;Jecimen much greater than that of
Station 300 which entered the isothermal sphere at a much cooler temperature and, therefore,
had a vapor layer which attenuated to a lesser degree. The second factor which indicated an
equ2.1 or greater depth of material loss for Station 300 compared to Station 250 was that the
impact time for the Station 300 specimen was approximately 300 msec later than that of the
Station 250 specimen. Although the energy input to the specimen was relatively low during
these 300 msec, because of the cooling of the fireba:~, e:,ouglc eIlergy was available to continue
meltLTlg. The above analysis indicates that up to 80 percent of the total ablation sustained by
the instrumented sphere at Station 300 could have been due to melting after the specimen had
emerged from the fireball.

The above discussion offers an explanation for L'-:.e fact that the instrumented sphere at
Station 300 experienced approximately the same total material ablation as the instrumented
sphere at Station 250. However, Figure 4.11 shows that these two specimens were not the only
ones to experience approximately the same ablation s:,;:ce L'le overpressure spheres at Stations
250 and 300 also showed approximately the same total metal loss. Furthermore, Figure 4.11
indicates that the instrumented and overpressure spheres at Stations 150, 200, 250, and 300 all
showed approximately the same metal loss. This reSUlt was uI1expected since the isothermal
sphere en",crulfment temperatures were much higher and engulfment times much longer for

Station 150 than for Station 300. Although the ablation-by-melting (after emergence from the
fireball) theory discussed above c::ay not fully explair-, the approximately equal ablation of the
12-inch steel spheres from Stations 150 and 300, it is believed that it does explain a significant
portion of this apparent anomaly.

Rem 0 val 0 f Mol ten Layer. Ablation by ';aporiz arion depends primarily on sup
plying the specimen surface with sulficient energy to vaporize the specimen material. Ablation
by melting, however, not only depends on providing the surface with sufficient energy to cause
melting but also on some method for removing this melted material. Molten material may be
removed from the specimen by a number of methods. such as sweeping, centrifugal force, and
oxidation.

Current theory, Reference 2, states that vaporization is the predominant ablation mecha
nism for isothermal sphere temperatures above approxi..:nately 7.000K. However, it is possible
that a significant molten layer exists betwee!1. the va;:'Orizing material and the solid material of
w'Je specimen for these high temperatures. At isothermal sphere temperatures below 7,000K
but above the melting point of the specimen material. L1e predominant effect is specimen melt
L'lg. The removal of the above mentioned molten laye,s is the subject of the follOWing discus
sio~.

Molten material can be remo';ed by a sweeping actio:;. in two ways: (1) by the action of the
2:J';i"g material behind the direct and reflected shoc;'; fronts. and (2) upon impact with the
ground. Ablation of molten material by the sweeping action associated with the material ve
locity behind a shock front presupposes the existence of a molten layer during the time this
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, ",:c.' :'~:no\'al than the direct
shock wave. because the high te:npe:ature of the iso,-",er::::;.; ~;:;::e,e and longer engulfment
time ';'.'i1: have p,ovided a thicker layer of L--:a:eriZl' "':" 5~':' "::=:::;-;al even though the
rr.alerial velocity of the reflected sh:Jck is s;n~ll,"" ,>, , howe-;er, the sp€cimens
reco';ered by Project 5.9 yielded no direct inio,ma,i',::. wn:c;: ',\'Y...Jd indicate the existence of
importance of material velocity sweeping of a molten layer.

Removal of molten material upon gfo-J;,d i::;'1pa:=t ':'.'2," ',hS2;'::,d on fe'-" specimens exposed
by Project 5,9. The effect of this method of molten layer remo-.;al was relatively small on the
specimens involved and. therefore. was considered ne;ligible as far as the total metal loss
was concerned. Removal of the molten layer by this method is important only to ground tests
similar to Redwing and obViously has no application to the higi1-altitude destruction of an ICBM
by a nuclear detonation.

If a spherical specimen engulfed by an isothermal sphere has acquired a rotational ve
locity. a molten layer on the surface of the specimen would exp-erience a centrifugal force
tending to throw it from the specimen. The magnitude of this force would depend on the ro
tational speed as well as the radius of the specimen and would have its maximum effect at the
equator of rotation. The molten layer would have a tendency to run toward the rotational equa
tor from all other points on the surface and, if the rotational speed were of sufficient magni
tude, would be spun off at the equator in relatively small droplets.

Assuming a hemispherical shape for the drops of metal which are flung off and a surface
tension of 1000 dynes/cm for the molten metal, it woilld require approx:mately 55 radians/sec
angular rotation to remove a drop 0.080 inch in diameter from an 8-inch copper or lO-inch
steel sphere. Inspection of the mounting arrangement for such specimens reveals that ro
tational speeds of this magnitude were possible. The shay 2 of the 8-inch sphere at Station 150
on Shot Erie (Figure A.20) strongly suggests that molten copper may have been spun off in the
manner described above. The 10-inch diameter steel sphere from the 575-foot range on Shot
Mohawk, Figure A.46 .. has a pattern of resolidified metal which substantiates this method of
molten metal loss. This specimen has spiral flow lines emanating fron: the poles of the axis
of rotation and ending in a ridge of metal at the equator as shown in Figure A.46. Little drop
lets of metal, approximately 0.080 inch in diameter, are in ",';idence on this equator ridge. This
flow pattern exactly fits the theory of the spun-off metal denloped abo,'e. Although the metal
105S sustained by this specimen is possibly unrepresentati,'e of the 350 kt shot in which it was
exposed. the flow pattern discussed above is belie\'ed to be representati\'e of this type of molten
met2J removal.

The removal of a molten layer by spinrling off drops of the material could be important to
high-altitude ICBM destruction if the missile were n:etal and had an appreciable angular
velocity,

Spalling. Ablation of material from a specimerl by thermal spilling depends on a
stron5 shock wave. induced by thermal radiation. causing relatively large pieces to be ejected
from the surface of the specimen.

Investigation of thermal spalling was one of the xajor reasons for exposing the laminated
cylinders in Shot Erie. Inspection of the three recovered laminated cylinders, one from Station
100 and two from Station 150, indicated no thermal spalling damage. However, the relatively
large material loss experienced by these cylinders may ha,'e obliterated any spalling damage,
since the spalling damage would have probably occu:: ,ed befo::e the vaporization or melting
ablation.

Thermal spalling may have caused the reco':e,ed portio!'.s of the molybdenum and stainless
steel specimens at Station 25 to break away from tf.e other pan of the specimen. Both these
pieces were from the rear of their respecti\'e speci=:ens, which was the area that would be
subject to spalling. This evidence was not conclus:-;e. itov,,'e\'er. because of the other damage
mecf,amsms which were operating at this relatively close exposure range.

Pockmarks were observed on recovered specimens from the close ranges (inside 150 feet)
U~l Shot Erie. Operation Redwing and Shot ,\let. Oper",:i:JD Te:l;;ot. It is possible that these pock-
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:r-,2.":-<:5 were due to some efiect similar ~o tl12I'mal spallL,g: [1:~C:~ "'~:', ij,2:' -;:;-e,e generally found
c;. :'12 sp.,-:;::iID2n surface facing the deton2.tiQ:1 poi:-rt. 2.nd L1is ~.':'':'' ..:.~ir,:'''' ~:~::'_:·~~t25 t.hat they were
probably not due to thermal spallLig as the mecha:1ism is curre"tly lliiderstood.

Theroal spalling could be a si;rniiicant damage mech2nisrr: 2.t clo32 n:-,ges (25 to 50 feet)
and is FOGably insigr.lliccu1t at farther n..:'lzes (200 to 300 fo?et) Ie:- 3::eci:::::ens a.lld eXJX)sure
conditions similar to Shot Erie.

4.1.3 Effect of Material on Ablation. A number of o-Llc::-di:J.illeter spheres of various
caterials were exposed within the fireball of Shot Erie wiL'") thee 3=~,'''3 of determining their
relative susceptibility to ablation. The materials exposed were COpjXf, steel, stainless steel,
molybdenum, titanium, and plastic; and since their total ablation vulne::-ability was the objective,
no particular attempt will be made to separate the ablation mechanisms.

Figure 4.12 presents the results of this study in the form of a graph which shows the
weight loss per unit area of the original surface as a function of slant range. All the data
shown in Figure 4.12 were obtained from 8-inch-diameter specimens. Inspection of the graph
indicates that stainless steel, molybdenum, and titanium specimens sustained approximately
the same mass ablation when exposed at equal slant ranges. Copper, however, sustained ap
proximately two to four times the mass loss of the other metals when exposed at the same
slant range, and the plastic specimens showed practically no ablation for the two slant ranges
from which specimens were recovered. Only half Ll-je plastic specime" from the 150-foot range
was recovered, and the mass loss per unit area was estimated from this portion. The curve
for copper neglected the specimen at the 150-foot range because of its odd shape, as well as
the probability that a portion of the metal loss was due to molten metal beL'1g spun off by
centrifugal force. Since the copper specimens at the 150- and 200-foot ranges were not posi
tively identified, the possibility exists that they should be interchanged. Neglecting the speci
men now plotted at 150 feet permits the specimen now at 200 feet to be plotted at either 200
or 150 feet with little or no effect to the curve. The copper sphere at the 50-foot station also
was irregularly shaped, but to a lesser degree, and could have experienced some metal loss
similar to L;"at at the 150-foot station.

The lO-inch-diameter steel and aluminum specimens exposed to Shot Mohawk on top of
the specimen tower indicated that the steel lost apprOXimately twice the mass which was lost
:OJ the alummum specimen. A possible explanation for this apparent inconsistency with Opera
tion Teapot and Shot Erie data is that the two types of specimens experienced significantly
cillferent engulfment times. The aluminum specimen, being 1:.g:'[8r than the steel, would have
a shorter engulfment time, resultL.'1g L.'1 a smaller loss of material.

The aluminum laminated cylinders lost between 0.84 and 1.10 inches, and steel cylinders
e:q:;osed at the same respective ranges lost between 0.30 and 0,44 inch of metal. Assuming
Ll-tat engulfment times for the two types of specimens were approximately equal, aluminum
was approximately 21/~ times more vulnerable than steel in terms of depth loss. If this were
converted to mass loss, aluminum and steel would be within approximately 10 percent of being
equally vulnerable. None of the aluminum composites exposed to Shot Erie were recovered;
and, assuming that the aluminum lost 2~/2 times the depth loss of the steel, which varied from
0.92 inch at 50 feet to 0.56 inch at 200 feet, it is probable that all the cylindrical sections of
the composites were ablated, since the aluminum sides were o1"Jy 1 inch thick and should have
lost between 2.3 and 1.4 inches.

The material loss on the 8-inch-diameter plastic specimens could have been affected by
t..':e somewhat shorter engulfment time experienced by these specimens; however, Figure 4.6
L'1dicates that this difference was small. Additional information on the vulnerability of plastic
was obtained from the plastic disks attached to the dynamic cylinders and ballistic cylinders.
The specimellB were recovered with the disks still attached, and the plastic had approximately
'5 t.he depth of material loss sustained by the steel on the same specimen. .

Results of Operation Teapot tests showed that when measured in terms of mass loss, alu
mLTlum and steel were of equal vulnerability when exposed as lO-inch-diameter spheres under
Operation Teapot test conditions. The Redwing data from Shot Erie indicated that for these
partic'-'.lar exposure conditions stainless steel, molybdenum, and tita.nium had approximately
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t<;(;:U ".llnerabiL,-y when e::r.pose::i as 8-Ll'J.ch-diamec,," :~'C" '0.,,: ;,-"at aluminum and steel were
:.:~_.~;:--.:.:: 2QGZJ ~~l2n exposed as s::~~,::;-on cylL'1d2rs, C;·~-. 5.>JJt E,::'~:? -:>;,~? ~.'~:12r,ability of copper was

from two to four times that of other metals tested .:":ld the 'nlnerability of plastic was much
less than that of all metals tested :J: the particul;-;.'." ccnd':ti::::.; cf e;;:pos'Jre.

4.2 SHOCK DAJ.\1AGE

The damage to a specimen by :he shoc:':' ;vave of a D',:'cle::c:" ::iecoT!2.tion could be of three
types: overpressure crushing, acceleration, and material c:03:'cn. Each of L'1eae mec.hanisms
is discussed separately in the following paragraphs.

4.2.1 Overpressure and Blow-Off Pressure. The only recovered steel specimens from
Shot Erie which showed evidence of overpressure crushing ciamage were those exposed at the
50-foot range. The structural damage to the nose-on composite and instrumented sphere at
the 50-foot station was studied and an attempt was made to determine what static overpressure
would be required to cause the failures.

The overpressure figures quoted below for HIe 16-L'1ch instrumented sphere were com
puted by finding the static pressure required to bring the s::eel up to a stress of 180,000 psi.
C:ushing of the sphere at this station was observed i11 a direction normal to the direction of
the shock wave; and, therefore, was attributed to overprL~sure. Assuming that the 16-inch
outer shell did not leak pressure, it would require 155,000 psi overpressure to yield the inner
sphere; but if the outer shell leaked pressure (a better assumption), only 135,000 psi static
overpressure would cause the mZler sphere to yield.

The composite specimen oriented nose-on at the 5D-fDot station had a hardened steel
velocity-distance insert which had a compression yield strength of 400,000 psi. This insert
was severly broken at the front end but had only two small cracks on the rear end. Since the
front end contained the soft aluminum target blocks, it would be weaker to external pressure
than the rear which had the 2024S-T4 aluminum spacers. A static overpressure of 105,000 psi
would be required to yield the front end and 121,000 psi to yield the rear end.

The above analysis indicated that the value for overpressure at the 50-foot station was at
least 105,000 psi.

. Figure 4.13 shows a plot of peak overpressure versus S1.9•.'lt ranges extrapolated from data
obtained from Reference 3. The overpressure values computed from the above damage analysis
are plotted on this graph and, as expected, are somewhat low. The other data are limits ob
tained from the ball-crusher gages described in Appendix D,

The ballistic cylinders were exposed in Shot Erie i.11 all. attempt to verify some calculations
which indicated that the blow-off pressure resulting from vaporization of plastic would be
greater than that from steel. These differences in blow-off pressure were to be detected by
exposing two identical specimens (except for a plastic disk on t.'le end of one) in exactly the
same manner and noting the differences in their trajectories and resulting impact locations.
The two specimens, however, were recovered at essentially the same range, 185 feet, after the
test. This would seem to indicate that there was little or no dilierence in the blow-off pressure
of plastic and steel; however, because of the inconsistencies in impact locations noted on even
spherical specimens, it is believed that this conclusion is not completely justified.

Three end-on dynamic-pressure cylinders with the velocity distance impact gage at the
150-foot station yielded some information relative to the blow-off pressure of plastic and steel.
Figure 4.14 shows the three specimens, their preshot weigh:.:;, and velocities as measured by
their respective velocity distance impact gages. The two specimens with the plastic disks were
found in the dumping area and L'1eir impact locations are u.:l.'cnown. Since all three specimens
were practically identical as to size, shape, and weight, except for the plastic disks on the front
suriace of two of them, and since they were all at the same slant range, it is possible that the
dilierence in their velocities was due to the difference in the blow-off pressures of steel and
;l:l.S:ic. This line of reasoning bdicates that steel has a ls.rser blow-off pressure than plastic.
However, because the difference between the velocities of the two specimens with plastic is
equal to the difference between the all-steel specimen and the high velocity plastic disk speci
1.': 1''":. the basis for this conclusion may be the normal errors associated with data of this type.
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-~.2.2 Dynamic Pressure iliij Ii.ertial Ef:·2CtS. ~~~:: :::i:1.::1l2c.:~-? to 2. r.onrigidly :nounted
specimen by dynamic pressare is '.:.S:.;ally a CJ_2:..;12:i~:~. ':;:::-..' .. :;'C2 en the specimen and the
resistance of this force by the inertia of the specimen. The fo,Je is the sum of the overpres
5:J;'e from the time of shock arriv2.1 at Lle exposed 5',,:-:3.:-': '-,-"ell cO::l;:Jle:e enguliment, the dif
fraction of the shock wave, and the d:-2.; force result L,::· : .-::l ., 2 =:"ce rial velocity of the shock

wave.
Three attempts were made on Shot Erie to determine these forces. One of these attempts

';'las t..'1e measurement of peak specimen accele;'ation ,,"ie..:-' G;;: u.se of Lie ball-crusher gages
described in Appendix D, another was the measurement of specimen velocity as a function of
distance traveled by ll-je velocity-distance impact gages described in Appendix C, and the third
was the measurement of the time history of specimen ,,::cele'2.. tion -with the tape recorders
described in Appendix B. The force on the specimen was then to b€ determined from its mass
and acceleration.

TABLE 4.2 SUM.1v1ARY OF THE ACCELERATING FORCE 0:; THE INSTRCMENTED
SPECIMENS

Specimen Slant P:-cjected Peak Peak
Range. Weight. fron:.al area. accele!'ation, force,

Type Code feet pounds !J:2 grams pounds

Inst sphere Y 46.3 584 1
/: 2,)2 7.5 ~ 10· a 4.4x107

Inst sphere X 97.9 225 113 6.5 x lOla 1.5 X 107

Inst sphere X 158.9 2251/~ l' 0 2.6 x 10'" 5.7x10s
1~

Inst sphere X 205.2 225 1
/ i 113 1.1 x 101" 2.5 X lOS

Inst sphere X 2571 225 113 4.7 x lOP 1.1 x106

Inst sphere X 306.4 2?" 1'0 1.8 X 1030 4.1 X 105
~;:> 1';

Overpressure
sphere Z 98.7 251 ii, ' .. ~ .5.9 x 10' 1.5 X 107- ..:..-)

Overpressure
sphere Z 159.7 252 113 1.8 x 10' 4.6 X 106

Overpressure
sphere Z 204.0 252 1/1 113 9.5 x 103 2.4 X 106

Overpressure
sphere Z 250.;.2 253 3

1 113 4.4 x 103 1.1 X 106

Overpressure
sphere Z 306.1 2-' 113 1.8 x 103 4.6 X 105

;:> ...

"Value obtained by scaling curve prese:lted in Fi;;.:re 4.21 to actual weights and sizes.

The ball-crusher accelerometer data presented in Section 3.4.2 and an analysis of the
damage to the components of the electrically instrumented sphere presented in Appendix B
were all used to estimate the peak total force acting on L12 front of the specimens. These es
timations were the product of the peak acceleration and the mass of the specimen and are pre
sented in Table 4.2. The limitations of the data presented in the table are discussed in Chapter
3 and Appendixes B and D. It should be noted that the ,-alues given for the instrumented spheres
were taken from the curve in Figure 4.21 but that the Qat.a for the instrumented spheres have
been scaled from the weight and area of the overpresslJ re spheres to actual weight and area of
the instrumented spheres. This was accomplished by multiplying the value on the curve by the
ratio of the mass of the overpressure sphere to the illstrclmented sphere and also by the ratio
of the projected frontal area of the Lllstrumented sphe!'e to the overpressure sphere.

The extremely high forces and resultirlg accelera:ion.s caused some structural damage to
the specimens at the 50-foot station and to the electrical recorders and transducers from the
50- to the 2DD-foot stations, inclusive. The details of the damage to the recorders and trans

.Gueers are presented in Appendix B, Figure B.9. The extrusion of the front of the dynamic
pressure cylinder and composite specimen at the 50-foot station into L~e velocity-distance
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iti . .:3·=:'L -;:~·83 a r25 1JJt of t_he press'!jT2 on Ll~ fro:Jt of the spec.i;:/"·::'"
"~~.: prob2.b1l enough to cause the e:ctrusicn.3~ the fact that Li...: c· ,~'~~-=~'~.~=,

~.~ c}rlerpressure
':r: the front wer.e

longer than those on the rear indicated that tb.e diilerence must ;,3.72 been caused by diffraction
::!I1d dynamic pressure. The m,:shrcoming of the dyn~..mic-72SS·.:'2 L!':le:" 3.t the 50-foot sta
tio:'": ?l2.S probably?. result of either diffr:J.c:ic;:;., dyn~ic pr:2Ss~::2. ~~- bC:~L

4.2.3 Material Loss by Erosion. The loss of material by erosion caused by the dense
high velocity shock wave passing over the specimen couli b-:: a G.EIlJ..g2 m?chanism; however,
l:1:~~s ~'ould occur early in the e~uOsure and con.sequently might t;,,_) '::;JJCJT'8d by later vapori
zation and melting. An attempt was made to investigate this phenomenon by shielding part of
t..'1 ree aluminum composite specimens during the passage of the shock'H2.Ve and then exposing
the entire specimen aiter L'1e wave had passed. Aluminum was chosen for these shielded speci
mens because its greater vulnerability would show the damage gradation as the shield was re
moved from the specimen.

The three shields were recovered after the test, but unfortunately none of the aluminum
composite specimens were found. Consequently no analysis could be performed. Since the
velocity-distance impact gages indicated that the shields had attained a velocity of approxi
mately 350 ft/sec after 21';; inches of travel and since the low drag composite specimens could
not have attained nearly this velocity, it is believed that this method of investigation was sat
isfactory a.nd that the shields did separate either during or shortly a.:Ie:r the passage of the
shock wave.

Tne pockmarks observed on the specimens at the 50-foot stJ.tioT' might possibly have been
due to erosion or to the impingement of high velocity particles behind the shock wave; however,
they could have also been caused by a form of thermal spalling or some other phenomena. Con
sequently, pockmarks cannot be definitely attributed to erosion.

There was no definite evidence of erosion observed on any of the specimens. It is believed
that any additional ablation of material caused by the shock wave was not in the form of erosion
but more in the sweeping away of the vapor layer, which allowed more energy to reach the
specimen.

4.3 NUCLEAR RADIATION DAMAGE

Two types of nuclear radiation damage are considered here: heating of materials due to
neutron absorption and physical damage due",tii,~Uy to the nuclear radiati9n causing ph
r.hl.'l:?;e5llL the structure ~c

, _, , . 5 so appears 0

;';;'~omparIff6n4;VYth""tlfe~veoTestIl:nalea neuff"on flu.."t as shown in Figure 4.15. This curve
arld the curve of estimated gamma dosage shown in Figure 4.16 were both calculated from the
data and curves of "Capabilities of Atomic Weapons," TM-23-200. and are presented to show
pr imarily L'1€ order of magnitude of the inputs to be expected in L'1e fireball.

Nuclear radiation effects were not nearly as pronounced on other materials as on the DC
200 fluid and were, for the most part, nearly impossible to isolate from heat effects. One
effect ';"inich could clearly be attributed to neutrons, however, "'dS the melting of the vitreous
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calculation of the neutron flux was possible from these data, tI:ere was little doubt that this
::lel"ting was due :0 neutron heating.

It is believed that almost all the damage iIlc:..:rred on the "2CO'·':;.":' :'"Q components was
caused by heat. This heating of the recorder inside the sphere may have been caused, in part,
by neutron heating; however, it is believed that conduction of heat contained in the molten
metal layer on the surface of the specimen was L'1e prima,y (3.1":32. Lf the temperature rise
had been due to neutron heating, the amount of heating would be proportional to the neutron flux
which in turn should be proportional to the L"1verse square of L'1e distance from the burst point.
'The estiwated temperature rises in the closer instrumented spheres ,-'ere somewhat larger
than at the farther ranges, but there was no obvious inverse-square relationship between the
various specimens.

Postshot analyses of transistors used in the oscillators of the timing circuits showed that
they were all inoperative as transistors and, in view of past performances of similar com
ponents in radiation environments, it is almost certain that the time zero failure at Station 300,
and perhaps also the shock arrival time failures at Stations 200 and 250. were the result of
ned"on irradiation. The possibility still remaL"1s, however, that these latter two failures re
sulted from mechanical shock.

4.4 ].,fETAL LOSS SCALING

One of the main purposes of exposing the steel spheres in the various shots was to at
tE-mpt to learn the variation of metal loss of such specimens when exposed in the fireballs of ".
nuclear devices of various sizes. Available for comparison weTe ceral loss versus range
data for~teel spheres for two device yields, 23 kt (Shot M:et) and 15.5 kt (Sho{Erie)~ In ad- ~
dition, usable metal loss data were available from four steel spheres, all at the same range.;'; '.
from a 3S} kt device (Shot Mohawk). All these data were sC21ed down to 1 kt,burst bydiVid~1.
both the range and the metal loss by the cube root of the yield and are shown/plotted iIi"Figu ,,~,:;;
4.17. Use of~tl;lecube root scaling was derived theoretically, assumiIig-'that the rate at which '"
material ablates is proportional to ktTn - kz, where k 1• kz, and n are constants and T is the
temperature of the isothermal sphere. The power n was i..i1troduced only to generalize the
theory since the simple case n =; Vgave a reasonably good fit of the e;~perimental data obtained
c.'uring Operations Teapot and Redwing. The calculatio:l was hnhe,' simplified by assuming
constant-gamma, adiabatic expansion of the isot..lerm2.1 sphere. The end result of the calcu
lation was that m/w 13 (scaled mass lOss) versus R/w LJ (scaled range) was completely inde-
pendent of yield. ...' ,::. .''''

A curve is shown through'the dataJor 12-inch spheres of Shot Etl~i.TJ. Figure 4.17. Most
of t.b.e data for lO-inch-diameter spher'es lieiibove this curve, as would-be expected from radius
of curvature considerations. The main exceptions are the lO-inch-diameter sphere from Shot
Erie and the two farther out data points from Shot Met. According to Reference 2, the farther- :;;,
out spheres from Shot Met were not in the isothermal sphere for a long period, if for any time
at all, hence they wOUfd not be expected to exhibit as much illetal loss. .

Unfortunately the yields of Shots Erie and Met were not st:uiciently different to expect any::'
appreciable difference in material ablation; hence the fact that the data scale by the cube root
of the yield lends lM:tle support tq,this scaling procedure. Tl;,'.fact that Shot Mohawk data being .
from a much large'i29leld device scale down q~ite nicely, however, does help to support this.;·~,{i,,:,

:Ylethod of scaling. Of course, this scaling method does not tal-:€ into account effects peculiar' .' ~.~;

:c:: ~YC:-tic:J1ar shots such as the rapid fireball rise experienced during Shot Met, thus causing
:'''.2 specimens to appear to leave the fireball early.

Tne instrumentation effort of Project 5.9 represented one of the first attempts to collect
data Dy electrical and mechanical means irom 7,'ithin u'1e iireball c: a nuclear detonation..;'."1
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evahl2.~ion D! tb.2 data a.'1d the system from v7hic:-, ic ';:'12.3 o1::~a:''"\ec :.::- =:omai.'1ed L11 L'1e following

4.5.1 Electrical. The results of the electrical i11stru;:}:::::~:_C:'0:'. .syst'?I used by Project
5.9 on Operation Redwing showed that it is feasible to r2co::d cL'lt2- electlically within the fire
ball of a nuclear detonation. The basic RedwiJlg system, wiL'1 impro-;ements iIldicated by the
experience gained on Redwing, should be capable of recording data s"1ccessfully at slant ranges
in the vicinity of 150 feet for shot and exposure conditions si.:nilar to those of Shot Erie. De
tailed h-uormation concerning the Redwing instrumentation system is cont:llned .L"l Appendix B.

The accuracy and reliability of the ten time history curves from Stations 250 and 300 pre
sented in Section 3.3 were materially reduced by the heat damage sustained by the recording
tapes at L'J.e two stations. Although these data have a relatively low a:curacy and reliabil~ty

compared to data collected under less severe environmental conditions, there was general
overall consistency and reasonable correlation with some known values such as shock arrival
time.

The low frequency response of the accelerometer recording circuits probably caused
significant reductions in the peak values recorded by the instrumented specimens. However,
the acceleration time history curves presented in Section 3.3 are believed to represent the
general shape of the acceleration pulse experienced by their resp;?ctive specimens, and the
time scale is estimated to be accurate to within =2 percent. Figure 4.18 shows the correlation
of shock arrival times obtained from the specimens at Stations 200. 250, and 300 and the re
flected shock arrival times from Stations 250 and 300. Figure 4.18 indicates L.1e theoretical
location of the expanding shock front as a function of time after the detonation. The vertical
heights and times at which the reflected shock front intercepts the trajectories are indicated
on the trajectories for Station 250 and Station 300 specimens. These values were computed
assuming no increase in speed of shock propagation upon reflection clue to its passage through
a heated medium. .",

'!:::.::;

Figure 4.18 shows the excellent correlation obtained for the initial shock arrival time for
Stations 200, 250, and 300. The reflected shock arrival times for Stations 250 and 300 both
occur a short time before the theoretical points shown. This result was expected because the
reflected shock would have to travel a significant portion of its pat.11 through the air preheated
by the fireball and isothermal sphere, and this would result in an increase in its velocity. In
general, the acceleration time histories recorded at Stations 250 aIle 300 and presented in this
report show excellent time correlation with known values but have relatively poor accuracy
~1d reliability for the acceleration values presented.

The frequency response of the thermocouple recording circuits which was flat from 0 to
50 cps was considered adequate for the recording of this phenomenon and probably introduced
no significant errors in the time history curves presented in Section 3.3. Since thermocouple
type transducers are basically rugged and relatively insensitive to rr.ost of the inputs experi
enced by the instrumented specimens and since no external power such as batteries is required
for their operation, the reliability and accuracy of thermocouples is inherently better than
transducers such as accelerometers. Inspection of the temperature time history curves pre
sented in Section 3.3 shows a number of temperature fluctuations wl1Jch are difficult to in
terpret. It is possible that some of these could be clue to such things as intermittent thermo
couples and drop outs during playback; however, it is the opinion of the author that an ap
preciable number of the fluctuations were actually present and faiL'lfully recorded.

The temperature time history curves presented in Section 3.3 ',,'ere the source of the data
in Table 4.3. The minimum and maximum times at which the melting point (2800F) of steel
could logically have been attained were noted in each of the curves a.;d entered in Table 4.3.
The depth-or-melt pulse was used for the minimum probable time for the 0.016 and 0.011
depths at Stations 250 and 300, respectively, because it was L.'J.e earliest melting time indicated
for these depths. It is believed that the actual melting time for each depth listed lies between
the minimum and maximum values presented in Table 4.3.

Figures 4.19 and 4.20 present Table 4.3 data in the form of depth-of-melt versus time
CUTves for Stations 250 and 300. The possible error due to L'1e llncertaL'1ty of the times is in-
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dic:.>:d b:/ L:lc' shaded pOr1:1011, ar..~ a tGear: ~s dr::.wn tr~rough th-:: c'::~ __ .::2 ti::>? spread at
c2cl: d-2p~;l. F"'b~rc -:i.ll, s.ectiol1 4.1.2) pr2s2n~ed u1e slopes of [he3~ .:::.... 22..11 curves. which are
the rates of specimen meltL'1g, as a function of time after dew('.atic"..

TA3i..£ ·1.3 TIMES RE\;;CIRED FOR STEEL TO\IELT TO ·:.\R:C'·,'3 DEPT:c::o

Times obtained irom recorded terr:perarure time histo:-y dT'.'.'..

Melting temperature of steel ass'l::::":: to be 2800F.
..

Station
2S0

Station

Depth below original 5 u :-f:l<~ c ; - ~"c hes

0,011 0.016 0.021 0 ,",0'
C.O~l 0.050U,)l

Minimum
17" 23 180

Time msec
Maximum

50 64 195
Time msec

Minimum
29" 36 113

Time msec
Maximum

48 78 130
Time msec

• a Time obtained from depth-of-melt pulse.

The feasibility of recording data electrically within the fireball of a nuclear detonation
';:ith a :::ystem similar to that used on RedwL'1g was thus demonstrated by the electrically in
strumented specimens. An electrical recording system similar to that used on Redwing and
with improvements indicated by Redwing experience should be capable of recording data ac
curately and reliably at slant ranges in the vicinity of 150 feet on yields comparable to Shot
Erie.

Redwing indicated that two out of the L'1ree transistor oscillators at Stations 200, 250, and
300 operated through time zero and stopped at shock arrival. It is, therefore, concluded that
transistor oscillators, properly shock mounted, thermally insulated, and using radiation re
sistant transistors may be capable of use as the time base for future recorders.

·L 5.2 I'tlechanical. Vela c : t y - Dis tan c e. II was antic ipate.= ::'.::.1 t ;rorn the velocity
dista".ce data presented in Section 3.4.1 it would be possible to determLM.e all. acceleration time
history. Since the first portion of the curve. from 0- to I/rinch displacement, is questionable,
and it is the slope of this section that determil1es the higher accelerations. and also since the
time m.lSt be determined from the summation of times after shock arri-,'al as discussed in
AppendL'{ C, it was impossible to determine the acceleration-time cun-e. However, the velocity
distance curves for the dynamic -pressure cylinders at the 150-foot station, Figures 3.26 and
3.27 are believed to be correct in the region from ~4 to I;; inch of travel. after which the speci
men receives relatively little additional impulse. It is also believed tlJ.at the decrease in the
observed velocity after 1/2 inch of travel is probably due to friction on the plunger.

Each specimen had one plunger which was in contact and one which was ~;16 inch away from
the ta:-;::2t block; but since the amount of penetration was a function of both the impact velocity
::Lod the acceleration of the target during the penetration and the accele,ation was extremely
high whUe these plungers were penetrating, it is believed that 1:.I'1e velocities indicated by these
piungers are too high and therefore are not shown on the plots.

T:"e ,esults of the Redwing experiment L'1dicate that the velocity-distance gage is a satis
facto:-y method of describL'1g the later portion of the specimen velocity as a function of distance

Q,;erpressure and Acceleration Measurements by Ball-Crusher
Gag e s. Analysis of the overpressure and acceleration measurements by ball-crusher gages

:."':os,,,:,"·::: i:-: AppendiX D. Since the respon.se of the overpressure gage was fast enough to
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Figt::e 4.20 Depth of melt as a functio" of ur;:;e "0: St2.tion 300 insuur::e"ted sphere.
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!'es_~:C':::.~ t'J !.he sheck overpressure, t.:.'-le ma..1:i:num d:=:,::'J'-::::':::~':::;: -:f ~he ball was probably caused
ti,e shock front overpressure 2nd not blo"H-off pr23s:.:r:: .. , .::::;~ of the maximum and mini

mum observed values of peak pressure is presented i!; Figure 4.13. The curve drawn in the
figure is a theoretical curve e::tr:lpolated from p.efe:-enC2 3..'~ cJ.n be seen in the figure, t..'1e
GOS2L,cd 'ialu2S ;:'0' ee well with L..:"i2 w1eoretical valU"2s. The lar;;e spread in the ball-crusher
data at anyone station could be caused by a spike arouI1d U:lC specimen, causing local pressures
that may vary in magnitude by a factor of 2 or 3. Tl:e 5;;;':::e ",-odd be similar to those formed
on guy wires and the shot tower aI1d would be caused by of the air around the sphere.
The mechanism of this preheating is that a small amount of metal is vaporized from the speci
men and advances into the air, effectively heating the air. This temperature rise increases the
local shock front velocity in an unpredictable and tmstable manner and causes different shock
diffraction effects on various sectiOn3 of the surface.

The response of the gages used in the ball-crusher accelerometers was not fast enough to
observe completely the diffraction phase of the shock wave; however, there was good agreement
between the observed ball-crusher data and the calculated accelerations based on the damage
to the transducers and tape recorder in the instrumented spheres. Figure 4.21 is a plot of the
ball-crusher data using a postulated input of diffraction plus gust loading as presented in Table
D.3; also' shown in the figure are the maximum and minimum values calculated for the instru
mented spheres by scaling the data L'l Figure B.9 to the same weight and area as the over
pressure spheres. A study of the figure would show that there were only a limited number of
curves which could be drawn through the limits of the instrumented sphere data. One of these
curves is drawn in the figure, and it can be seen that the two sets of data agree quite well.

In general, it can be said t..'1.at t.he peak pressures observed by the ball-crusher gages in
Shot Erie have good agreement with the theoretical values based on a Taylor Wave plus blow
off pressure and that the observed accelerations agree with theoretical values calculated from
a gust plus diffraction loading.

Pe ak Te m per a t u I' e. The method used to measure the peak temperature at various
depths below the surface of the copper spheres was ::ot s:::.:':'sfactory. Most of the metal slugs
melted; and, therefore, no data were obtained. However, it is believed that a different distri
bution of the metal slugs, so that some of the higher melting metals would have been further
below the surface, would have yielded data.
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C/7opter 5

CO/l/CLUSIONS and RECOIiIJ~fEflJDATIONS

5.1 CONCLUSIONS

L Eight-inch-diameter spherical specimens of stainless steel, molybdenum, and titanium
sustained approximately the same mass ablation when exposed at equal slant ranges under the
conditions of Shot Erie.

2. Spherical copper specimens, 8 inches in diameter, sustaiIlec1 approximately 2 to 4 times
the mass loss of other metals exposed to 8-inch-diameter spheres at equal slant ranges under
the conditions of Shot Erie.

3. The 8-inch-diameter spherical plastic specimens experienced substantially less mass
ablation at the 150- and 250-foot slant ranges than any of the metals which were exposed at the
same slant ranges under the conditions of Shot Erie.

4. In general, Project 5.9 data tend to support the existence of an attenuating vapor layer
on test specimens within the fireball of a nuclear detonation.

5. Hydrodynamic sweeping of the vapor layer probably affected the ablation of the flat
plate and cOl1€-forward steel composite specimens in Shot Erie.

6. The radius of curvature effect, "hich predicts greater material ablation for specimens
of small radii, was substantiated by the various radii of the spherical specimens exposed in
Shot Erie at the 50-foot range.

7. In general, the corners of the flat plates and cylindrical specimens exposed in Shot Erie
showed less rounding than would be expected from the radius of curvature effect and Operation
Teapot data.

8. The specimen shape apparently had little efiect on the dept.\-[ of material ablation sus
tail',ed from exposure within the fireball of Shot Erie, except for engulfment time differences,
radius of curvature effect, and the excessive metal loss noted at the junction of two pieces of
metal on the cylinders.

9. The predominant effect of orientation on material ablation of the specimens within the
fireball of ~1J.ot Erie was an increase in the depth of material loss for most of the specimens
on the surface facing toward the burst point.

10, The apparent anomaly of approximately equal ablation for the 12-inch-diameter steel
s~heres at Stations 150, 200, 250, and 300 on Shot Erie can, for the most part, be explained on
U:2 basis of ablation by melting after emergence from the fireball. Approximately %of the
total ablation sustained by the instrumented spheres at Stations 250 and 300 on Shot Erie could
ha\'e been due to melting after emerging from the fireball.

11. The removal of a molten layer by spinning off drops of the material could be signifi
ca'1~ to total ablation and would be import"-,,t to ICBM destruction, if the missile had an ap
pr ec iable angular velocity.

12, Thermal spalling could b€ a signiiicant damage mechanism at close ranges (25 to 50
f?"t ?_n,d is probably insigniiicant at farther ranges (200 to 300 feet) for specimens and ex
po su ,," conditions similar to Shot Erie.
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13. No conclusive data were o~L3.ined or; Lhe b~J'7;-:Jff :;~'?SSu,? of steel and plastic withL'1
the fireball of Shot Eric:.

14. Overpressure crushing damage and extensive structural damage due to acceleration
can be expected at slant ranges of 50 feet or les3 Ic~ speelse:ls and exposure conditions simi
lar to those of S'not Erie.

15. The electrically instrumented Redwing specimens have shown that it is feasible to
record data electrically inside the fireball of a nuclear detonation with a system similar to
that used on Redwing.

16. An electrical recording system similar to that used on Project 5.9 in Redwing and with
improvements indicated by Redwing experience should be capable of recording data accurately
and reliably at slant ranges in the vicinity of 150 fee: on yields comparable to Shot Erie.

17. Transistor oscillators may be capable of successful operation within the fireball of a
nuclear detonation in a specimen of the Redwing type, under the condition that adequate shock
mounting and thermal insulation are provided.

18. The velocity-distance impact gages which were adequately protected from the effects
of overpressure and material ablation operated satisfactorily and yielded apparently reliable
velocity versus distance data at least for the latter portions of these curves. No acceleration
versus time values were obtained.

19. Ball-crusher gages may be successfully employed to observe experimentally peak
fireball pressures and accelerations, provided the approximate shape of the dynamic input is
knov,rn.

20. The method used to measure the peak temperature at various depths below the surface
of the copper spheres was unsatisfactory.

21. Project 5.9 experience indicated that spherical specimens are best suited for total
material ablation studies because of the unpredictable ba.1listic paths and resultant unknown
engulfment times associated with nonspherical specimens.

22. The derived scaling, (Yield)l"J, of both mass loss and ra..'ge is supported by the fact that
the data from the higher yield Mohawk shot compared favorably with the data from the lower
yield shots, Erie and Met, when this scaling method was used.

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that:

1. Project 5.9 data be used to further 'Inllnerability studies of basic ballistic missile struc
tures and materials to the fireball of a nuclear detonation.

2. Future programs similar to Project 5.9 cortsider instrumentation, both electrical and
mechanical, of the type employed on Redwing for data collection within the fireball of a nuclear
detonation.

3. Future programs similar to Project 5.9 determine experimentally the rate of material
loss within and in the vicinity of a nuclear fireball so that the relative importance of ablation
by vaporization and melting may be established.

4. Future tests include a number of spherical passive specimens exposed within the fire
balls of a v..-ide range of nuclear device yields for the determbation and verification of metal
loss versus range scaling methods.

5. Spherical specimens be used for total material ablation studies in all future tests simi
lar to Project 5.9.

6. Future ablation theory development take into account the absence of significant corner
rounding observed on the flat plates and cylindrical specimens exposed withb the fireball of
Shot Erie.

7. Future electrical recordL'1g within the fireball be made with a recorder specifically
de signed for this type of recording.
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Appendix A

DETAILED DESCRIPTIOftl OF SPEC/biEN DAMAGE

A.I SHOT ERIE SPECIMENS

In this aprendix is to be found a brief description of
the damage and surface conditions of each specimen,
as well as photographs and/or profile drawings of the
more unusual conditions.

A.I.l Steel Spheres. Table A.l is a summary of
the depth of metal loss for all the steel spheres from
Shot Erie. The sketch at the top of the table depicts
the positions on the specimens where the measure
ments were made. The measurements on the right
and left side refer to the specimen as it is viewed
from the rear side looking toward the burst point.
The measurements on the top and bottom were taken
at the two points of intersection of the two lines from
the burst point tangent to the spherical specimen and
lying in a vertical plane through the center of the
s;>8cimen.

Inst,"Jmented Sphere at 50-Foot Sta-
: ion. The sphere was still intact but was severely
pockmarked on the side facing the burst point and the
forward half of the outer shell had a crack approxi
mately 10 inches long. In addition to the creak in the
outer shell, the iMide sphere was significantly
squeezed so that the cavity where the recorder set
was reduced in diameter by as much as Va inch. The
bolts which held the recorder cap were sheared and
the lip around the recorder cap was broken. The %
inch-diameter battery holes around the sphere were
deformed and squeezed out of round about Va inch.

The front half of the specimen lost an average of
0.2 inch more metal than the rear half. Figure 3.6
illustrates the variation of material loss in a vertical
plane parallel to the direction of the shock wave
propagation. The surface of the sphere was clean
and free of any foreign material.

Instrumented Spheres at the 100-,150-,

and 250-Foot Stations. These were 12-inch
dlameter spheres. The postshot surface conditions of
all these specimens were similar in that they all had
a thin coating of refrozen metal which was not bonded
tL;-iltly to the sphere; they also had scratch marks
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from impact with the ground. The sphere from the
lOO-foot station had a bolt missing from the main re
corder cap, but other than that there was no struc
tural damage to any of them.

With the exception of the area around the bolts
which held on the various caps, tile material loss
from all these specimens was uniform. In the regions
around the bolts there was more metal loss, and
molten metal had been forced between the heads of
the bolts and che sides of the caps.

Instrumented Sphere at 300-Foot Sta-
t ion. Material loss over this specimen was uniform
and left the surface with only a small amount of un
bonded refrozen metal. The refrozen metal was not
in the form of a layer or coating, but rather was
found along a few flow lines. The surface had a small
number of scratch marks which cut through the flow
lines.

o v e r pre s sur e S ph ere s. Material losses
from these specimens were also uniform over the
entire surfaces. All six of the s?neres had a thin
layer of refrozen we~l and scratch marks from the
impact with the ground. Except for some crushing at
the 50-foot station, there was no structural damage to
any of these spheres. Figure A.l is a composite pho
tograph shov.ing all the overpressure spheres after
the ball-crusher gages had been removed.

Ten-Inch-Diameter Sphere at 50-Foot
S tat ion. The side oi the sphere which faced the
burst point had a dozen or so pockmarks, 4 were
large, being about 11

/, inches in diameter and %to
3/l inch deep. The forv..ard side lost much more mate
rial than the rear side, and there was some displace
ment of material as can be see:l in Figure A.2. The
surface had a few flow lines and a large number of
small pimples of refrozen metal. The impact with the
ground caused some scratch marks which cut through
the flow lines and pimples.

Ten-Inch-DialLeter Sohere at 100-Foot
Station. Tr.ere were -:wo po~kmarks about 11/,

inches in diameter 0:1 the forward side. Except for
these two pockmarks, the metal loss was U1liform
o;"er the entire surface of the sphere. One half of the



TABLE A.I SUMMA...1i.Y OF DEPTH OF MATEFU.~i... LOSS AT '/A...lTUOUS pan-ITS ON

STEEL SPHE?,E3 EXPOSED TO S=C:::- .:::?...=:::::

8LiHST
POINT

SECTION A-A SIDE VIEW &

Slant RanJ<e Mat~rial Loss
Type Nominal Actual Front Back I Rt. Side Lt. Side Top Bottom Averageb

Feet Feet Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches

y 50 46.3 0.48 0.21 0.64 0.30 0.28 0.56 0.42
N 50 46.4 1.2S c 0.38 0.08 1.00 0.68 0.24 0.51
0 50 46.2 1.26c 0.72 0.62 0.70 0.74 0.54 0.68
Q 50 44.9 1.35 1.08 1.16 1.07 1.16 1.02 1.1.4
N 100 97.5 0.40 0.28 0.41+ 0432 0.30 0.28 0.26,

X 100 97.9 0.20 0.18 0.10 0.17 0.20 0.19 0.25
X - 150 159 0.16 0.1.4 0.15 0.18 0.18 0.20 0.20
X 2C() 205 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.17 0.24 0.21
X 250 257 0.12 0.1.4 0.13 0.16 I 0.21 0.17 0.18
X 300 J06 0.1.4 0.20 0.08 O.2D

I
0.20 0.19 0.20

,

0.4,ur; 50 43.7 0.44 -- -- 0.26e - 0.39...
z 100 97.7 0.39 0.17 0.3ed -- 0.34e - 0.29
z 150 159 0.22 0.21 O.l<P - O.22e - 0.20
Z 200 X>4 0.20 0.23 O•.24d -- 0.2O e - 0.17
Z 250 254 0.13 0.10 0.15d -- O.lSe -- 0.17
Z 300 306 0.20 0.12 0.26d - 0.1g e - 0.16

a Vertical profile of sphere viewed normal to the direction of shock propagation.

b 6R = Ro [1 _(~) l/~

where: Wo = Pre-Shot Wt. (Ibs)
W = Fast-Shot \olt. (Ibs)

Ll.R = Average Radius Loss (in)
Ro = Pre-Shot Radius (in)

c Data might be misleading due to pockmarks.
d Orientation of sphere could not be determined; this value is an average of right

and left sirles.

e Orientation of sphere could not be determined; this value is an average of the
top and bottom.
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3pne:-e v,:as cov ..::red '}lith a i'J2-incb 13.ye.!" of mat?:-.~ll

·<J.1Cj ',1.':'lj .~:('Jt ~~<:':::'::d ti;~(::~:,' ~o t.b.~ sphere. Tce ::~,:~,

which dld not have this layer had scratch marks :;-om
hitting t::Je ground.

El::;Gt-Inch-Diameter Sphere at 5'0
Foot Station. The front side was severely P")c~

marked but otherwise had almost uniform materl~

loss. The surface of this specimen was clean a..'1::
frei' of foreign material. There was no defi1iite :J.:.2r
of refrozen metal, but there were a-few ridges, i.e ..
f10w lines, of resolidified metal. The 8cratch ma::-k.3
caused by the impact with the ground cut through
these flow lines.

Four-Inch-Diameter Sphere at 50-
F 0 0 t S tat ion. The one 4-inch-diameter sphere
recovered from the 50-foot station was found abo:.:;
500 feet from its Original position. This specimen
lost 8.6 pounds of materia!, which was more tha::-.
90 percent of its original weight and more than half
its diameter. The profile measurements show tbt
there was about 0.3 inch more metal loss on the f:-ont
side than on the rear. The front side was coveree
wi th f10w lines of refrozen metal, and the rear side
was well marked "'ith cuts and scratches from the
impact "'ith the ground.

A.1.2 Composites. A su=ary of the average
depth at rr:etal loss at various cross sections along
the specimen is presented in Table A.2. The loca
tions of these sections are shown in the sketch ac
companying the table.

Steel Composite Oriented Cone For
ward at 50-Foot Station. Pressure forces
caused extensive structural damage to the shell a.:ld
:lIsa to the hardened steel insert. The insert was
cracked at several places, and metal from the cone
and he::::isphere was extruded into the holes in the in
sert. Figure A.3 shows the cone end of the specimen.
The [i';9 orotrusions which were formed by met2-:,
extruding into L'-:te insert, are to be noted. These ex
trusions were approximately l/S to 3/16 inch long. The
extrusions on the hemispherical end were about l;i,
inch loog. The hemispherical end could not be un-
3C re"'ed but had to be cut free of the cylinder.

Figure A.4 illustrates the large amount of metal
lost at the junction of the hemisphere and the cylin
der. Fig'Jre A.5 is a good example of the variation of
the Metal loss at the circular cross section on the
nemisphere end of the cylinder. Except for some
pockmarks, see Figure A.5, and some localized e:
;'ects near the ends of the cylinder, there was equal
:-;'.3.,9:-,:.1 loss at a..'ly one cross section. The herr.i
sClh2:-e and the cone had about the same depth of
metal 1055, but the cylinder had almost lJ. inch less.
The Sel r:ace of the cylinder was clean and did not
-:';.3.\:e d ~:.:;er of refrozen material.

Steel Composite Oriented Cone Fo:-
',;,':Jr',:: ,,: 100-Foot Station. Fig'Jre A.7 S20WS

J.ll t.::at '",:13 recovered of this specimen. The lig:.:
,~ol'Jr2d band arou.nd the middle is adhesive material
'!'CIT. '" :J:ece of identification tape placed on the
~;;..'ec:::;2!', ,t' r,":J','2:')·. Since the hemisphere, CO:::2.
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2..1'1d insert '",-":"c' ,0,,; - "'",!'ed, the weight loss could
:lot 02 core.; ~:., .t. 1 :l.' ,- :::i,j2Jf :be shell still had the
original r::,,-c~.i:le rrnrks, and most of the threads on
the hemisphericai e::ci ,e:ained their original profile.

Steel Comaos::.., Oriented Cone FClr-
'); a r d a t ~ h e 15 0 - Fa 0 t S tat ion. This speci
men was fO'J.:ld at a ground range of only 36 feet from
i:s original ~031,10n, Tn" material 1058, which
amounted t.:::, '3: ~/~ J:X)'J:ici3 '.vas not uniform but varied
by as much as %inch at various places. The surface
was clean and SIT.ooth '~ith a notable absence of
scratch ma,ks, flow li::les, or refrozen metal.

Steel Composite Oriented Cone For
ward at the 200-Foot Station. The cone
end of the specime:J was not recovered, but the hemi
sphere was still attached to the cylinder; the velocity
distance insert ",':'.3 separated from the shell and
found nearby. The cylindrical portion had about equal
material 1055 along ItS length, but there was more
loss at the junction of the hemisphere and cylinder.
The hemisphere had almost the same depth of loss
as the cylinder.

Steel Composite Oriented Side On at
the 50-ro·J: 5~a:ion. This specimen, found at
a ground range of 225 feet from its original position,
was one of the most severely damaged specimens of
those recovered. It had a weight loss of 45 1/, pounds,
the top rear quadra::t, tangent to the blast, had sev
eral large pockmarks, and the bottom rear quadrant,
which was shielded from the blast, was badly honey
combed. A photograph of the pockmarks is shown in

Figure A,S and the ho::eycombing in Figure 3.9. The
original center of the specimen could not be located;
therefore, the exact depth of metal loss could not be
measured. figure A.9 is a drawing of the profile
measurement; the distorted shape of the circular
sections is to be noted. The surface was clean and
free of any f01"eig::1 =.~te,i3.1 or any unbonded layer of
refrozen met.:'-l.

Steel Composite Oriented Side On at
100 - F a at S tat ion. There were a few pock
marks, 1 to 11/: incheS in diameter by Y. inch deep,
on the front side of the cylinder and cone, but other
"'ise the surface was smooth and clean and experi
enced an approximately uniform metal loss overall.

Steel Composite Oriented Side On at
1 5 0 - F 0 0 t S tat ion. Depth of material loss was
about equal for the hemisphere, cylinder, and cone;
but all three shapes lost about 1/. inch more on the
front side th"", on the rear. There was a groove ap
pI'o:,jmate!\' 1/8to 1/, inch deep by 1 inch wide from
the tip of the cone to the middle of the specimen on
the top side and from the middle to the end of the
hemisphere on the opposite side. This pattern was
similar in location but not in magnitude to that shown
in Figure A.i ior the cone-forward composite at 100
feet. There were fio;;' lines of refrozen metal on
most of the specime::l; and part of the surface had
ground impact induced cuts and scratches which cut
through the ;low lines indicating agaln that the sur
face refroze before the specimen hit the ground.



TABLE A.2 AVERAGE DEPTH OF METAL LOSS AT VARIOUS CROSS SECTIONS OF COMPOSITE SPECIMENS

B1 Ai

~\

~;~l
i'i~l

e':i)
~)
~;;i'1

")

to
ID

G1 F·l Ej Dl Cl
~ \--. ~--~-=h

I I . I I '" "

~ L=t--J ~~X_
E-4-I D.J cJ BJ A.J

I~ ll-

Orl(mtation,---- ···~N~t~;~~~~l ~~~,::tI,f."~~:~r ~.~~Lf~~ -..~C\~:~ -•••l~'~~~~ .. -::. f'~~:~-l~' Ff~:~l:=lF~~j
1------------1·_·· ..._._--_.- ..---..~-~Lr l I-J- ~L I~L---J-~ --.I~

t,J

Cone-Forward 50 45.8 2.88 1.20 4.12 1.18 6.12 0.94 9.12 0.95 13.10 0.85 16.18 0.88 19.48 0.96 21.6<: 1.20
Cone-Forward 150 158.2 2.28 0.56 3.H4 0.78 5.84 0.74 9.40 0.65 13 .36 0.62 17.84 0.66 20.64 0.67 22.81, 0.70
Cone-Forward 200 203.5 b 0.52 b b 5.76 0.66 9.72 0.61 13.24 0.56 17.76 0.56 20.52 0.51 22.60 0.64
Side-On 100 97.5 1.68 0.72 3.28 0.44 5.60 0.48 10.64 0.47 13 .92 0.44 18.92 0.42 21.44 0.45 22.68 0.45
Side-On 150 158.1 1.20 0.72 3.68 0.57 5.56 0.50 10.68 0.44 13.20 0'.43 18.36 0.45 21.32 0.49 22.70 0.50

,Side-On 200 203.6 0.36 0.32 3.36 0.17 4.96 0.24 10.64 0.29 12.88 0.27 18.44 0.44 21.04 0.36 22.76 0.63

a Dialance from the original t l.p of cone.
b Cone wall not recovered.

NOTE: The Telocity-distance insert, cone, and sphere were not recovered for the cone-forward specimen at the 100 foot station.
The side-on Ilpecimen at 50 feet had large pockmarks over the entire specimen.



Steel CDm;>0site Oriented Side On :l:
~ 0 I) - i' 0 0 t S L J. ~ i 0 I1. This speci~e~ ':\'2.3 found a~

a horizontal distance of 128 feet from its ori.:s-tn:ll
IXlsition. The wei;:;ht loss, only 27 3/ 4 pounds, was much
letis than that of the other side-on COffiy.Jsit e:; . lQ2

cone and sphere lost more material tha.l1 the cylinder.
The rounded end was no longer spherical but was
more elliptical with the major a.xis coinciding ....ith
the ayjs of the cylinder. There was a sharp change
in the depth of material loss at the junction of the
cone and cylinder with the cone losing more than the
cylinder. The surface was clean but had a few marks
from the impact with the ground and some small flow
lines of refrozen material.

A.1.3 Flat Plates. Table A.3 is a tabulation of
the metal loss as determined from the profile meas
urements for the transversely grooved plates, and
Table AA for the longitudinally grooved plate.

Steel Flat Plate Grooved Trans
versely at 50-Foot Station. The top of the
grooves lost about 0.78 inch, and the bottom of the
grooves aoci the plain side each lost an average of
0.56 inch. The surface was clean and free of foreign
material.

Steel Flat Plate Grooved Trans
versely at l50-Foot Station. The top of
the grooves had a metal loss of 0.72 inch, and the
bottom of the grooves and the plain side each lost
0.54 and 0.52 inch, respectively. The surface was
clean and showed no sign of an unbonded layer of re
frozen metal.

Steel Flat Plate Grooved Trans-
ve r s ely at 200 - Fa 0 t S tat ion. The top and
bottom of the g:.-ooves lost an average of 0.18 and
0.12 inch of metal, respectively, and the plain side
lost 0.19 inch.

Steel Flat Plate Grooved Longitudi
~,3.11 Y at 150 - F 0 0 t S tat ion. The plain sid" of
the plate lost approximately 1/2 inch of material but
the loss on the grooved side was not uniform. The
tops of the grooves lost more than the bottoms, and
both lost more toward the front of the plate than the
rear. This variatioq is shown in Figure 3.11.

A.1.4 Laminated Cvlinders. The average depth
of metal loss at various cross sections along the
cylinder is tabulated in Table A.5. The sketch at the
top of the table shows the location of these cross
sections.

Laminated Cylinder at lOa-Foot Sta
tion, Twelve VB-Inch Laminations. Seven
of the 12 laminations were completely missing, and
part of the ninth was also missing; however, a small
piece of the eighth lamination was still on the back
Side of the cylinder and was being held on by the
o,ientation bolt. The specimen had a few pockmarks
co'Nard the middle of the cylinder; some of these were
0" tbe front and one was on the rear. figure A.10
snows the poclrJIlarks on the front side.

Laminated Cylinder at l50-Foot Sta
II 0" F i \' e 1/4 - Inc h Lam ina t ion s. Four
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comp12t2 L?--:.;.:,,~·;"):1::: .~::': pa:r: of ::'2 fifth were miss
i~g. Tll:? (':':':.:1 !.J.r~";':::l~: J:-. ·iLD. uot n.3.ve uniform mate
rial loss bu, lost more :.award on" end. Figure A.ll
ia a profile d:~~-.':.,·ir~; 0:" ::::: 3:::e21.::-~e:l and shows the
\;2.ri'1tio:l of I:·::J.~·~;~J.l l::>33 ,lIon; tl:le cylinder~ it is

no,ed tha, the- steel co,,, also lost more on the one end
than it did on the othe,. figure A.12 shows the ir
regular conditio!'.s on the surface and also the scratch
marks on the side ';;ill.::: rllt the ground.

Laminated Cyllr'.der at 150-Foot Sta
t ion, F 0 u r %- Inc Q Lam ina t ion s. This
specimen had between ~/l and 1 incQ material loss.
Figure A.13 shows the variation of material loss
along the cylinder. There was more material lost on
the front than on the rear; aiso, the front side had a
few pockmarks, as shown in Figure A.l4.

A.1.5 Ballistic and Dvnamic-Pressure Cylinders.
Table A.6 is a sur.:"':::-y of the average depth of metal
loss at various cross sections along the cylinder.

Ballistic Cylinders at 100-Foot Sta
tion. Figure A.15 is a profile drawing of the side
on cylinder which did not have a plastic disk, and
Figure A.16 is of the side-on cylinder with the disk.
The plastic disk was s:ill bonded to the end of the
cylinder which was oriented side-on. As can be Been
in Figure A.17, the material loss on the plastic disk
was irregular', but at no point did the disk burn com
pletely through to the steel.

The cylinder oriented end-on with the plastic disk
away from the burst point did not have the plastic
disk attached when it was recovered; however, some
of the bonding material was still stuck to the end of
the specimen. Figure A.18 shows that the end which
faced the burst point had much more material loss
than any other part of the specimen. Toe surface of
this specin:e~. and also the other tv.·o ballistic cylin
den had flow lines of resolidified steel. The scratch
marks caused by the irr.pac: ""i til the ground cut
through the flow lines leaVing sharp edges.

Dynamic Press"re Cylinders at the
5 0 - Fo at S tat i a o. The front of the cylinder was
so distorted by the pressure forces that the postshot
diameter was greater than the preshot. The rear of
the specimen was not appreciably distorted, but its
front had been compressed as much as Y4 inch. The
rear cover plate was extruded 0.075 inch into the
velocity distance insert, but the front of the cylinder
was extruded as much as l/Z inch !:lto the insert. The
hardened steel insert -""as broken and could not be
removed fror.: tbe shell; therefore, the front of the
cylinder had to be cut off to study the extrusions on
the front end. Figure A.19 is a profile draWing of the
cylinder, and Figure .-\.20 shows the extrusions of the
outer shell a::d the fracture of the hardened insert.

The surface of the cylinder was coated with a large
::L'Y.ount of refrozen rr.e:.s.l. One side of the cylinder
was covered ',,-ith pi"."~,,s of me:..?.l. which looked like
broken paint blisters, as seen in Figure A.21.

Dynamic Pressure Cylinder at 150
Foot Statlon. FiTure A.22 is a profile drawing

J
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TABLE 1\.4 SUlvlMAHY OF DEPTH OF J";ATEHIAL LOSS FOR FLAT PLATE GHOOVED LONGITUDI
NALLY. 150-FOOT STATION
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TAB LE A.5 AVERAGE DEPTH OF METAL LOSS AT VARIOUS CROSS SECTIONS OF THE LAMINATED
CYLINDERS

BURST POINT

D
POST SHOT

A ~.,

I I

C...., B--+-1
I

It'~ ~ c-~I I I
Y I -c:- I 1-4- b

I I--- __1------.- ~ 11

! I -1-.-1- --'- - ~~---r-- - - I
I ~ .,,,...1. . .J B --<4·-' AC -...~.

~

C)
(,.>

~ :;
"

~~>.:.~.

r;:"l

\:1
tl .. l
f:fil

h
;cJ
fl

--,-.---------- ~_._.,_.,---~-....-- - ........."----

Laminations ~~ Slf!:~nf!:1'lg~___ Section Location H~.n1 LOtH'!.
---~_ .._~ ..._~._-. __. _.- ~~~~--~ .. -'~.--- --_.....~--~~r--

XThiclmeas NUt:1ber Nominal Actual abc Y A B C
Inches Feet Feet Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches

I---- - f--.

1/8 12 100 95.9 4.16 6.44 8.18 0.94 1.18 1.07 1.09 LOb
1/4 5 150 156.1 3.06 5.08 8.08 1.32 0.96 1.06 1.07 1.06
3/8 4 150 156.2 3.82 5.72 7.54 1.30 0.96 0.88 0.88 0.H4

--
Note: Metal loss X and Yare losses on end of cylinder. Metal loss A, B, and C are average losses at

cross sections.



TABLE A.G SUMMAHY OF AVEHAGE DEPTH OF METAL LOSS AT VARIOUS CHOSS SECTIONS ALONG
BALLISTIC AND DYNAMIC PHESSUHE CYLINDERS
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0.19b 0.16

End-On
End-On

Elld-01l
End-0n
~:nd-On

:.i1d(1,-Ull

E.nd-Oll

9r,ecimen

Type

O.11i.tic Cylindor

!I,ll] I,Llc CyJ lnde"" CC lll0 '17 .1,
(;.lith l'l .. ,l1c IIl'icrt) CC 1UO 9~ .. 1,

Dynamic Pres.ure U 50 4) .8
U 150 158.6Cylinder.
U 250 254.5

Oynamic. Pre9lSUNI AA 150 158.0
Cylimlere (With AA 150 158.5
Phetic Ineert)

Slant l1anf(c

Code t;(;I;r-,1I;;~ACi.;I;;i-t)ritIIltatl\Jn
Ft. Ft.

r===-=-=I=. -"'",-"=..0 ---'.'= _--=,=c.==t.,~=%,. _.1==

BS 100 97.4 I Sid&-()Il

I

a Dietanca from the original end of cylinder.
b Lo •• on plautic di.k.
c Fla.tic inaert was not recovered.

d End of cylinder wae distorted by bla.t.

~ .....



0:" :hi~ ':::;;-::-:i~e:1 a...~d sbo\l,'s t.he variat:or: O~" material
L)::.';;;, ~lD()~: the specimen. Tn£: front of t;::: ;:~;linde:

had more material loss than the sides or :.he re?r,
and the sides of the cylinder had more loss toward
~!: front than 1·23.r. The surface of tb.::: cyLin.der, aa

seen in Figure A,23, had an interesting flow pattern
of refrozen metal and was covered with blisters (as

seen in Figure A.24) similar to the cylinder at the
50-foot station, On the rear and sides of :he cyli:1der
there were a few cuts and scratches which cut
through the flow lines and blisters.

Dynamic Pressure Cylinder at 250
Foot Station. Except for a slight rounding at the
ends, the material loss on the sides of the cylinder
was uniform. The material loss, Figure A.25, along
the sides of the cylinder was 0.2 inch, and the loss on
the front and rear was 0.26 and 0.12 inch, respec
tivel\'. The surface of the specimen was covered "'ith
a ru~ty shell of refrozen metal which was about %2
inch thick and which was not bonded to the cylinder.

Dynamic Pressure Cylinders With
Plastic Disks at l50-Foot Station. There
were two cylinders exposed at the l50-foN station
which had material losses of 32 1/. and 28 1/ 2 pounds.
The plastic disk was missing from the one which lost
321/~ pounds, and the surface where the plastic had
been bonded was covered with flow lines and blisters
of refrozen metal, but there was no measurable metal
loss. The cylindrical surface was free of foreign ma
terial and had a flow pattern similar to that shown in
Figure A.23.

The cylinder which lost 28 1
/ z pounds of material

s till had the plas tic disk attached to it; however, the
disk was not bonded to the steel. The sides of the
cylinder had markings similar to those on tlie other
two cylinders at the ISO-foot station. The plastic lost
an average of 0.19 inch of material; the solid steel
end lost 0.16 inch, and the sides of the cylinder lost
about 0.30 inch.

A photograph of the exposed face of the plastic disk
is shown in Figure A.26. Profiles of both the cylin
ders which had plastic disks are shown in Figure
A.27.

:\.1.6 Material Evaluation. Table A.7 lists some
of the representative depth of material loss meas
urements for material spheres. The sketch on the
table depicts the locations of these measurements on
the sphere.

PIa s tic S p her eat 150 - F 0 0 t S tat ion.
Only about liz of this specimen was recovered. T::te
specimen broke apart along a horizontal plane. The
surface of the specimen was badly damaged and
severely canyoned, as shown in Figure 3.12. The
depth of material loss was measured as 0.047 inch
on the plastic and 0.070 inch on the steel locking nut
which was still attached to the sphere. The surfaCE:
of :.he canyons, as well as the exposed surface on the
inside of the sphere, was charred to a dept.h of about
1/64 inch, indicating that the sphere broke apart while
i: was still in the fireball.

105

'~~ :iD~e:-'? at 250-Foot Statior..
-': '·_>.~":'..J.g;2 :0 this sphere. The sect:o:"'.

w::i 2b fa2ed :.he burst point had some shallow see
tIO"" c,:-oKeI't OU:, aI:d the surface was charred to a
de;:;::. 'J:' at,,';,:: .::; Inch, The mounting bolt suo",,, in
Fi.:;ur'? 3.13 was still attached to the sphere.

Graphi te Spheres. Three pieces of graphite
W':~e r":cO)·:E:~eci. but they could not be identified as to
e.'(po,i'~ri~ r3.:1::;2s. 1,VO of the pieces fitted together to
form par: of a sphere. From the recovery location it
is believed that they came from the 250-foot station,
but positive identification could not be made. There
were some small pieces missing from the surface of
the specimen portions reeovered, which were be
lieved to have been chipped off by the impact with the
grOLL"ld. If there was any material loss due to the
lirebal! environment, it was so small that it was not
measurable.

Copper Sphere at 50-Foot Station. The
surface of the specimen was relatively clean, "'ith
only a small amount of resolidified material on it.
Figure A.28 shows the variation of metal loss in a
plane parallel to the shock wave. The metal loss was
leas: in tb.:: vertical plane passing through the burst
point and the cer.ter of the specimen and was greater
in specimen sections parallel to this plane, increas
ing as the distance of the sections from the central
vertical plane increased. These sections remained
approyjrnately circular; although the horizontal sec
tions were somewhat elliptical, with their major axes
in the central vertical plane.

C 0) p p e:- S p her eat 1 0 0 - F 0 0 t S t a ti 0 n.
Material loss was uniform and left the specimen still
quite spherical. Part of the specimen was coated with
a layer of refrozen slag, but the rest of the surface
was clean and appeared to have been swept clean of
molten copper by impact ",ith the ground. Figure A.29
is a photograph of liz of the sphere and slag.

Copper Spb.ere at l50-Foot Station, The
sphe:-e. as listed in Tables 3.8 and A.7, with a weight
loss of 56Yz pounds was believed to be from the 150
foot station, but there was the possibility that it could
have been from the 200-foot station; however, the re
coYery location, weight loss, and that portion of the
identification plug which was legible all indicated that
it was from the l50-foot station. The surface had
some small flow lines of resolidified copper but not
a complete layer of refrozen metal. The metal loss
was nor uniform over the specimen but had a varia
tion similar to that on the copper sphere at the 50
foot station. Figure A.30 shows this variation as
viewed from the burst point.

Copper Sphere at 200-Foot Station.
The copper sphere listed in Tables 3.8 and A.7 "'ith
a weight loss of 42 pounds was believed to be from
the 200-foot station; however, it might possibly have
been from the 150-foot station. Part of the sphere
was co,'ered wi:.h a mixture of copper and slag, but
the l"ernainder of the specimen was free of foreign
material. It appeared that the sphere was covered
wit~ 2. layer of molten copper which was wiped away

t:~.~f~,~"T
v b.. ~'Tt"""i.;;...,..et·~"



TABl.E A.7 SUMMAIlY OF DEPTH OF' MATEHlAL LOSS AT VAHIOUS POINTS ON MATEHIAL SPHEHES
EXPUSElJ TO SHOT EIUF

BUrL';T

f'OINT

/'
lr'_ mONT

_L ..

~~w).
~REAR

!UGHT
3IUE

BURST / ....
fiJIIH A

(~

'-r)s'OO"'
"'~-IlO1"I'CJH

-REAR<,

i{- -Ill. ~ji~l" Lt
(~B Inehl'!s I

2 0.01. 0
6 0.16 0
8 0.20 0
6 0.64c 0
6 0.18 0

6 0.60 0
8 0.38 0
8 1,34 1
2 0.76 0
I. 0.1/) 1
0 O.'l? U

I. 0.72 0
---~._--..._-_. -----

SIDE VIEW a.

b
------- -'-~r::__--'- -------

d6 Top holtorn Ave l'af,1l
8 Inchofl Inchefl Inche~l

0.02 0.02 0.02
0.21, 0.26 o.n
0.08 0.24 0.18
0.38 0.34 0.34
0.28 0.28 0.22

0.80 0.58
I

O. S6!

0.1.2 0.36 0.35
LV 1.29 1.27
0.82 0.64 0.79
1. 54 1.20 1.19
0.80 0.68 0.'30
0.68 0.61. 0.68

------_00..

.04

.38

.24

.1.6
.30

. 51.

.1.6

.1;2

.76

.36

.80

.72

Materia 1 LOBS

. ~i

ndlr>

A

0.0
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.1

0.5
0.2
1.6
0.9
O. '3
0.7
0. S

Bae
Inch

Sl';cTION A-A

I 1'ypo I
Slant RanSe .._-

~
Material 1-r:D)~;lin;,fl Actll;,l IPront

FfJot l'ollL Indios
I--'

0
en G Plastic 250 256.6 0.00d I Molybdenum 100 95. I. 0.28~"j

I'r I Molybdenum 200 203.9 0.18U J S. Steel 100 97.1. 0.38
J S. Steel 200 203.8 0.40

K Tit'lnilllll 100 95.3 0.70
K Titanilml 200 ?01. 6 0.52
L Copper 50 1.1•. ? 1.61.
L Copper 100 95.J 0.91.
L CQfJpnr 150 156.1 1. ')0
L Copper ?OO 201./) 0.80
L COfJper 250 251, ,I, 0.71.L.....-..__

-~-----

aVertical profil'l of sphere vi.,\{wJ nor;nld to ttl'" diroctlon of ahllck wave propagation.

b 6R :0 Ro [1 _ (~o)l/J]

where: Wo -- l're-3hot Wt. (lL~)

W = P03t-Shot Wt. (lbs)
6ft = Average Rddiu:'l Lo~:'l (in.)
Ro = Pre-Shct RadiuB (in.)

c End of mild ot'lel plu,::(.

.. -



f:-::':T. the sidE:' that hit the grou..'1d. The me:al loss \1,':3.:3

spberical.

Copper Sphere at 250-Foot Station.
Tnt: sph.2re bit some solid object which g-o'Jge-d the

surface, as shown in Figure A.31. The metal loss
was slightly more on the front and sides of the speci
men than on the rear.

~lolybdenum Sphere ut 25-Foot St:l-

t ion. Figure A.32 shows the section of this sphere
which was recovered. The depth of metal loss was
det"rmined by measuring the profile of the recovered
part and then finding the radius of curvature. Using
this method, the metal loss was estimated to be 0.74
inch in a radial direction. Assuming equal material
loss over the entire surface of the sphere, the weight
loss of the entire specimen, had it remained in one
piece, would have been approximately 45 pounds.

The portion of the sphere recovered was from the
re:ir of tbe specimen, since it contained the orienta
lion bolt, which was always positioned away from the
tu rs t point.

The inside of the specimen showed signs of melt
iog which would indicate that the specimen broke
apart before it was buried in the ground. The sur
face was pitted with small irregularities but the
fi:1isb was smooth.

Molybdenum Sphere at 100-Foot Sta-
t ion. Metal loss was uniform in a vertical plane
parallel to the blast, but in the vertical plane normal
to tbe blast the one side lost 0.2 inch more than the
opposite side. Figure A.33 shows the variation of
material loss in the two planes.

The'surface of the specimen, Figure ..1.•• 34, was
relatively clean but had many stream lines of re
frozen metal. There was one small area which had
a few scratch marks; this area was also the ooly
area which had any foreign material adhered to it.

~1 a I y b d e 0 u m S p her eat 2 0 0 - F 0 a t S t a 
t ion. Material loss was uniform over the entire
surface of this specimen and amounted to 123/ 4

pounds. There were tv.'o cracks in the surface of
the specimen, one of which extended through 360 de
grees in a horizontal plane and the other for about
15 degrees in a vertical plane. The surface had
scratch marks which indicated the point of contact
with the ground, There was a thin layer, about 0.010
inch thick, of resolidified material on part of the
specimen.

Stainless Steel Sphere at 25-Foot
S tat ion. This specimen, like the molybdenum
sphere at the 25-foot station, was broken apart, and
only the rear section was found. By measuring the
or.ofde and finding the radius of curvature, the ra
c::us appeared to have increased instead of decreased;
thereiore, due to the distortion of the specimen, the
d:2pth of material loss could not be found. Figure
A.35 is a photograph of that portion which was re
eo';ered. The inside and outside of the specimen
looi-;ed about the same regarding surface conditions,
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5" ':e,t i'. aC,)e:lred that the specimen broke apart
:;:",' :: ".'l:' 3:i~1 I"~ the fireball.
Stainless Steel Sphere at 100-Foot

S: J. t: 0 n. The specimen had three pockmarks on
'~,t· fr:;:;: side. but otherwise the material loss was
un~form, bew:; about 0.35 inch at any point on the
specimen. Figure A.36 is a plot of a vertical profile.
Also shown in the same figure is a 1!:l2 to 1/16 inch
tb::i·: 1J.ye, 0; refrozen metal which covered about
II! the specimen surface but was not bonded tightly
thereto. The other half was clean and had cuts and
scratches on it, indicating the point of impact v.ith
the ground. It appeared that the entire surface of
the sphere was covered with a layer of molten metal
which the impact with the ground removed on the side
of contact. This specimen was machined from a bil
let which had some flaws in it. These flaws were in
the form of a group of small holes which ran through
the center of the billet. The flaws were drilled out
and a mild steel plug about %inch in diameter was
pressed in their place. The plug was machined with
Lie sphere so tbat the exposed end had a spherical
radius and was flush with the surface of the sphere.
Pos:SJot inspec:ion of the specimen showed that there
was what appeared to be a pockmark exactly centered
on the end of the pin. This pockmark was about 11/ 4
inches in diameter and 114 inch deep; however, it was
no: k,,,Jwn whecher this was a pockmark of the same
type as those which appeared on the other parts of
this specimen and on several of the others or whether
it was due to some phenomenon associated with the
mild steel plug being pressed in the stainless steel.

Stainless Steel Sphere at 200-Foot
S tat ion. Metal loss on this specimen was rela
tj',el\' uniform with slightly more on the front face,
as shown in Figure A.3i. Weight loss was 11%
pou::.ds, wilicn was an average reduction in radius of
0.'22 :nch.

.-'Gout naif [ue specimen was clean and had a
snoNn finish but was pockmarked v.ith small pits.
The other half had some refrozen metal in the form
of flow lines whIch looked like thick paint smears.
This refrozen metalwas bonded tightly to the sphere.

Titanium Sphere at 100-Foot Station.
Tae side of the sphere which hit the ground, as in
dicated by the scratches and cuts (see Figure A.38)
was free of foreign material or a large amount of
refrozen material, but the opposite half was covered
wit.'1 a layer of resolidified material. Apparently the
enti re surface was covered with a molten layer when
contact ',..-as made with the ground, but this layer was
v,iped off as the sphere penetrated.

The overall material loss was uniform except for
the thickness of the refrozen layer on the one half.
The weight loss of 16 pounds indicated an average
red:Jction of 0.56 inch in the radius.

Titanium Sphere at 200-Foot Station.
The nate rial loss on the side facing the burst point
was slightly more than on the side away from the
burst point. This variation of material loss is sho.....,.,
in Fig'.lre A.39. The face of the sphere which hit the



groun,j [d.d s';-:'\'::::"3.1 deep C:'1.CS and scratcbes O~ :~

(al,:-jo sco'.',::; in fi 6;.lre A.39J; othe~.\ise :.D.2 surf:1c2
WJ.S cle:ln and had only a small amount of refroze~,

metal on it.

Tan,alum-Copper Cylinder at 100-
F a at S l at i a n. Weight loss of this cylinder as
gi';e:: in Table 3.8 included the weight loss of the
copper, tantalum, and steel. ~o atterr:p~ was made to
sCp:lr::':2 the ma:eriJ.l loss for each 0: t~e individual
items. Variation of material loss along the cylinder
can be seen in Figure A.40. Because of the bent con
dition of the specimen, the original profile of the
specimen is not shown; however, the cylinder was
originally 18 inches long and 6 inches in diameter,
constructed of two steel end caps, each 3 inches
thick, and three 4-inch-thick copper cylinders. 'i\-nen
the cylinder was bent, the ends of the sections were
then exposed, ""ith the result that the material loss
was irregular. All the tantalum was gone from the
specimen. The rear side of the three copper sections
had been shortened by slightly more than 1/2 inch, with
the result that the loss of the copper as measured
from Figure A.40 may not have been the true mate
rial loss.

Tantalum-Copper Cylinder at 200
Foot Station. The weight loss given in Table 3.8
is the combined loss of the steel, copper, and tanta
lum. Figure A.4l, the postshot profile measurement,
shows the large variation of material loss. As sho',l,'Il
by the profile, there was more material lost at the
center of the cylinder than at either end. The copper
section which was covered with 0.100 inch of tanta
lum appeared to have about the same loss as the
section which was not covered. Because of the pro
tection afforded to the outer copper cylinders by the
st221 end caps, the planned detailed analysis of the
metal loss experienced by each cylinder was not

Bakelite Cylinder at 200-Foot Sta-
t ion. The cylinder was broken in tvm, and only part
of it was recovered. The exposed surface of the
specimen lost about 1/8 inch of material. Figure ,.1..42
is a profile drawing and photograph of the specimen;
note in the figure that the aluminum bolt in the end
of the cylinder !lad little material loss.

Specimens With Ceramic Inserts.
Three of the six cylinders which held the special
purpose alloys and ceramics were recovered. These
were the cylinder at the 100-foot station and both
cylinders at the 200-foot station.

The specimens, after they were returned from the
test site, were sent to the General Electric Company,
'...·!:lich had supplied the samples, for analysis. The
f,:;lio',l;ing was taken from a letter received from the
_\i3.ter-ials Studies Aerosciences Laboratory of the
General Electric Company. dated 25 JU.l:e 1957.

-:-(-i~3 ;ert~r gives the final observations on samples supplied by
the Mt~ile and Orc.::ance Systems De?a.rtment of u1.e Genera!

E1ecr~~ Company for eXp<)5ure to atomic blasts, in Project Re~·
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_ ... __ ~._.:)·::,:;::;;.:~:;71ethodofexposure

1:-'~ ;:1::'::-; ~-~. _";'_~~":~.::' ~~'2·:, "::Jr,::~ J:..:...-:~ 13, 195c.

.. The 0i1 5:;,J.: ~;l:entiOn ;",;.1: :Jeen to remove the Simples from

::-"e c"'lln~er: :1- ~ ~::<-,~r:;~ .lot"te.;· t:-Je ~C.i:. rr:easure their loss of

·..... e:3~~ J.n..: ~_~.~:;S;07i::;, J.:,:":: ?C5..4bl~· make metaltogr,aphic ex·
arr:~nJ.t:on ::: --... ...."':$0:.' u:7':~::':_~ -,'l::':Ct": r.!t3::: ,e expected to shew a

change In SC::...<::'J.:e. TrHs bec.lme impos.stble for several reason!.

The sample :-:c::::~~; ~.s.J :-~~:-: mad.e of h:.&~ carbon sreel, and

this was h.a.::~;:e:~ ~L:~l:lS :;-H~ ~xixlSure, making machlning op

e:.ltiom dif:;,:_.:, t;""l .jJ,-::~10". the un~u hac ~com~ coated with

fused sand ...... :J.O~ cl~an r~:-:1a..-al pre1enred problems. Moreover,

some of the l.3.:-:-:::::e.s reta:...-,~': a con:iide:tabl~ level of activity for

months a([e: :~~ :en, COi.':ptic.1ting any ......ork to ~ done on

t.~em. The jCS1.;e k',~l ,1 :::........ L.'lChe5 fro:T: wme umples was in

L1e 30-50 m;;'::""mgen ""ge. Thi, report, thereioro, is limited
to phorograpb 0: rhe recovered mateo.h. showing their present
condition, al':: no.es on the condition of each sample. It is be

lieved that ':::i ...... ill at least serve to dar:mguish between the

more resist.a:-:: a.~d le:is res:H3.D[ material,), .

Figure A.43 shows two of the cylinders, one from
the 100-foot station and one from the 200-foot station,
and Table A.S the observations 'lad relative ratings
as made by the General Electric Company. This table
lists the specimens exposed to Shot Erie as well as
Shot Mohawk, The Mohawk data is presented on the
same table with the Erie data as an aid in making
comparisons of the various inserts.

A.2 SHOT ?,lOHAWK SPECIMEKS

The depths of metal loss at some typical points on
the spheres a:-e tabc.:..l:oted in Table A.9. The meas
urements were taken from the profile data. The
analysis of the ceramic inserts in the 9-inch
diameter spheres is pr.-esented in Section A.l.6,
Table A.8, 'lIon;; with the inserts from the Shot Erie
test.

A.2.l Stee~ SphereS. Ten-Inch-Diameter
Steel Sphere at 5~5-Foo: Range, Right
Side of TO·"'er. Thiswasoneofthetwo10-inch
spheres from the l50-foot level on the specimen
tower and was fO\L'1d 210 feet from the base of the
tower. Mate:-:a: loss was relatively uniform and
amounted to 50 1

/, pounds. There were two peculiar
grooves, abo,,;; 1/15 inch deep and 1/2 to 3,1. inch wide,
around this specimen and also around the other three
solid steel sphereS exposed at the 150-foot level.
These grooves were parallel to each other and about
11/ 2 inches a;Jan. In all cases the mounting bolt was
between the g:-ooves; however, there was no correla
tion of the plane of the grooves with the direction of
the shock wa·;e. Fig-clres .-\.44 and ,.1..45 are illustra
tions of these g-rooves.

Ten-lnch-Diameter Steel Sphere at
545-Foot Range, Left Side of Tower.
This specirr:en was exposed at the 150-foot level and
was found 1 'i 5 feet from the tower, The sphere had
40 pounds of z:r;:oterial loss in a uniform fashion ex
cept for the cauble groove, sho',l,'Il in Figures A.44
and ,.1..45, which ran around it. The surface was clean
and free of pock..'TIark.5 or- scratches.
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NOTE: Specimen. expaood .t 100 ft. and 200 ft. we,.. fr<:n the Erie test and specimens exposed at S4S ft. were from the Hohawk to.t.



TAIlLl·: A.~I SlJMMAHY OF lJi'I'TH OF I',L\TEHIAL L.OSS AT VAHlOlIS POINTS ON Sl'lIEHES EXPOSED

1'0 SIlOT MOIIAW K

BUR.':T
F-'C'It~T

BURST
f'OINT

U~. mONT

~\ HlGUT~-j(~,r3IDE

~~AR
<-

/"- A

D
b~fRONT

'--~-- BOT1'OH
nEAR

I
e\)o

s

SIDE ·lIt..... aASECTION A··A

Nominal Material L065
Type Slant Rango Front Back Rt. Side Lt. Side Top Bottom Averag

Feet Inches Inches Inche6 Inches I ncl1f~ 6 Inches Inch,:'
..

--=C"=CC'~--===-= :=
._~.._--

. -- -- . - . - ----_ .. ---~-.-_. __.-

N 545 0.64 0.58 0.34
I

0.76 0.76 0.76 0.6/-',
N 545 0.44 0.56 0.50 0.52 0.56 0.72 0.50
N 575 0.06 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.12 0.0')
N 575 o. ;'/-j. 0.36 O. 21~ O. ~..4 0.18 0.1.4 0.2(,
0 545 0.44 o./~6 O.1~8 0.56 0.4B 0.56 0.45
0 545 0.42 0.4£\ 0.30 0.50 L0.1.8 0.52 0.41
GZi 545 1.10 0.86 1.06 1.08 1.20 0.86 0.813

_.- .._~._.._----- - ._---- ... .- --_._---- ~_._-_._-

~

~

o

('~,
~:ft1
,~It.

'~_l__il.
''!'I''
~'rl
T~
)~:)

viewed normal to the direction of shock wave propagation.a Vertici-ll

b 6R = Ro

pr~file of sphere

~ - (~) 1/3J

where: Wo = Pre-Shot Wt. (lba)
W =Post-Shot Wt. (lbs)

6 R =Average Radius L031'1 (in.)
Ho =Pre-Shot Radius (in.)

~



E:ght-I;lcb-Diameter Steel Sphere at
5 4: .5 - F 0 0 t H a :'. Ge, Rig b. t Sid ~ I) f T 1) 'N e r.
This sphere was exposed at the 150-foot level and
was found 175 feet from the base of the specimen
toWer. ThL' mew.l loss, 23 pound,;, was uniform ex
cept for the double groove whicb extended around Lhe
specimen. Figures A.44 and A.45 show the variation
of metal loss and the orientation of the double groove.
There were no scratch marks or flow lines on the
surface.

Eight-Inch-Diameter Steel Sphere at
545-Foot Range, Left Side of Tower.
The specimen was found 205 feet from its original
position and had a metal loss of 21 pounds. The metal
loss was uniform around the sphere except for the
same double grooves.

Kine-Inch-Diameter Steel Sphere at
545-Foot Range, Right Side of Tower
( C era m i c Ins e r t S p her e). This specimen
had a uniform metal loss of 28 pounds and was found
at a ground range of 180 feet from the specimen
tower. The surface was covered with a thin layer of
rusted material.

Nine-Inch-Diameter Steel Sphere at
545-Foot Range, Left Side of Tower
(Ceramic Insert Sphere). This specimen
was found 180 feet from the base of the specimen
tower with a uniform metal loss of 29 1/, pounds.
There was a thin crust, about 1,1114 inch thick, which
had rusted; this crust was not bonded tightly to the
surface.

111

T2:>Ir.c:,-Diameter Steel Sphere at
:: - s - 0 .) '0 ,:. ~ ;~ ::': e, RIg h t Sid e ofT owe r.
This sphere, exposed at the 70-foot level. had little
melal 1035, 'July .;1/4 pou:lds, and was found 270 feet
fr':im ::> :J.'er. The surface was clean, smooth, and
iree 0:'" :lny {-)l"'2.:gn material.

Ten-lnch-Diameter Steel Sphere at
575-Foot Range, Left Side of Tower.
Thi3 spedm2r. ';,as also exposed at the 70-foot level
but had a me:a: loss of 21 %pounds. It traveled the
iaru'1esl, 420 feet, of any of the specimens exposed to
Shot Mohawk. The surface of this specimen had an
interesting flow pattern of refrozen metal. These
flow lines started at the two poles of the specimen
and spiraled around, ending in a line at the equator;
it thus appears that these lines were formed by
molten metal being thrown to the equator by centrifu
gal force, as se"n in Figure A.46.

."1..2.2 Aluminum Sphere. Ten-Inch-Diame
te I' Al urn i nu m Sph ere at 545 -Faa t Range.
ThIs sphere was exposed to the Mohawk fireball at the
150-foot level on the specimen tower. The weight loss
of 22 1

/, pounds was about 0.3 inch greater on the front
side than on the rear. One interesting observation
was that the mounting bolt broke just outside the lock
ing nut; then, as the aluminum was removed, more
and more of the steel mounting bolt was exposed,
with the result that there was a large variation in
material loss on the bolt. Figure A.47 shows the
mounting bolt and sphere.
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Figure A.2 Ten -inch -diameter steel sphere, 50 -fcot sta llon, Shot Erie,
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Figure A.3 Cone end of composite specimen, oriented cone fonvard, 50-foot station.

?'sc;re A,4 Sphere end of composite specimen,
'Jr'2:::t,c' co!'.e forward, 50-foot station.
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Figure A.5 Sphere end of composite specimen,
oriented cone for"..ard, 50-foot station.



Figure A.6 Steel composite oriented cone forviard, 50-foot station.
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Figure A.7 Steel composite oriented cone forward at the 100-foot station.

. '.

Figure A.S Side-on composite, 50-foot station. (note pockmarks).
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Figure A.lO Laminated cylinder, lOO-foot station, twelve lis-inch laminations.
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Figure A.12 Laminated cylinder, l50-foot station, fLe i.-inch laminations.
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Figure A.14 Laminated cylinder, lSD-foot station, four %-inch laminations.
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Figure A.23 Flow pattern on dynamic pressure cylinder, l:lU-IOOt statlon.

Figure A.24 Dynamic pressure cylinder, 150-fooL station (note blisters on the surface),
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Figure A.26 Plastic disk from dynamic pressure
cylinder, 150-foot station.
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Figure A.28 Copper sphere, 50-foot station.

Figure A.30 Copper sphere, 150
foot station. Cut in right side was
made after the test to relieve pres
sure on peak temperature pin so
that it could be removed.

Figtlre A.29 Copper sphere, lOO-foot station.

Figure A.31 Copper sphere, 250-foot station.

Figure A.32 Molybdenum sphere, 25-foot station.
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Figure :\.35 Stainless steel sphere, 25-foot station.

Figure A.34 Molybdenum sphere, 100-foot station.

Figure :\.36 Stainless steel sphere, 100-fo::)( station.



Figure A.37 Stainless steel sphere, 200-foot
SLl tion.
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Figure A.38 Titanium s?here, IOO-foot station.

Figure A.39 Tita~ium sphere, ZOO-foot station.
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IO-Inch Diameter, Right Side
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Figure A.45 Steel spheres, 545-foot range, Shot Mohawk (note the double grooves).
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Figure A.46 Ten-Inch-diameter steel sphere, 575-foot range, left side of tower, Shot Mohawk.
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Figure A.47 Ten-inch~iameter aluminum sphere, 545-foot rarlge, Shot Mohawk. Note. mounting bolt. The
blast came from the left in the right photograph.
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Appendix B

ELECTRICAL RECORDING WITH//"! THE FIREBALL

B.1 INTRODUCTION

The problems involved In collecting data Inside a
nuclear fireball by electrical means can best be in
dicated by listing the more important environmental
conditions in which such a recording system must
operate. Theoretical analysis of the fireball of a 20
kt nominal atomic bomb at sea level yields the fol
lowing environmental conditions:

1. Temperature ranging from about 150,OOOC to
5,000C,

2. Overpressure up to 20,000 atmospheres,
3. Neutron bombardment at hIgh flux rates and

totals UD to 1017 neutrons/cm2•

4. Ga:mma radiation In excess of 2 x 108 r,
5. Powerful electromagnetic radiation of various

wave lengths.
The above environment results In the specime:;

responses of up to 1 inch metal loss due to the high
temperature, accelerations on the order of 100.0(,(1
grams due to the shock wave and dynamic pressure.
and overpressure crushing. The specimen container
must be designed to wIthstand ali these effects and
protect the recorder and other equipment from the
fireball environment. The recorder must be of a
rugged design capable of withstanding the hIgh accel
eration and nuclear radiation from which the con
taIner can.not shield it.

SIx Instrumented specImens, each contaInIng a
minIature tape recorder, were exposed inside the
fireball of Shot Erie. Five were spheres 12 Inches in
diameter and were exposed at slant ranges of 100.
l~O. 200. 250, and 300 feet from the detonation point,
The sixth specimen was a 16-Inch-diameter sphe:-e
a:ld was exposed at a slant range of 50 feet.

The object of this appendix is to describe and
evaluate the electrical recording system and to sc.g
gest improvements for future designs.

3.2 PROCEDURE

Since this was one of the first attempts to make
electrical measurements Inside the fireball, It was

138

decided to keep ti,e specimen as simple as possible.

VarIous specimen co:lfigurations were consIdered
arld a spherical shape ',,'as chosen because the drag
coefficient ;I.'as independent of specimen orientation
and also because it was structurally capable of with
standing large overpressure crushing forces. SInce
the ballistics of a sphere are somewhat predictable,
location and recovery of the specimen after the test
would also be facilita:e-j,

A tape recorder was selected as the best method of
electrical recording inside the fireball. Other re
cording methods were undesIrable because of theIr
\'cinerablli::.' :0 such laings as high level gamma ra
diation and large accelerations. The only available
recorder which appeared suitable for these require
ments was the :\orth American Instruments (NAR)
miniature recorder. It combined small size with op
eration at relatively high accelerations. Direct re
cording, wi:h,Jut ampliflers, of low power thermo
couples had :>2;,;n accorr,;Jlished wi:.."! thIs recorder
using a de erase of a prerecorded signal. The fact
tnat no ampliiication was required to record low
power dc signals on m%'letic tape made it ideal for
tt'1is project's specimen.

Phenomena selectee: ;'or measurement were speci
r::.en accele,,,:ions, depth of surface melting as a
function of time, and specimen temperature at se
lected depths below the surface.

B.2.1 Container. Design of the spherIcal speci
men container was guided by several consIderations:
\11 it had to be adequately housed to protect the re
corder ane: Olne, ecr~ip::r.ent from the extreme envi
ronment of the fireball. (2) it had to have sufficient
surface area to permi: mounting of the various sens
ing transducers, ai1d ,3j it had to be as small as
p:actical. cOEsistent with recorder size and requlre
cents in iIi ,,;:,d (2) above.

Figure B.l shows :1:e container design selected for
all ranges except the closest. It was spherical in
sn2.oe. 12 incnes in dla..'lleter, and fabrIcated from
high streng:t. steel. Machining tolerances on the ex
,e,nal caps a..-,d cap seats were held quite close to
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P;-C';(':-l~::: 13.:-;~ p~es=.'J.!·es from forct:1g :b.e high
tc-~r:;>2=-J.~ure gases lr,sld~' the con!atn~t. T~lt:, de3~g~;

was such that overpressure would press the caps
tightt'r into their seats, thus m:1k.ing a better seal a.:1d

: -: - :-erno\"in~ much of the stress on tne C:lp sec1lring

bolts.
The main body of the container and all external

caps "';ere made of 43·10 steel heat treated to a yield
streng-:h of 200.000 psi or more. Since tbe strongest
specimen possible would have been a solid sphere.
the container was designed to approach this ideal as
closely as feasible. The main container body was
fabricated from a solid steel blllet, and a minlmwn
amount of steel was removed from the inside. Con
sideration of the machining costs, wiring space, and
equipment mounting space caused some voids which
were filled with a foam-in-place plastic called
Eccofoam.

A specimen larger than 12 inches in diameter was
requi red at the 50-foot range because: (1) a large
<LI1lO"nt cf metal loss was expected. (2) increased
strength was required to withstand the overpressure
crushing, and (3) the mass of a larger specimen
would cause smaller accelerations. This closest in
strumented specimen (50-foot slant range) was a 16
inch diameter sphere. Essentially, it was one of the
12-inch spheres described above with a 2-inch thick
shell completely enclosing it, as shown in Figure
B.2. The shell was in two pieces which screwed to
gether. The t,,:o half shells were machined to close
tolerances, heat treated to a yield strength of 200,000
psi or better, and finally ground on their inside sur
face to fit very tightly over the 12-inch inner sphere.
These _close tolerances were necessary so that dur
ing the o\'erpressure loading the shell would transfer
part of the load to the inner sphere, and during the
high acceleration the sphere would have maximum
be:lr-tng area on the shell.

B.2.2 Recorder. A miniature tape recorder
manufactured by North American Instruments, Inc.
was selected as the specimen recorder. The reasons
for the selection should become apparent after study
ing the recorder characteristics listed below:

1. Satisfactory operation while under axial accel
erations up to 500 grams and angular accelerations
up to 200 radians/sec2 •

2. Small size, approximately 4 inches in diameter
by 6 inches in length, including batteries.

3. Eight information channels on !;i-inch magnetic
tape.

4. Employment of a recording system which could
record small de currents without the aid of ampli
fie r s.

The North American Recorder (NAR) as shown in
Figure B.3 used as a recording medium liz-inch
Mylar magnetic recording tape. Eight information
channels were recorded on this tape by t\l.·o recording
heads each containing four channels. The two heads
were arranged so tbat the four channels from one
head were recorded between the channels of the
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r):~c - he-,: c-dd nurnbered channels 1, 3, 5, and
'. ::< :) c-perate with thermocouples a::d
de:;:"-<-ille!: ::-a..'1sducers, cf., Section B.2.3, and
illi':: cnI'L,--:.--:e:,; \'oit.n 2.pproximately 12.5 ohms resist
2...--::2 :~::·i ~': r:::~ '::d:.:ct2..nce. The head with even num
be~eC:2hanr',e!3 :. -1. 6, and 8, was designed to op
erate ·..:ith accelerometer transducers and the time
b~se;"ciU:,(0,~ 2...'1d had a resistance and inductance
of ar);;:-o':!;llc,tel:- 35 ohms and 130 mh, respectively.
The recorder "'"S driven by a small ungoverned 12
vol: dc motor '''''hich ran at approximate.!y 12,000
rpnl. The effect of the inherent speed variations of
such 1 s\'stern was minimized by the recording sys
tem used. Power to drive the recorder was furnished
by eight small Yardney silvercels. The high speed of
the dri\'e Ir_otor was reduced to that required for
dri',iug the tape by a series of pulleys which used 0
rings for drive bolts. also shown in Figure B.3. The
tape transport mechanism was protected by a phe
nolic cylinder surrounded by a heavy steel case. The
drive motor and sil\'ercels were encased in a potting
material called lockfoam.

The direct recording of low power fluctuating di
ree: CClrre::ts on magnetic tape was accomplished by
using these currents to partially erase prerecorded
alternating current signals. The procedure was as
follows: a test tape was prerecorded with an alter
nating current of constant frequency and amplitude;
this prerecorded tape was then transported past the
recording head whlle the fluctuating direct current
was flowing, ca:.:sing the prerecorded signal to be
erlsee! in propor:ion to the current through the re
cording head. Each head contained a bias winding
which was energized by a direct current to a point on
the hysteresis c:.::-ve which provided approximately
ll:-lea.;- modulati):: by the recording current. The sys
tere:. "S outlined above, would record low power di
rec: current sigr,als without amplification of any kind.

i:1e frequenc,' response of such a system was de
pe::dent on two factors: the prerecorded signal fre
quency, and the characteristics of the particular re
cording circuit. The maximum frequency that could
be used for prerecording was a function of tape speed
ane! recording head gap length. A frequency of 1,250
cps was obtained with a tape speed of 3.75 in./ sec and
a recording head gap length of one mil. This was the
practical upper limit of the prerecorded frequency
under the recording conditions listed above. The
prerecorded frequency imposed a %-cycle rise time
liffii:ation on the modulating signal, which for 1,250
cps yielded a rise time of 0.4 msec. The time con~

stan: of the complete recording system was depend
ent on the impeda.'lce of the recorder head, trans
ducer. and other components in the circuit. The
c[,c(;[t with a large ratio of resistance to inductance
would ha\'e the best frequency response. The time
const2--'lt of t.he accelerometer and thermocouple cir
CUiIS used wiI:: :.he NAR was approximately 1.39
ffisec. Thus, 3.2 msec were required for the record
ing current. and hence the signal applied to the tape,
to re"cn 90 percent of maximum and 4.17 msec to



r~2ch 95 ~J2:-cer:t of illa..ximurn. if :l step function l,;;ere
;.:.;)p:i:~tj: l~' ~t sin2 -r~":"·:2 -.ve"l"C applied to the recor:L.-_;
head, the pea.l<; current would fall to 90 percent of the
de ':alu!' as the frequency was increased from zero ,0

5S cps, pro\'ided the pe3,.k of the alternating volta;;~

h:ld bten held at the de value.

B.2.3 Transducers. Time-history measuremen,s
of specime;: acceleration, depth of melting of the
specimen's surface, and temperatures at various
depths below the surface were made by the instru
mented spheres. Table 2.2, In Section 2.4, llsts the
data recorded on each channel of the recorder for 2:
ran.ges.

Each Instrumented sphere contained two acceler
ometers: one measured the acceleration along the
radial line from the burst point through the specimen,
and the other measured acceleration, due to the re
flected shock, normal to the first but still in the
plane of the shot tower and the specimen. Statha.m

Laboratorl~s Type .-\5:\-1000-50 accelerometers
were used for all specimens. This instrument was of
the unbonded strain gage type and had a range of
=1,000 grams. The natural frequency was 2.100 cps,
and it was damped with a silicone fluid (DC-200) to
65 percent of critical. Power for the accelerometers
was supplied by mercury cells. Figure B.7 is a
schematic t;howing the manner in which the acceler
ometers and mercury cells were connected into the
recording circuit. Calibration of each accelerometer
channel was accomplished by introducing given mllli
','olt steps Into the recording head and measuring the
resultant deflection on the play-back oscillograms.
This information, combined with the calibration fac
,or relating grams and millivolts supplted with each
instrument, permitted a calibration curve of grams
versus millivolts to be drawn for each channel.

The depth-of-mel t (DOM) transducer was designed
:,) p:.:t c:.:: a pulse when the melting of the specimer:
had reached a predetermined depth below the sur
face. It consisted of two conductors insulated from
each other and installed at the desired depth below
s:lriace. These conductors were connected In series
',:.,lth a recording cha.'lnel and battery so that, when
the melting had reached that particular depth, the
'1101ten metal would complete the circuit and record
a pulse on the tape. The DOM transducers were
:r.ade from Ceramo thermocouple wire which had the
conductors encased in ceramic insulation Inside a
stainless steel sheath. Figure B.4 shows the DOM
t,ansduce, lnd the manner in which It was mounted
,n the specimen. One specimen contained three DO~i

::-lnsducers at various depths, connected to a single
:-ecording channel LfJrough an appropriate resistance
:>c!work. The closing of the contacts of each trans
,:~cc':- produced a pulse of a distinctive height and
::1\.;5 recorded the time at which melting reached that
:2;)t'1. Tl:." onl\' c:llib,,,tion required for a single
:":0:.1 cha.rlllel was the determination of the polarity of
:he sign2.l produced when the tv.'o conductors were
<J,!2d, Ca' ib,:~tio::; of the triplet DOM ch3.nnel,
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ho~,ve\'er. r;::G~::-~·'= ~,~., :·::::-::::i:lation of the relative
pulse heigl::.3 r:.-":;,::l 8:lCt Cc.3.;:::",2l as '.,vell as the po
lari ty of the 5 ;i>-na.l s.

The thermocouple transducers ·.;,:ere of the
chro::1el-alu::r,e: tvpe and were also made from the
Ceramo wire describec above, The stainless steel
sheath and ceramic we,e cut away from the wires on
one end for a dis:l.rlCe of 0.020 Inch, as shown In Fig
ure B.4. Tile::;e Wires we,e tben forced into good me
chanical and electrical contact with the specimen at
the particular dept;i ."..here the temperature measure
ment was desired, The method of mounting is also
shown In Figure 13.4. The alumel lead from the
thermocouple was connected to a relatively massive
piece of alumel which served as a cold junction and
was located directly behind the thermocouple instal
lation. Figure B.7 indicates the manner in which the
thermocouples were wired into the recording circuit.
Calibration of the thermocouple channels was ac
compllshed by accepting L'1e standard chromel-alumel

thermocouple tables (compiled in 1935 by the Bureau
of Standards) of mlllivolts versus temperature and
establishing the millivolt sensitivity of each channel
by the method describt'd for the accelerometers.
Table B.l presents the depths below the surface of
the DOM and thermocouple channels.

The primary timing reference consisted of a 1,000
cps transistor oscillator which furnished timing in
formation that was relatively independent of external
influences. Figure B.7 contains a wiring diagram of
the transistor oscillato" Because of the probable
vulnerability of ::-a.l1sistors to neutron bombardment,
a secondary timing reference was incorporated in the
specimen. It consisted in recording the output of a
pulse transformer conIlected in series with the arma
ture of the tape drive motor. Although this furnished
no independent time base information, It was in
stalled to back up t.he t:-3.:15istor oscillator just after
time zero whe::; the neutron bombardment occurred.
In the course of presho: testing, it was noted that the
pulse timing circuit was sensitive to rapid accelera
tions of the specimen. In view of this, It was hoped
that some additional information, such as shock ar
ri\'al time and ground Impact time, could be obtained
from this channel,

B.2.4 Complete Specimen. An exploded cutaway
view of the complete specimen is shown in Figure
B.5. The starter assembly shown in this draWing was
used to start the recorder, connect the bias batteries,
and apply battery j::Dwer te the accelerometers. The
large acceleratio::ls to which the specimen would be
subjected rendered Impossible the use of most stand
ard type switches because of their vulnerabllity to
momentary contact openil'..g. The switching method
chosen was desig-ned to be resistant to acceleration
effects, and it consisted of a standard cannon connec
tor which was forced ac'1d held together with a
threaded rod driven by a small direct current motor.
Although the external portion of the starter was
swept away by the fireball, the remaining part of the

..
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TABLE B.l DEPTHS IN I?-<CHES BELO\V Sl'HFAC-C:: OF S?ECIc,i:ENS AT WHICH

WERE LOC/>.TED

Station 50 100 150 20G 250 300

Measurement Note Note 2 ~-;o:e 1 Nc.:e 1 ~~ote 1 Note 1

Independent 0.100 0.140 0.050 0.035 0.015 0.010
Depth-of-Melt 0.200 0.10G

Transducers 0.350 0.150
0.500 0.250

Triplet Depth- 0.070
of-Melt 0.140
Transducers 0.210

0.020 0.015 0.010

The rmocoupl es 0.07:) 0.030 0.020
0.140 0.060 0.040

Note 1, This instrumentation existed on side of specimen o!'.~y.

Note 2, Duplicate instrumentation on both side and rear of this specimen.

threaded rod provided a plug which protected the in
terior of the specimen from overpressure and hot
gases. This design provided a positive action switch
unaffected by acceleration, and thus eliminated the
need for holes through the specimen surface for
electrical conductors of a conventional type switch.

Figure B.5 also illustrates the manner lo which the
accelerometers were mounted in the specimen. This
mounting was designed, first, to make the acceler
ometer an integral part of the specimen, so that it
would experience the same accelerations; and sec
ond, to'make the accelerometer easily removable for
cal ibration and inspection purposes. Electrical con
nection to the accelerometer was accomplished by
connecting Sealectro Manufacturing Company's SKT
1 teflon socket terminals to the instrument and sup
porting them with Eccofoam FP, a foam-in-place
liq~id resin manufactured by Emerson and Cuming,
Inc. The mating Sealectro plugs (FT-M-2) were
mounted on a phenoIlc block and molded loto the ac
celerometer cavity with Eccofoam, as shown in
Figure B.6. The Eccofoam served a tv.·o-fold pur
pose: flrst, it filled all voids, since it was foamed in
place with a material which would absorb shock; and
second, it gave support to all wiring lo the voids into
which it was molded, as also illustrated in Figure
B.6.

The recorder was mounted on the recorder cap
with a l/a-inch disk of lead between the recorder and
cap to act as a shock absorber. All electrical con
nections between the recorder and the sphere were
made by a master connector located on the battery
end of the recorder. ThiS master connector mated
with its cou11terpart when Lf:le recorder and recorder
ca;:> were inserted into the sphere. The design of this
cOlmection was such that when the recorder cap was
in place and held tightly by its retaining bolts, the
two halves of the master connector were held tightly
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together. Orient:ltion of the master connector plug
and socket was obtained from an indexing pin which
had to be a.;igned before the recorder cap would seat
into the sphere. The specimen was designed to be
oriented with :he recorder cap pointing toward the
burst point. Thus, the acceleration of the specimen
from the shock wave would cause the recorder and
sphere half of the master connector to exert a force
to-""ard the recorder cap. It was not desirable to have
the recorder itself support this load, so a recorder
jacket was designed to transfer the master connector
load directly to the recorder cap. The recorder
jacket was a steel sleeve surrounding the recorder
ar.d bearing on the master connector and recorder
cap. as ShOV,'Il ie'. Figure B.6. A secondary function of
LfJe recorder jacket was to provide an enclosed area
which would contain the wiring and supporting Ecco
foam.

Power for the 'lccelerometere and depth-of-melt
transduce:-s was supplied by Type RM-601R mercury
cells manufactured by the P. R. Mallory Company.
Lead wires '''''ere soldered to the cells, and they were
packaged in groups of two, end to end, inside a phe
nolic tube. Eccofoam was used to fill all the voids
around the cells and make a solid package which
could be slipped into the battery mounting holes lo
cated between the recorder cap retaloing bolt holes,
as shown in Figure B.5. These battery packs were
designed to press tightly into the specimen so there
would be no movement under high accelerations. The
battery wiring was contained in the shoulder offset
2.round the top of the recorder cavity into which all
of the battery holes had an opening. Wiring from the
batteries to the switch and from the transducers to
L'le ill2.ster connector was run between the recorder
jacket and the specimen container wall, and then
Eccofoam was foamed into this space to support the
wiring and ma.l,;e the whole assembly solid.



TA3L2 :s .,
CO~TAI~ER DAl\LA.GE 5 L~ yl :vL-... ? ;.'-

-- ._- -- -------_._---

Preshot P:)s:.3:>:;:

Siant Eange
ActuJ,l. Nominal, Diameter. V;eLgb.!, \keigh~,

feet feet inches pounds po=ds O':Jsen-atioQs

45.:\ 50 16 584.5 -.t96.3 ?J c<-'._c: ~Lr ~~ e2 , cracked a.:'ound
p€ripber:;. r-8corde:- cap ex-
truded, i::cside sphere indi-

crushing falb reo •cates

97.9 100 12 225 194.8 Small pockmarks, one recorder
cap retaining bolt missing,
no apparent cracks. struc-
turally s0'.1.J.-:d.

158.9 150 12 2?- 200.5 ~o apparent cracks, no retaining_;J

bolts missing, structurally
sound.

205.2 200 12 225 199.8 Structurally sound.

257.1 250 12 225 202.3 STructurally SOUIld.

306.4 300 12 225 200.0 Structurally sound.

A complete wiring diagram of a typical instru
mented specimen is presented in Figure B.7.

B.3 RESULTS

This section presents only specimen damage re
sults as determined from posttest laboratory analy
ses of the components and, in general. does not re
!lect the actual operating characteristics thereof.
The time hlstory data which were recorded by the
speclmens 'l,,'ere presented in Section 3.3 of the m:?!:;
report.

Shot Erie was detonated on the 31st of May 1956
and the yield was determined to be 15.5 kt. The high
level of residual radiatlon prevented immediate
sp€cimen recovery; however, 1 instrumented sphere
was recovered 1 week after the shot. All remaining
instrumented specimens were recovered approxi
mately 4 months after the shot. The specimens were
opened by drilling out the bolts holding the recorder
cap, by welding a section of pipe onto the cap, and
then by pulling it from the specimen. This method
worked satisfactorily for all 12-inch specimens.

The 16-inch instrumented sphere was recovered
on the 10th of October. It was cracked around its
periphery where the two half shells were screwed
together.."'-'.. attempt was made to unscrew the OUt
slde shells. but only about a half turn could be made.
Cltimately. a chisel was used first to pry off a por
:,on of the cracked periphery and then to pry apart
the two hemispheres.

High temperature and nuclear radiation had caused
the magnetiC tape to become brittle at Stations 50.
100. and 150. It was impossible to remove the tape
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from the take-'lp reels of these recorders without
breaking it into small pieces. The tape at Station 50
had also beer, crushed by the phenolic protective
covers.

The three re::'.aining tapes frorr. Stations 200, 250,
and 300 were capable of being played back. The Sta
tion 200 recorder had stopped upon being engulfed by
the shock wa\·e. and the tape yielded little informa
tion. The Sta:~o:l 250 tape was the o~jy tape to run
completely thr,.:;ugh the recorder. The high tempera
tures experie:lced by this recorder. however, caused
the oxide on the magnetic t:;.pe to tr~sfer from its
normal positio:l on the tape to the back of a preceding
layer on the take-up reel. This trar:sferred oxide
side was played back alo~ with the :lormal side and
the combined l::formatio::: reduced. Some distortions
of the inform3.:ion were evident, due to the transfer,
but the inforIT.3.:ion appeared reasor:ably good. The
Station 300 tape ran for approximately 6 seconds
after time zero ,the specimen took approximately 1%
seconds to hit the ground). Heat da..rr:age to the re
cording tape ""as evident but had otl2v minor effect on
the recorded ireformation. It is belie,'ed that this sta
tion yielded reasonably good data.

B.3.1 Container Damage. A su..=.:nary of con
tainer damage is presented in Table B.2.

The 16-incn speclme::: 3.t Station 50 sustained con
siderable darr:.2.ge. In addition to a weight loss of 88
pounds, the oc::side shell ·...·as cracked and pock
marked, as scown in Figc.re 3.5 of:1:e main report.
T':Je inside sphere sustained no metal loss but was
cracked and ex:ruded by the pressures and acceIera
tio:ls. In particular the recorder cap was extruded
approximately ',15 inch into the recorder cavity by the



d',::::u-::.~' p:"'?ssure of the sh-:)ck \1,-3.\''2. The inside

St)hc~':: eX;>2rlenced a cru.shing force 5'.1ff:::2;:: to

distort the mercury battery holes aJ1d cracK o~: their
sldes This crushif'.g force caused by the overpres
s:~:re ~as been calculated to have been IG excess of
135,000 psi and could have been much greater.

The 12-inch speclmen at Station 100 sustained ap
proximately 30 pounds metal loss and lost one re
corder cap retainer bolt but other...... ise experie::ced
no serious mechanical damage. The remaining
specimens, Stations 150 through 300. sustained metal
loss as listed in Table B.2, Container Damage Sum
mary, but otherwise were structurally unharmed.

One of the primary container functions was re
corder protection. The degree of damage to the 16
inch specimen at Station 50 indicated that it did not
gi\'e adequate protection to the recorder. The cracks
in the outer shell definitely permitted the hot, high
pressure gases inside the fireball to come in contact
',vith the inside sphere. It is posslble, but question
:ible, that the cracks in the inner sphere permitted a
significant quantity of these hot gases to get into the
recorder cavity. The 12-inch speclmens at Stations
100 through 300 withstood the environmental forces
at their respective ranges and provided adequate
structural protection for their recorders.

B.3.2 Recorder Damage. The overall damage
sustained by the !\orth American Instruments re
corders at the various ranges Is illustrated in Fig
ure B.S. The damage spread was from an essentially
unharmed recorder at the farthest (300-foot) range to
a completely diSintegrated recorder at the closest
(50-foot) range.

Table B.3 Is a breakdown of component damage
with respect to the damage mechanism. Since cer
tain types of damage are difficult to attribute to par
ticular damage mechanisms, the author presents
Table B.3 with the qualification th8.t it be cOllside,ed
as a'l opinion only.

R e cord i ng Tape. The primary damaging
mecha.nism to the Minnesota Mining and Manufactur
ing Company Type 120 AM Mylar magnetic recording
tape was heat. Three shot tapes (Stations 300, 250,
and 200i were capable of being played back after the
shot and these tapes showed no appreciable deterio
ration of the recorded signals. All three of these
tapes exhibited heat blocking, which is a transfer of
oxide from its normal position on the tape to an ad
jacent turn of tape on the reel. This heat blocking
occurs when the 120 AM tape is subjected to tem
peratures in the range of 250 to 400F. Prolonged ex
posure to these temperatures also causes the tape to
become brittle. However, the brittleness exhibited by
the three outermost shot tapes did not materially in
terfere with their playback. The remaining three
shot tapes (Stations 150, 100, and 50) were so brittle
that they would break into little pieces when an at
tempt was made to unwind them from the reels. Ku
clear radiation, as well as heat, can cause Mylar
tape to become brittle, and this may have been a con
tributing factor on these three tapes.
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~\r ,_~ 1 n~ f':?corder motors were ID3.J.'1uiac-
t~~,,,,:! -', ,'_'" I~;.Ls::'ies, and this comp311y con-
ducted tests on each motor, after exposure in the
fireb~i. to evaluat2 damage. The following is a SUID-

Station 25iJ and 300 motors were the only ones in
operational condition after the detonation, and the
5:J.:io~ 25') :no:or was considered marginal. The re
mai:ll:c,; :'C)lJ, n:oto,5 '."ere not operational and showed
an increa"e in dan1age as the exposure range became
shorter.

Acceleration was probably the primary damaging
mechanism, although neutron and heat damage con
tributed significantly at the closer ranges. Stations
50 and 100 motors were so badly damaged that they
could not be dismantled and their components in
spected. The manufacturer expressed the opinion
that It was doubtful whether any motor could be built
to withstand such treatment.

Acceleration was responsible for bearing fallure
and sticking brushes on the motors at Stations 150
and 200.

Station 150 was the only Inspected motor which
exhibited n"nature rubbing. This was probably the
result of the nipturing of the main bearing housing.
All permanent magnets, which could be tested,
showed no deterioration in strength.

Neutron damage was evident in the electrical in
sulation. The insulation of the motors at Stations
150, 200, and 250 failed when 500 volts ac to ground
were applied. The Station 300 motor passed this test
but showed a ground at 1,000 volts alternating cur
rent. This is considered normal for this type motor.

The damage to the commutators of Station 150 and
200 could probably be attributed to heat. These com
mutators exhibited charred insulation, thrown solder,
and COITu'Ilutator bars which had turned blue from
heat. The heat which caused the damage could have
been generated by electrical arcing.

Tap e T ran s po r t. In general, the capstan as
sembly adequately performed its function of provid
ing smooth power to transport the tape, Its major
failing was expanding of the neoprene rubber tubing
of the pinch roll, so that it became loose on its metal
spindle. It is believed that heat was the maln cause
of this damage, since laboratory tests showed that a
temperature of 400 F would cause this tj"pe of expan
sion, Nuclear radiation could have also contributed
to the loosening of the neoprene, which was observed
in varyif'.g degrees on all exposed recorders. It is
the opinion of the author that the reason the recorder
from Station 300 ran only 6 seconds after time zero
was because the loose neoprene pinch roll caused it
to jam; however, this occurred after all significant
data had been recorded. At Station 250, all the tape
ran through the recorder, but the neoprene tubing on
the pi:Jch roll was observed to be loose.

The fluid clutches of the take-up reels apparently
operated satisfactorily for the three stations where
tapes were capable of being played back. The pri
mary damage was the increase in viscosity of the



TABLE 13.3 HECOHDEH DAMAGE SUMIviAHY
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ft ~. ·0· Ring Drive Bdta II ? ? 01 01( ()([ Ql( OK OK 0« Q( c« II M H L L CiX

.~ ~
Pa,y-Out and Take-Up IW",la ? Oil: 01 (X{ OK Ql( II OK Ol OK OK OK ()I( Ol ()[ 01 ill 0:[

J. Fluid Clut.ch 1 OIl: 01 Ol{ ()( 01 II Q( OK 01 OIl: Of( II K L OOC Q[ ex
II-< Kel...m1..Ml 8.n Plaw II II L Ql( oa: oa: II II M L L Ql( II II II 14 L C<tC

u .. aecordin& Hud. II II M K M K H II H K 01 01 ? ? ? 1 OK as:

i UAttunaating Reai.tora, Wire II II If L L L ? OK c»: 0lI: OK OK II K L L L L

~~ W1rina..lnlRlhtion II II K L L 01( 1 ? Ql( OK Oil': Q[ II K K L L 0[

,aA Marter Connect.or Kat.erial 01 01( Olt OK OK: ClI: L Q( OK 011: OK OK L (J{ ()( Ol( ()[ CYJr

tellon Plu!6 aad Socket.a L OK OK 0( OK Ole 0( OK: OK 01( OK 0( )( OK at OK OX OK
-

• CO!iiIplflt. TrM8irtor OscillAt.or H H Ii ? ? OK: II H M K H L H II tl i- L H

ffi Tr~llJi8t.ortl, CK-722 II H II lj ? OK II H Ii M it '1 II 7 "/ 01( DJ: ~ 1

Cd~cit.or., CorW11c fl ? OJ( 0« OK OK H ? O'v OK OK 011: ? 7 OK 0,[ or (.(~

"
TJ'UHli'onaers H II ? OIl: OK OK 7 ? '1 OK 01( 011: ? ? }I I. L c r

;A--f .....
0\ •

u R~aictora, Carbon II 14 OK OK Oll: 01( Ii ? Or:. OK OK O/( ? 7 OX OK or! --~~!
~.

_ .. . - ... _•...•.-

~
S11"ercCll. II H II II M K ? ? ? ? OJ( O/( ? 'l '1 '1 Q! l'f

Morcury Cello II Ii II II L L ? ? ? ? OK OK ? ? ? ., 00 m...
~-_.- -- ._-'

}~
Main Support.ing O.eIc Oll: 0I'l: 01{ 00: Q( OK II M L Ol Oil: Oil: 00: OK 01 CO! ill ~(

Phenolle Prot.ecU" COTer H L OK OK Q( or;: II H K L Oil: Oil: ? 7 ? 01 ax (}l(

St.~l Prot.ective Coyer L OK OK OK OK 0It H M L L OK OK 0It OK ClI: OX ill ObI:

~~ Load Dlak Shock Absorber H II H II L OK ? ? ? K L 01 Or.: 01 Ci[ at rn 01~

&ooto.. II II H K L L 7 ? ? 01 0It 01 7 ? ? ? L L

()[ - No 0aa&4l:.
L - Light 0&lll&6e. Operat.1ont.l
K - KedlUlO Dgage. Not. OperaUont.l
H - Heuy Daaage. lot OpIrational

~ •



Sl:: I':O;,":t:' flL:.id us~:c lr1 the c~L:tch. This \\'":15 probably

cJ'.lsed by nuclear- radio-rio;} :::..nC: it bec.l..:"TI::? p.rogr::;~

sively worse for each closer raJlge. The clutch at
Station 100 was considered to be too sttH for sat is
f2CtLJ~~'; operatior.. It was also noted L.1.:l~ the o:-ie:1t3.
tion of the clutch was such that acceleration would
cause the silicone fluid to be driven out from between
the rotating parts, thus making the clutcb ineffecti\'E'.

The melamine base plate, ·...·hlch was part of the
main load carrying structure and which was used as
thermal insulation between the main recorder deck
and the outside case was one of the weaker compo
nents in the recorder. It satisfactorily withstood the
inputs at Stations 300 and 250, only. The primary
damage was delamination, probably caused by ac
celeration and nuclear radiation. The plate at Station
200 was only partially delaminated, the one at Station
100 was in poor condition, and the one at Station 50
was almost completely disintegrated, At the closer
ranges, Stations 50 and 100, heat was undoubtedly a
cc,ntributing factor to the damage of the melamine
base plate.

The recording heads appeared essentially undam
aged at Stations 250 and 300. The primary damage
was caused by acceleration which forced the phenolic
protective cover to compress the recording head
cases and distort the recording channels. This com
pression was apparent on all recording heads at Sta
tions 200, 150, 100, and 50, and increased progres
sively as the range decreased. There was also
damage from the heat to which the heads were sub
jected at Stations 50, 100, and 150. This heat caused
the potting material, supporting each channel in the
head, te become fluid and run out any opening in the
head casing, causing the channels to become mis
aligned and thereby reducing the recording efficiency,
It is the opinion of the author that, after shock ar
rival, the heads were useless for recording purposes
at Stations 150, 100, and 50, and questionable at Sta
tion 200.

The resistors used in the recording circuits for
attenuation and impedance adjustment were of the
wire wound type manufactured by the Sprague Elec
tric Company under the name of Blue Jackets. Post
shot inspection of these resistors from all the
spheres indicated that in general the vitreous enamel
coating on them had melted, but otherviise they were
in good condition. This melting would have required
a temperature of 650C and other components in close
proximity to the resistors indicated that this tem
perature had not been reached. An analysis of the
vitreous enamel insulation showed that it contained
from 1 to 10 percent boron, Melting of the vitreous
er,arllel coating was therefore attributed to neutron
bombardment of the boron and its subsequent alph:l
dec3.:" Calculation of the effect of this heating on
recording, due to resistance changes, indicated that
the e~~or introduced would be less than 10 percent.
Al:.hough the resistors were not destroyed from a..'
operational viewpoint and the neutron d<unage to tbe
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~:i~rer)lJ.S ertlrl1el coating, their use in future spec i

::C~"~'i 0' :;;:'; :y;c", :5 not reco=ended.
The [;:lsLLlation of the wire used in the North Ameri

C2.ll Recorder W15 of the thermoplastic type. Tbis
insulat\0n held up satisfactorily at Stations 200, 250,
and 300. There is serious doubt as to its adequacy
at the remaining three stations. The main causes of
d<L.'!lage seemed to be heat and nuclear radiation.
Heat p;-oDably ·,'.as the main cause of the deteriora
tion of the insulation at Stations 50, 100. and 150.
The insulations at Stations 200, 250, and 300 showed
discoloration <L.'ld some brittleness, which could have
been caused by nuclear radiation.

The master connector was made of phenolic with
an asbestos filler, Type AA. This material probably
stood up better than any other nonmetallic material
in the entire specimen. It was one of the few com
ponents from the recorder at Station 50 which ex
perienced such minor damage that it could be used
again. The only noticeable change was a darkening
of color from heat or nuclear radiation and a slight
bov,'ing probably due to acceleration.

The teflon plugs and sockets used to make the
electrical connections from the recorder to the
specimen sustained little damage. A color change
was observed at some of the stations farther out, but
Station 50 was the only one with any appreciable
damage. This consisted of swelling which could have
been due to heat, radiation, or both.

Transistor Oscillator. Postshotlabora
tory tests showed that all six oscillators were in
operative upon recovery. Here again it should be
pointed out that the damage results presented below
are merely those determined by these posttest
analyses and are not, in general, concerned with the
operatio!] of the components. Structurally, the oscil
lators at Stations 50 and 100 were almost completely
destroyed by heat and, consequently, no shock dam
age could be observed. Heat damage to the oscilla
tors from Stations 150 through 300 varied from me
diunn to light and in only two cases, Stations 200 and
250, was there conclusive evidence of shock damage.
This damage was manifested at Station 250 as a
severe crack in the plastic potting material; the two
portions of the oscillator were held together only by
the internal wires and components. At Station 200 the
potting material was also cracked although not as
severely. The various components of the oscillators
were removed, with some difficulty, from the potting
material and individual tests were performed to as
cerrai!] the damage sustained by each component.
The results of these tests are discussed below.

The transistors used in the oscillator were Type
CK-722. All the transistors successfully removed
irom the potting material were inoperative. The
emitter and collector junctions of the St.ation 300
transistors were severely degraded and showed
rectification ratios of only three or four. Transistors
from Stations 100 and 150 exhibited visible evidence
of high temperature exposure; on the other hand,
those fnm Stations 200, 250, and 300 h::.d evidently



:-:'): Oeeri e:-:p.:Js2d to such high temperatures. ot,
ser\:J.~le dam;ige sustained by the tr3...;.~sis:ors \,,'2..5 v:
the type th:lt could have been caused by heat, n:.;cie:lr
radiatior:, or both.

Capacitors used in the oscillator were of the ei'

r:lillie disk type. No capacltor data was obtained
from Station 50 because of the extensive heat damage
and from Station 100 because of an open circuit. At
the rem:lining stations, 150, 200, 250, and 300, the
disk capacltors were in operational condition and ap
parently unharmed.

Transformers used in the oscillators were of the
subminiature type especially designed for transistor
circuits. Transformers in the oscillators at Stations
50 and 100 were found to be inoperative after the test
because of the extensive heat damage. Posttest
measurements on the transformers at Stations 150,
200, and 250 showed that the primary windings were
essentially unharmed and that the secondary windings
had open circuits. The transformer at Station 150

showed evidence of minor heat damage. The Station
300 transformer was essentially unharmed by the
test.

Carbon resistors used in the osclllator apparently
suffered no physical damage or resistance changes
at Stations 100 through 300. No data was obtained
from the Station 50 oscillator. Resistors from Sta
tions 100, 200, and 300 were checked and found to be
good after the test; and, although Stations 150 and 250
resistors were broken during the process of removal
from the potting material, they appeared physically
unharmed.

Bat t e r i e s. Primary damage mechanism of the
si!vercel was heat. Laboratory tests showed that the
silvereel cases were deformed when the cell was
heated to approximately 250F for 15 minutes. The
electrolyte boiled at about the same temperature.
The cells were further tested by heating them fro:::J.
300 to 350F for about 40 minutes. This resulted in
severe damage, which completely ruined the cells as
a source of electrical power. The damage level of
this second test closely approximated that at Station
200 and was not much worse than the damage ob
sened at Stations 250 and 300. The silvercels at
Stations 150, 100, and 50 were damaged to such an
extent by t..'1e heat that they were almost unrecogniz
able. Because of the severe heat damage, the extent
of the acceleration and nuclear radiation damage
could only be estimated.

Mercury cells apparently were physically un
h:umed at Statlons 250 and 300. The effects of ra
dlation and heat at these stations are unknown. At
Station 200 the mercury cell in the battery container
used as bias supply was badly damaged. The inside
portion v,as pushed out from the bottom of the steel
C:l.se approximately 1;4 inch. This type of damage
probably ·...·as caused by nuclear radiation or heat,
which built up a:1 internal pressure and thereby
forced the inside of the cell out, for it is doubtful
that the acceleration could have brought this about.
.",-:-,0 the r verification of the internal pressure theory
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'.:y 2.3 obta~:>:<: :"'-::;1, ~_hi? :i2..:r~~~~ !c:, L.1.e mercury cells

;;'S2C for 2.C2"~C::-O"'::'2'2: ~0we,. They were located in
holes berwee:1 the recot'der cap bolt holes in the main
s;::eclme:: :x<:;.. Tf'.", ce~;5 "",re c:l:npletely enclosed

".-[res which connected the cells to the accelerome
ters. Postshot inspection of the specimens exposed
at Stations 50 3...nd 150 resulted in the discovery of
holes in tbe sides of the mercury cell cases adjacent
to the openings throl.lgh which had passed the con
r;.ecting wires from the cells. Around the edges of
these ~oles jagged metal fro:n the mercury cells
protruded, i!!dicatlng that the holes were the result
of internal pressure. The mercury bias cell in the
recorder at Station 150 was completely disintegrated
from heat or radiatio!!.

Containe:- and :Viounting. The main sup
porting deck of the recorder was essentially undam
aged at Stat:0:15 200, 250. and 300. Acceleration
loading, whlch was the only mechnism to damage the
rr.ain suppo:-:ing deck, ca'-lsed the deck to dish in ap
p:-oximately 1/ 16 inch at Station 150, 1~ inch at Station
F,O, and 3;i inch at Station 50. The total damage at
Station 150 was relatively minor, but the deck was
definitely damaged beyond repair at Station 50.

The phenollc protective cover was essentially un
damaged at Stations 250 nd 300. The primary dam
age mechanism was acceleration loading. The Sta
tion 200 cove, showed some cracks, but the damage
was minor. The covers at Stations 150 and 100, how
ever, showed extensive cracking and chipping of the
phenolic but they were still in one piece. The cover
at Station 50 was broken into many pieces, closely
resembling ch"-l'coal in appearance, indicating ex
tensive heat damage. The effects of heat, and pos
sibly radiation, were 850 noticeable at Station 100
and to a les5e, degree at Station 150 in the form of a
color cha..'lge 2...J.d some blistering.

Damage to the steel protective cover was probably
due exclusively to the acceleration loading. Stations
250 and 300 covers were undamaged, and the on.\y
damage sustained by the covers of Stations 150 and
2C'0 was a sLght dishing in of the top where they were
bearing on the lead disk shock absorber. The top of
the cover at Station 100 was dished in approximately
1,S inch, and most of the bolts holding the main sup
porting deck to the steel protect[\'e cover were
sheared. The cover was badly damaged at Station
50; its top was separated from the cylindrical por
tion and badly dished. The cylinde, was bowed out in
a manner which indicated that it had been subjected
to an axial load greater than it could support. Some
portions of the cover were discolored from heat and
some were co':ered witt molten lead.

The le'ad dis:.;: used a.s a shock absorber for the
recorder was essentially undamaged at Station 300.
St:l.tion 250 5ho?,'ed some e:-..'trusion of the lead around
the mountill;;' holes, due to acceleration, as well as a
few places where the heat had caused the lead to
rr::elt. Extrusion by acceleration was evident at Sta
tio:::! 200, alor,g with extensive melting caused by the



T:\3LE B.·~

Station Orientatio;i H.::>'11' .-\cce:e:"2.:L -,~ ?2...--: L3.!.ior:.

50 Radial H H H
Normal H H H

100 Radial 1'.1 E H
Normal H H H

150 Riidial L H :vI
Normal 1'.1 H 1'.1

200 Radial L L L
Normal L OK L

250 Radial OK O~' OK
Normal OK OK OK

300 Radial L OK OK
Normal L ~,. OKv"

Total
prompt
damaged

H
H

H
H

H
H

L
L

OK
OK

OK
OK

'Damaged before or during shock engulfment.
OK, No damage

L, Light Damage (Operational)

heat. Extrusion effects caused by the acceleration
were obliterated by the eJl."tensive melting at Station
150, and the lead had been completely melted at Sta
tions 50 and 100.

B.3.3 Transducer Damage. Transduce:-s used in
the instrumented spheres can be divided into nvo
divisions: accelerometers, and thermocouple type
transducers which include thermocouples and depth
of-melt instruments.

Accelerometers. Damage to the Statham ac
celerometers r8..'1ged from essentially unharmed in
str'.lillents at Stations 250 and 300 to heavily damaged
instruments at Stations 50 and 100. Table BA breaks
down the accelerometer damage according to mecha
nism 8..'1d exposure range.

The heavy acceleration damage experienced by Sta
tions 50, 100, and 150 accelerometers consisted of
deformed cases, broken electrical Insulators, de
formed strain wire supports, and sheared bolts which
held the back plate in place. The normal acceler
ometers at Stations 50 and 100 were permanently
bent along their wide axis, and this bending could
have been caused only by the large accelerations ex
perienced by the specimens. The main supporting:
lugs of the radial accelerometers, which were loaded
in shear, showed no evidence of failure. The radial
accelerometer at Station 200 sustained light accel
eration damage in the form of one broken insulator.
The normal accelerometer at Station 200 and both
accelerometers at Stations 250 and 300 showed no
evidence of any damage caused by acceleration.

Heat damage to the accelerometers in the form of
melted solder (causing electrical circuits to become
open or shorted) and charred components such as
wire insulation and resistors was evident from Sta-
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:-'1, Medium Damage \:\"ot operational)
H, Heavy Damage (Not operational)

tion 50 through 300 as noted in Table BA. Charring
of components was the principle heat damage mecha
nism at Stations 50, 100, and ISO, and melting solder
was the predominant mechanism at Stations 200, 250,
and 300. It should be noted that the heat damage was
probably a delayed effect, since the peak temperature
was not reached UIltll some time after the specimen
was in the ground, and therefore would not have pre
vented the instr'llIlent from functioning normally dur

the period of interest.

The r moe 0 u pie san d D e p t h - 0 f - Mel t. In
generaL the thermocouples and depth-of-melt trans
ducers sustained no unexpected damage. The metal
loss of the specimens in the vicinity of the trans
ducers was generally greater than the thickness of
the diaphragm behind which the transducer was lo
cated for the ceramo end was visible on many speci
mens. At Stations 200, 250, and 300, the magnesium
oxide insulation was apparently unharmed, and the
chromel-alumel wires were In good condition on
most of the transducers. Most of the transducers on
the specimens at Stations 50, 100, and 150 were ob-
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dition.

A tot3.1 of 10 time-history curves, recorded inside
the fireba];. is presented in Section 3.3 of the main
report. These consist of (','10 acceleration a.'ld three
temperature time-history curves each from Stations
250 a.-;d 300. The accuracy and rellabillty of the data
from Station 250 were materially reduced by the heat
b;ocking sustained by the recording tape. The data
collected by Station 300 was also impaired by heat
damage to the recording tape but to a lesser degree.

Although these data have a relatively low accuracy
and reliability compared to data collected under less
severe environmental conditions, there is general
overall consistency and reasonable correlation with
some k.'10W:1 \':Jues. such as shock arrival time.

B.-l.1 Damage Mechanism. Table B.5 presents a
summary of the damage sustained by the major com
;:'2nents of the instrumented spheres in Operation
Redwing. The table separates the damage according
to heat, acceleration loading, and nuclear radiation,
as well as according to range within these general
d3.illage mechanisms. Overpressure crushing was
not listed, since it was only significant on the 16
inch specimen at the 50-foot range.

Heat damage was most signlflcant on the recorder
a,T,d recording tape and to a lesser degree on the
transistor oscillators and accelerometers as indi
cated in Table B.5. Since it is improbable that neu
tron heating contributed significantly to the total heat
[:cput of the specimen, with the possible exception of
tbe 50-foot station, the heat damage would not have
;)ccurred u31tll well alter the specimen had completed
i:5 recording and was in the grotL'1d. Table B .5,
therefore, contains a Total Damage column as well
as a Total P:-ompt Damage column. It should be
neted. howe\'er, that the existence of damage to the
~eco:-ding tape is significant, rather than the time at
'".. bich the damage was sustained.

Acceleration damage was significant on the re
co:-der. accelerometers, and transistor oscillators.
Figure B.9 illustrates the type of damage sustained
b.. the recorder and accelerometers. Analysis of this
danuge, along with the determination of the static
st ~ength of the various damaged components, yielded
r:-.aximum and minimum values for the acceleration
·;.,blch caused the damage. Figure B.9 explalns the
manner In which the acceleration damage values were
cliculated and presents these maximum and mini
::,'jffi values for each instrumented sphere. It should
~'2 uoted that the peak accelerations listed In this
:2::1" r,.~fer to the specimen proper. The recorder
:-:\ }\' have expe rienced a significantly lower peak ac
c'21eration, since it was supported on a lead sheet,
""h'.ch. through extrusion, would have reduced the
~,,,:c:{ 3.cceler:l~lon. A good example of this is the Sta-
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tion 100 spe'2i:::\c:~" :"i~'_',,::C)rding to Figure B.9,
e",-ycrienced ::: ~-:-.~-( 3.CC.2. :::,,:uic-:.: [):2:\Veen 82,000 and

55,000 grams; hO';'e..-er, the recorder case which
buckles at 24,000 grams shov..·ed no sign of failure.

?'"clear racil:l:ion damage was evident on the re
corder, accelerometers. tran3istor oscillator, and
recording tape as listed In Table B.5. Because of the
difficulty in sepJ.:-O,tii1g n\,;ciear radiation damage
from other da.m3.g~ mccia.,ism.3, the component dam
age Hsted in Table B.5 should be considered only as
the author's best estimate.

Prior to this test. one of the big unknown factors in
electrical recoding within the fireball was the pos
sible effect on the recording system of the electro
magnetic energy released by the detonation. Inspec
tion of the recorded signals in the vicinity of time
zero at Stations 200, 250, and 300 showed, in general,
little disturbance on the accelerometer and thermo
couple channels. The depth-of-melt and motor timing
channels showed definite time zero disturbances, but
these were of such small amplitude that they caused
no recording circuit damage. It is evident, therefore,
that under similar exposure conditions the electro
magnetic energy from 2- detonation comparable to
Shot Erie would not seriously damage electrical re
cording specimens similar to those used on Redwing
at slant ranges beyond 200 feet.

B.4.2 System E..-aluation. The Operation Red
wing test showed that it is feasible to record data
electrically inside the fireball of a nuclear detona
tion with a sys:eCl similar to that used on Operation
Redwing. It is believed that there are no insurmount
able obstacles to recording data with an improved
system of this type at sla.'1t ranges in the vicinity of
150 feet for device yields comparable to Shot Erie.

The followL"lg Is a.11 evaluation of each component In
the system:

Container \Speclmen Body)
1. The containers at Stations 100 through 300

structurally withstood the fireball environment.
2. The Statio:! 50 contalner did not give adequate

structural protection to the recording system.
3. All six containers prOVided inadequate thermal

protection for tbeir recorders.
4. It is evident that the containers at Stations 200,

250, and 300 provided adequate electromagnetic
shielding for their respective recording systems.

Recorder
1. Assuming that heat damage was not a prompt

mechanism, tr.e :-;.-\.R recorder (exclusive of record
ing tape) operated satisfactorily at Stations 250 and
300.

2. Acceleration effects were the most important
reason the recol"der at Station 200 did not operate
satisfactorily.

3. Acceleration and nuclear radiation were the
major reasons the recorders failed at Stations 50,
100, a.'1d 150. Neutron heating, a prompt mechanism,
may have been important at Station 50.

'.
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TABLE B.5 DAMAGE MECHANISM SUMMAHY

'" ."

~.''~'
~
;~
<l
;.'j
! .!

t;/

.....
""w

Heat Acceleration Nuclear Total Total Prompt
System Loading Radiation Dama~e Damage *

Station Station Station Station StationComponent

~ ft)~@%~'b ~~@~ ~t£,@i\~& $~~% ~%~r't---------

X X IContainer X
.~-~

E
Recorder X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Recording X X X X X X X X X X X X X
._!_~po --- ._- ._-

TranBii2Jtor X X X X X X X X v- X X X X X X X X X X X X 1f X X X."'- si.
Oacillator

I-- f-- 1-- --- ~1---------------- 1--- ._.- -- -- - - --- ··_v_·

Accelerometer X X X :;{ X X X X X X X X- X X X
-- f--1--- I---

Thermocouple &
Depth-of-Melt

X - Not Operational
Blank - Operational
* - Damaged Before Or During Shock Engulfment



~ The reco:-di:1:; tapt at S~at~ons 250 a..,,:d 300 ex
periencs"Cl heat da..rr.age tu the extent that l: 3~gniL

c!mtl\" reduced the accuracy and reliahllit\· of the
daul.

Tr3.nsistor Oscillator
1. It is highly probable that none of the six tran

sistor oscillators operated completely L'lrough the
pc:riod of interest.

2. Two oscillators, Stations 200 aIld 250, operated
through time zero and stopped at shock arri val.

3. The Station 300 oscillator stopped at time zero.
Transducers
1. The accelerometers used in this system op

erated satisfactorily at Stations 250 and 300 but no:
at the closer stations.

2. In general, this type of accelerometer was un
satisfactory for measurements of this nature because
of its low electrical output and the viscosity changes
of the silicone damping fluid caused by the neutron
bomb:i.rdment.

3. The thermocouple and depth-of-melt transduc
ers mechanically withstood the environment of their
respective stations and operated satisfactorily at the
stations from which data were obtained. It is pos

sible that the thermocouple channels may have had
intermittent contact with their diaphragms during the
period of interest.

B.4.3 System Improvement. Since the Operation

Redwing test was one of the first attempts to record
data electrically within the fireball of a nuclear deto
nation. it follows that the system used was neces
sarily a first approximation to the problem. Although
the Operation Redwing system achieved only moder
ate success in t.he recording of data, it provided a..'1
appreciation of the type and magnitude of the prob
lems encountered in such data collection, which cocid
be obtained in no other manner. The imponant mo-:i
Lcations of the Operation Redwing system. as indi
cated from Operation Redwing experience, are dis
cussed in the following paragraph".

The Operation Redwing containers could be im
proved in r,,'o ways: (1) give more thermal protec
tion to the recorder, and (2) provide a better method
of reducing the peak acceleration experienced by the
recorder. The thermal protection of the recorder
could be improved by covering the outside of the con
tainer with some heat resistant material such as
phenolic resin. The recorder could be further pro
tected from the heat by surrounding it with a low heat
conducth'e material inside the container. These t""'o
improvements would materially decrease the heat
problems in future container designs. The accelera
tion of the whole specimen, assuming it is approxi
mately the size and shape of the Operation Redwil'.g
specimens. is determined by L'le slant range and Ge

\'ice yield of the particular exposure. Since the
specimen acceleration cannot be reduced. the oni:;
way the peak 2.cceleration experienced by the re
corder can be reduced is to allow relative motion
be:ween the recorder and the specimen. This move-
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!:"::::;:: should ~-? :l~:"\""':~":: ',.I,':-:~~.:: acceierating the re-
c,::;':::e:- ~~t so:::.::: :'~'~3.::'. ..;,'.-, -::0:15ta...jt rate. Thus,

the recorder .•'~l: attar::: c..':e velocity of the specimen
wi::::'o!.lt expe:<-=:-'.,_'~:-'~; ~::2 >;.:-g::. d3...iJ.a.ging, peak ac
celer-atf·,)r1 of :..'-:e 3:::>eci":~.2~

Since th~, :-;.);:,:,": :·L:.11-::'~,::d-'1 Sliniature recorder
(l\.ill) was not designed for recording in the extreme
environment of tbe fireb;::. it had some components
\i,:r.ich ..·vauld ;-:.;:;: ;,... L:hsl:i....-:C the inputs associated with
this type of record ing. It is. therefore. suggested
that future attempts at recording within the fireball

should be made With a recorder specifically designed
for this type of recorcilq;. Table B.3, Recorder
Damage Summary. indicates the areas where im
provements in a new recorder design could be made.
Tr.is table indicates that the major portion of the

damage at Stations 150. 200. 250, and 300 was due to
heat and acceleratlon. An improved container design
could reduce these da..'!lage mechanisms, leaving nu
clear radiation as the only mechanism which cannot
be substantially ,educe'::. Selection of proper mate
rials in designing all improved recorder could prob
ably reduce this damage to the point where success
fu..: recording at 150 feet from a shot of comparable
yield would be ieasible. A...'l increased frequency re
sponse should be a design requirement for such an
improved recorder, and a temperature resistant re
cording tape should be :lsed for all future tests. A
transistor oscillator, properly shock mounted, ther
mally insulated. and using radiation resistant tran
sistors, may be capahle of furnishing time base in
fo,mation for future recorders.

A different t:,pe of accelerometer from that used

on Operation Redwing should be used in fut.ure tests.
This accelerometer should operate on direct current,
ha\'e a relati';ely high electrical output, high fre

quen~y respor3e, and should not use silicone fluid as
a G2...'1lping medi'.illl. The only modification suggested
fo, the thermocouple tr3.I'3ducer is an improved
mo:.:.nt to pre',e::: possible intermittent contacts.

Since depth-of-melt transducers do not yield as much
iniormation as thermoco\.iples, it is suggested that
ocly thermoco:~?:e5 be installed for this type of in
forr:c.ation.

If the above improvements were made in a future
recording system. it should be capable of recording
data at slant ranges in tbe vicinity of 150 feet on
yields comparable to Shot Erie.

B.o CONCLCSIOl\S .~_"D RECO~l~,lENDATIONS

B.5.1 Conclusions

1. The 0?8ration Re.::·...·ing test has shown that it

is feasible tJ record data electrically inside the fire
ball of a nucleu detonation with a system similar to
tna.: used on Operation Redwing.

2. An elec::-[·22.1 ,e2e~ding system similar to that
used by Project 5.9 in Operation Redwing and with
in::.provemems indicated by Operation Redwing ex
perience she':":: be capa.bIe of recording data at slant

•
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3. The containers gave adequt\te structu!'al pro
tection for the recording system at all stJ.tions ex
cept St:1tlon 50.

4. Adequate electromagnetic shielding was pro
vided by the containers for slant ranges of at least
200 feet.

5. All six containers provided inadequate thermal
pr()~ection [or their recorders.

6. Exclusive of recording tape, the North Ameri
can recorder operated satisfactorily at Stations 250
and 300 and the remaining recorders failed because
of acceleration and nuclear radiation effects.

7. The recording tape experienced heat and nu
clear radiation damage of varying degrees in all
specimens; however, data were obtained from the
tapes at Stations 200, 250, and 300.

8. With adequate precautions, transistor oscilla
tors may be capable of operation within the fireball
oi a nuclear detonation in a specimen of the Opera
tion Redwing type.

9. Reliable and accurate temperature measure
ments using thermocouples should be feasible within
the fireball of a nuclear detonation employing the
method used in the Operation Redwing test.

10. The accelerometers used in the Operation
Redwing specimens were unsatisfactory for meas
urements of this type.

1
_,
::>.

f:~:,-,re prog:-:u1lS concerned wlt..'l effects and
phenorr:er.~ with:,. J,' nea:- the firebal! of a nuclea,
de[c:-.~'--: :-. .=:onsL:::2:- :he ~se of an electrical recording
5:: 0 :,-:" s',mile.; w the Operation Redwlng system for
data collection.

2, In future c!esigns the thermal characteristics of
the C·:"".:2,,:er be ~mproved to give more thermal pro
tect ion to the recorder.

3, In future designs the acceleration experienced
by the recorder should be reduced by some method,
such as allowing relative moment between the speci
men and the recorder.

4. F:2ture attempts to electrically record within
the fireball should be made with a recorder specifi
cally designed for this type of recording.

5. Temperatire resistant magnetic recording tape
should be used for all future magnetic data recording
within the fireb3.ll.

6. Thermocouples should be used as transducers
for temperature measurements similar to those
made within the fireball of Shot Erie by Project 5.9
on Operation Redwing.

7. For acceleration measurements in future tests
si:-nilJ.r to Project 5.9, only accelerometers specif
icall\' designed ior their function should be employed.
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NORMAL
ACC~ER

ACCE:l...EROMETER
MOUNTDIG RING

DlER'!'IA OF ACCELEROMETER TM1lS TO
,UE 17 RrnAI.N STATIONARI irtiILE THE
MOwrDiG RING ACCELERATES ill A DIREC
TION FAHALLEL TO THE BLAST, THUS IT
WOlr~ CAUSE BENDING OF THE NORMAL
ACCE:i.L.~HEl'ER' S CASE AND SHEAHlliG OF
THE RAJIAl ACC£LEilOMETER'S MOUNTS.

RADIAl
ACC~::'''

PEPJUlffi,T CASE BE:-iDISC;
Rb,iUIRES 55,000 G'S:O: 20%.

/

ASSt.1'MDJG Aern~ CASE TO BE A SHOR"!' CAJjTI:.zrs..t • E2;.--,v~ ,'11 ~-~

POI~1' LOADS (_il;"lGH!' OF CCK?ONulTS & ::r7,:);J:::; ?O:iTIOr.; OF CAS::
AC'l'ING THROUGH TKEIR P.ESPE...."T1VE CENTil0IU3" STATIC ;\.:';.1.1.1515 r::";:i
nELDS A KINIMUM VAllIE OF 55,000 G'S i2O% REX.;U1R£D TO PE.'iJW;~7:'Y

lIDlD THE CASE.

1/8" LEAD SHocr ABSORBER PUTE

S1'ATIC ANALYSIS OF ACCELERATION
B.E;,:UlRED TO EXTRUDE LEAD PUTE AT
RU:ORDER CASE TOP YIELDS A MINHMi
VALUE OF 1,800 G'S ±1O%.

LEAD PUTE
SHO\o/Il/G EcrliUS10N

BUCXLED RECOan:;.q CASE
REQUIRED 24,000 G'S ±10;1: •

MOUNTS ,,'Ill SHEAR
AT 82,000 G'S :t10%.

ASSlD!DIG RECORDER CASE TO BE A
SHORT THI1I-WA.U.ED CYUNDEll DI
COMJ'?£3SIOtI, WITH A PUTE FIR.Ifi.Y
ATTACHED TO C~iE E)lD; STATIC ANALYSIS
OF THE ACCELERATION REQUIRED TO
BUCKLE THE CASE !IELOS A KU/IMIDi
VALUE OF 24,000 G'S±lO%.

STATIC .'"'1AlI5IS OF THE ACCELERATION REQUIRU
TO SHLUl ACCELEROMETER MOUNT (OOUBLE SHEAR)
YIELDED A lill;DMi VAllIE OF 82,000 G'S±lO%.

OBSERVED DAMAGE
SP:EX;Dffii SUTICIlS Dl F'l'. 50 100 150 ;;ro 250 300
ACCELElll:»iETE HOOJI'r SH:EARED NO NO liD NO NO NO
ACC~ CASE BE2-"I' YES TIS NO NO NO NO
llEC.oBDER CASE BUCKLED YES NO 110 110 NO liD
LEAD IMPACT PUTE ErI'RlJDED TIS YES ISS r"s YES NO

ES'!Il'.ATED SPECIJoIDi ACCELERATION
! KAIIMUM lillIIMl.Di
I

STA.i ACCELERATION ACCELERATION

50 82,000 G'S :t10,S 55,000 G'S =20%
, 100 82,000 G'S =10% 55,000 G'S :!:20%
1

150 55,000 G'S:!:2O,S 1,800 G'S =10% I

I~
55,000 G'S:!:~ 1,800 G'S =10% I

250 55,000 G'S =20% 1,800 G'S :tlO,S I
300 1,800 G'S =1.0%

Figure B.9 Recorder and accelerometer acceleration damage.
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Appendix C

VELOCITY-OISTANCE IMPACT GASSES

C.1 OBJECTIVE

The ultimate objective of the velocity-distance in
strumentation was the obtaining of a plot of actual
specimen velocity versus specimen traveled distance
from which a specimen acceleration versus time plot
could be derived by the method presented in Section
C.2.5.

C.2 PROCEDURE

meas'lred. These penetrations were then compared to
the calibratio;:, data and a so-called calibration ve
locity, which was that velocity req,uired to yield the
same penetration, was determined. Since the calibra
tion was performed with zero acceleration on the tar
get block, these calibration velocities then had to be
corrected to eliminate the effects of the acceleration
during penetration. Figure C.1 is a sketch of a speci
men with seve:l plunge,s, eacb set at a different dis
tance from the block.

where the cons:ant generalizes the eq,uation for any
reference plane. Differe:1tiating Equation C.1 with
respect to tirr:e gives relationships involving velocity
and acceleration.

From the calibration data, it is possible with cer
tain assumpti0:1s to write an explicit expression of
force as a fu:--ction of penetration (Section C.2.2).
Since this is the OI'Jy force acting on the 'plunger
(neglecting friction), one bas Xp = F(o)!mp' Rewriting
Equation C. 3 a:-,d using :he above expression,

C.2.1 Theory. This section is intended to present
the theory involved in determining the true velocity
versus distance data from test data which contains the
effects of acceleration during penetration in addition
to the impact velocity effects. To facilitate discus
sion, it is desirable to establish the nomenclature
listed in Table C.1.

The depth cf ;Jenetration is related to the displace
ment of the s;oecimen and plunger by the follOWing
relationship:

(C.I)

(C.2)

(C.3)

(C.4)

<5 = X i - Xp + canst.

.. F(3) ..
6 + -- = Xi'

ffi~

;5 = X, - Xp'

and

The manner by which the velocity versus distance
data were obtained involved the use of impact gages.
The gage was a device for measuring the relative ve
locity, at the time of contact, between the impact
block and the plunger. It was an energy absorbing in
strument based upon the empirical fact that, when a
f:-eely supported hardened steel plunger penetrates a
soft alumir.L:m block. the penetration is some funcUo:J
c·,' cbe change in kinetic energy of the plunger. The
instrument consisted of a soft metallic impact block
and a steel tube, which were integral parts of the test
specimen. and a nardened steel plunger which rested
freely in tbe tube at a preset distance from the impact
block. As the specimen accelerated in a direction
parallel to tbe axis of the tube, the specimen, the im
pact block. arld the tube moved; however, the plunger.
due to its inertia, was assumed to remain stationary.
After the specimen had moved a distance eq,ual to tbe
initial distance between the block and plunger, the
plu..'1ger would contact the block and be accelerated
until it reached the same velocity as the specimen.
The force required to accelerate the plunger would
cause it to penetrate the soft target block, and the
mag-nitude of penetration was an indication of the
c:-.:!nge In velocity of the plunger. The degree of pene
:,alion, however, was not only a measure of the ve
lcc,:ity of tte target block at impact, but also a meas-
L: re of the acceleration of the target block during
penetration. To obtain velocitv versus distance data.
plungers were set at various initial distances from
the target 8iock and the depths of penetration were
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Consequently Equation C. 5 becomes

(C.lO)

:::\,-,,,, :::'~'::l:;on e.9 gives a relationship between the
.: e .c·· ...., ;.eC;;T, 2T', (Vo) at the time of contact
with the iJluq;er, the indicated impact velocity or
c2:L~a::on velocity (Ve ) as determined from the
:l:7:0,.:,,:.,i :J.':1e:raticn 0mJ'" and the acceleration X,
ou the 5p2Ci men during the time the plunger is pene
trating. Consequently, it can be seen that. if there is
3.::::: apiJrec '201 e acceleration, X,. on the specimen, the
callb,,,:i~)[1 ve.locity will not equal the velocity of the
speCirr,e:1 3.[ the time of contact but must be corrected
by an amount equal to the last term on the right side
of Equation C.9.

C.2.2 Calibration. Calibration of the impact
gages was completed for impact velocities from 20 to
300 ft/sec, This range was covered using four differ
e:it plunger diameters varying from 0.105 to 0.404 inch
in diameter :L11d machined as shown in Figure C.2.
The impact blocks for this calibration were made of
2S aluminum 1/2 and 1 inch thick by T,fa inch in diameter
and held in a steel fixture. shown in Figure C.3. which
allowed o:,cly unidirectional deformation of the blocks.

For the calibration, the impact blocks were held
stationary and the plungers shot into them. The
plungers were fired in a tube using a modified l2-gage
shotgun shell with the shot replaced by Wadding, and
the velocity was varied by using various amounts of
gun powder in the shells. The velocity of each plunger
was determined by measuring the time required for
the plunger to travel over a 6-inch-gage distance
located close to the impact block. This was accom
pLsned by using two small light rays impinging on
photocells which were used to start and stop an elec
tronic timer. Figure C.4 is an overall photograph of
the calibration equipment. The light source and
photocells can be seen in the figure. The light rays
were directed across the tube and into the path of the
plunger so that as the plunger traveled along the tube
it interrupted the first ray starting the timer and then
the second ray which stopped the timer. The timer.
therefore, rec~rded the time required for the plunger
to travel the distance between the light rays. The
distance between the rays divided by the time was the
velocity 0; the plunger.

Special care was exercised to ensure that all of the
aluminum blocks were held in the fixture with the
same degree of confinement.

Figure C. 5 is a plot of the penetration as a function
of plunger velocity for 1/2-inch-thick target blocks,
a,"1d Figure C.6 for I-inch-thick blocks. As can be
seen from the log-log plots, the data are represented
by a straight line of the form,

Equations 0; these straight lines are given in Table
C.2.

(C.6)

(C.7)

(C.8)V2 V2 J6max ..- ~+ ~ = X d6
2 2 0 s'

Integrating Equation C.4 with respect to 0 be',ween the
limits of zero and ma.x:imum penetration (Omax),

\..-.j coefficient of drag
F In.stantaneous force on the plunger during

~I'::'netration

f average force on the plunger during penetration
P force on specimen
So :::Drmalized displacement
Yo \'elocity indicated by calibration dil:a ior a given

depth of penetration
y, normalized velocity
V Q actual velocity of specimen at the time of contact

with the plunger
~, displacement of specimen
X, d.'jdt velocity of specimen
Xs d2X,/dt2 acceleration of specimen
Xo displacement of plunger
X p d.'p/dt velocity of plunger
X d2X!dt2 acceleration of plunger
6 depth of penetration of plunger into the target

block
6 do/dt velocity of penetration
6 d2o/dt2 time rate of change of velocity of penetra-

tion
a projected frontal area
k velocity constant
k l scaling factor
m p mass of plunger
m, mass of specimen
n exponential velocity constant
q dynamic pressure
w; weight of specimen

J~CCC'J\ .. •. 16max F(o).. 16ma,.: •
OdD.,. -- 00 = X,do. (C.S)

: c mp 0

An energ"l: balance on the plunger, neglecting minor
effects. shows that

Substituting the limits into Equation C. 7 and noting
that (do /dt) 6max = 0 and that (d6/dtJoo = Vo• one has

'''''hICO ,s equivalent to

J
6max ..

V~ = V~ - 2 X,do.
o

(C.9)

Tne selection of the proper material for the impact
block, as well as the weight and diameter of the plung
ers, was also part of the calibration. A plunger weight
of approxi mately 0.2 pound was chosen. then various
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Plunger diameter, Plunger weight, Impact blocl: ~;. ~Ck...'12S3, Equa:ion,
inches pounds inches Vc = k6 ".

0.105 0.1932 Ii, Yc = 191 50' 50!

0.155 0.1948 1/: Ve = 261 6°'54.3

0.252 0.1992 1/2 Ve = 413 6°. 572

0.404 0 .. 2097 1 Vc = 746 5°. 581
/2

0.105 0.1932 1 Ve = 197 6°·581

0.155 0.1948 1 Ye = 277 6°. 582

0.252 0.1992 1 Ve = 426 6°·586
0.404 0.2097 1 Ve = 685 6°. 587

'Ve is in ft/sec; 6 Is In inches.

alloys of aluminum and steel were tested. using a se
lected range of plunger diameters to determine which
combination would produce penetrations between 0.10

and 0.30 inch for velocities from 50 to 300 ft/sec.
The 2S aluminum Impact blocks with plunger diameter
from 0.1 to 0.4 incb were selected on tbe basis of the
above requi rements.

From tbe calibration data It is possible, assuming
that the force on the plunger is a function only of the
penetration, to obtain a relationship between the force
3.nd the amount of penetration. The above assumption
is not necessarily correct since the force could also
be a function of the rate of penetration in a manner
similar to the increase in the yield stress of a ma
terials test specimen with increased rates of loading.
It Is believed, however, that over the range of veloci
ties encountered, this dependence would be small a.'ld
has been neglectM. From the calibration data there
fore,

(C.13)

where: n =constant ::-)2:' Table C 2,

k = constant from Table C. 2,
mp = mass of plunger (lb-sec 2/in.),

F(6m.x) =force on plunger at ma.x:imum penetration
(Ib) ,

<5 =penetration (in.)

~ow, since it has been assumed that the force on
the plunger is a functio:1 of penetration (0) only, then
the forces at ma;;:!m',,"E penetration are merely indi
\idual points on a mOre general curve of force versus
penetration and this general curve is identical with
the plot of Equation C.13. Thus, the assumption
amounts to the same as the statement

Ve = 121<6 n F(om,,) = F(o) (C.14)

where

Vc = in/sec

and

Equation C.14 states that the force on the plunger at
any point along its penetration is the same as that
which would have actee on the plu..'1ger at that point
had the plunS'e:- contac:ed the target block with a
lower impact velocity and had its ma..x:imum penetra
tion at the point under discussion. Comparing Equa:
tions C.13 with C.ll, i: is noted that

-, - 72 k 2- 2n
FUm., - m p Om.,' (C.15)

- 2. 2n -]
F = 72 mpk 0rnax .

6max
~ F(6)do =F6 rn .X'

d J;6
max

F(o)d6 _ d(F0m.J
do max - dO rn• x

-(' '--F x dFrOm,,) - + Urn.x~
max

J.~~ 8ubst:;,;ting from Equation C.ll,

(C.ll)

(C.12)
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which shows that the force at ma.x:imum penetration is
a constant times the a,:erage force during penetration.
Since n is greater than 1/2, the force during penetra
tion is continually increasing, as would be expected
under the initial assumption of the discussion.

Equation C.13 is the force-penetration relationship
referred to in Section C.2.1 and is used to solve Equa
tion C.4.

C. 2. 3 Desis;!'. Condi:ions. Since the container
housing the aluminum blocks and plungers, called the
insert, was completely enclosed by the specimen. it
required no additional protection from the hot gases.



and 50-foot ranges were made of hardened tool steel.
All other inserts were made of mild carbon steel.

.i-Ioweve:-, it had t(:, withst3.nd the crushing effect and
acceleration forces; therefore, the inaerts :::.: the 25-

C,Z,-! Prediction of Velocit\, yersus D:s:2...."1ce
Curves. It was necessary to estimate the velocity
distance curve for each specimen to select the proper
size plungers for the various specimens. The follow
ing method was used for this estimation.

The acceleration of the specimen Is given by the
following equation:

(C.22)

(C.21)

dXI cLX2 dX
t=-.-+-.-+ +....,....Xl X

2
•.. X

.. XdX
X = dX'

therefore

. d(dXid:JX = ,.
• dt

C.25 Conve,si0n of Velocity versus Distance
Ci..lr·:-:~ to .~..C:Ce~,~~.:.:ion 'versus Time Curves. Give!'1

any velc.city verS'lS distance curve, it Is possible to
determine an 3.22eleration versus time curve by a
rela.tivel:: simple mathematical manipulation.

Since,

The accelera:io:; of the specimen at any point on the
curve is then equal to the product of the velocity and
slope of the velocity-distance curve at that point.
Since time is equal to distance cilvided by velocity, if
constant velocity is assurr,cd for small increases in
the distance traveled, then

where :~:' ~'::, ... X:; are the average velocities during
the distance changes dX!, ~, and dXn, respectively.
Solving C. 21 and C. 22 at the same point on the
velocity-distance curve will give the coorcilnates of a
point 0:1 the acceleration-time curve.

.; d(dX/dt) dX
X = dX dt'

(C.16)

(C.17)

(C.18)

. Jt.. g itx, = X,dt =- Ccta qdt.
o w, 0

.. Cctgaq
X,=---,

w,

• g lItXs =-: Ccta qdtdt.
"'. 0 0

and

also

The above equations assume that: (1) Cd is constant
for anyone specimen. (2) the specimen velocity is
low In comparison to the particle velocity of the shock
wave, and (3) the impulse imparted to the specimen
by the diffraction of the shock wave was negligible.

Time-history dynamic-pressure curves were ob
tained from Problem "M" for a 20 kt device at ranges
of 350. 400, and 450 feet. These curves were then
mechanically integrated to obtain the first and second
integrals of the dynamic pressure. The ranges and
times of these curves were then scaled for a 10 kt
device by the cube root method.

RangelO = k 1 Range20:

TimelO = k 1 Time20:
C.3 REseLTS

( lO)'~where k 1 = 20

where: Vn =normalized velocity (lb-sec/ft~),

X, = actual velocity (ft/sec),
S" = normalized displacement (Ib-sec 2/ft 2).

X, = actual displacement (In.)
a = projected frontal area (in. 2).

w, = specimen weight (Ib).

Sohing Equations C.17 and C.18 for the same time
intervals will yield a velocity-displacement curve.
Figure C.7 is a plot of the normalized velocity versus
slant range for normalized displacements up to 2
inches. Curves of velocity versus displacement for
any specimen can be obtained by the use of Figure
C.7 and the following two equations:

Seven of the 11 specimens containing velocity im
pact gages recovered from Shot Erie yielded reliable
data. CF..Jy one of the recovered specimens failed to
yield useful da~ because of the malfunctioning of the
gage itself. Exclusive of gage malfunction, overpres
sure and materi3.! ablation were the chief causes of
gage failure. The specimens were constructed either
of steel or alumin;.;.m and were exposed at ranges
from 25 to 250 feet; however, none of the aluminum
specimens were recovered, apparently because they
were destroyed by material ablation. The recovered
speci:::::e:1s which gave reliable results were originally
locau,d at Stations 150, 200, and 250 feet.

The specimen which did not yield useful data be
cause of malfu.11ctioning of the gages either had the
target blocks and plungers misaligned or the plunger
tips bern prior to impact, since the plungers pene
trated in a skew manner. In another specimen, two of
the fo'-" plungers penetrated the full depths of the
target blocks and. although this was not a gage mal
function, the actual impact velocity could not be ac
curately determined.

(C.19)

(C.20)

. aCct
X, = 0.178 -;;;:- Vn ,

•
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The depth of penetration of the plunger into tbe :ar
get block was a function of the impact velocity between
the plun;;e r :J.nd target block and also a function ,J: UJe
target b10ck acceleration. It was necessary to elimi
nate the effects of target block acceleration from the
plunger da~ to describe the velocity of the target
block as a function of its traveled distance. An irr;
mediate observation was apparent; i. e., for the plunger
initially in contact with the target block, the impact
velocity was zero; thus, the true velocity versus
traveled distance relationship must pass through the
zero point. The depth of penet:-ation of that plunger
was therefore a measure of the acceleration only.

The method selected to calculate the true velocity
versus distance data from the velocity impact da:a
involved an iteration process operating on two equa
tions already derived in Section C.2.1, Equations C.4
and C. 9. Since extensive numerical calculations were
involved, use was made of the Datatron Electronic
Data Processing System. The procedure was as fol
lows: the indicated velocity versus preset distance
curve was plotted from the velocity-impact data at1d
was assumed to be the true curve; acceleration
versus time data were computed by the methods pre
sented in Section C.2.5. Equation CA was then solved
using the calculated acceleration-time data yieldi:lg
the penetration (6) as a function of time. Having the
two desired variables, penetration and acceleration.
as functions of a third variable, time, it was possible
to obtain the desired relationship of acceleration as a
function of penetration. This relationship was then
integrated over the entire penetration as indicated in
Equation C.9 and the correction was applied to the
calibration velocity versus distance curve. Using the
corrected velocity versus distance curve, the entire
procedure was repeated until subsequent corrections
yielded by application of Equation C.9, and applicable
to the original data, Vc versus X" remained rela
tively unchanged.

The method of positioning the plungers in the speci
mens at preset distances could have affected the
depth of penetration readings for the plungers initially
in contact with the target blocks. Solid metal spacers
were used to position the plungers; consequently, if
overpressure were sufficiently large and the speci
mens sufficiently compressed, the initial plunger
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CaUl,] COi':c C"''''? 5" s-h:1,: penetrated the target
blod:. Thla Cle:l2:~:::.~:: would be additive to the pene
tration due to acceleration.

Grcunc: i~~;':l2: e,; tile 3p2~lmen could also tend to

upon the a:!g:e of impact and the deceleration involved.
It has been computed. however, that for the large
diameter plunger (0.404 inch). a specimen accelera
tion of 25,000 grams would be required to produce
additional penetratior,. assuming the plunger remains
in contact with the target block after the initial pene
tration. Ground impact '...·as consequently regarded as
insignificant.

C.5 CONCLT.:SIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

C.5.1 Conclusions

1. The vebcit:;-impact gages which were adequately
protected from the effects of overpressure and ma
terial ablation of the specimen performed their func
tions as anticipated 8..c':ld yielded apparently reliable
data.

2. Only extremely large specimen accelerations
during plunger penetration appreciably affect the
indicated velocity values as determined from the
depth of penetration and the calibration data. For ex
ample, for a plunger 0.404 inch in diameter, an aver
age specimen acceleration of 9,000 grams during
penetration would result in only a 10 percent reduc
tion in the indicated velocity value,

C.5.2 Recommendations

1. It is recommended that future programs con
sider the use of velocity-distance impact gages to
measure specimen velocity as a function of distance
\I,'ithin the f: :"2ball of a nuclear detonation.

2. In an efiJrt to eliminate possible overpressure
effects upon the readlr.gs of the plungers in contact
with the target blOCKS, it is recommended that spring
type spacers be used with spring constants sufficiently
low so that the spacers would deform before plunger
penetration tol;ould occur.

3. It is further recommended that more plungers be
utilized in each gage to determine more accurately
the shape of the indicated velocity versus distance
curve, especiaiiy at preset distances close to the
target blocks. a region of high acceleration.
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Figure C.l Typical velocity-distance impact gage installation.

Figure C.2 Typical plunger depicting general machined dimensions.
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Figure C.3 Section drawing of target block ho:ding fL'Uure.

Figure C.4 Equipment used for calibration of velocity-distance impact gages.
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Appendix D

BALL -CRUSHER GAGES FOR MEASUREMENT OF

PRESSURE AND ACCELERATION WITHIN THE

FIREBAL.L OF A NUCLEAR DETONATION

where: m = the mass of the piston plus 113 the mass
of the ball (lbs),

deformatioi:..S as large as 30 percent of the initial
ball diameter. Since the inelastic deformation re
mains after the load is removed, and may be rela
tively large, measurements of the deformation pro
vide a (:onvement means for determining the maximum
value of the applied force. The copper ball thus be
haves as an irreversible linear spring. A deformation
constant eqt:.ivaIent to a spring constant may be de
fined in terms of force per unit displacement. These
deformation constants -""ere determined for each gage
by static loading. ""nen the external force is applied
slowly or statically, the peak force can be determined
directly fror:::l the deflection; however, if the exter
nally applied load varies rapidly, the dynamic response
characteristics of tt:, g3.ge must be considered. In the
Operation Redviing test, the load applied to the gages
was rapid; tilerefore, the dynamic response of the
gages had to be determined to interpret any experi
mental data obtained from the gages. Past and present
experiments have shown that the dynamic spring con
sta.'1t (determined from the rapid loading of the balls,
through dropping a weight) was approximately 18 per
cent greate::- than the static spring constant.

Since the deflection of the ball in the ball-crusher
gage was proportional to the force applied to it, the
ball was in effect a linear spring. Thus, the response
of a mass bearL'lg upon a ball to an applied external
force funct:or. may be likened to the response of the
identical mass supported by a spring eqUivalent to the
ball.

In the lig:c.: of the ball-spring analogy, the differen
tial equatior. of the ball-crusher gages may be written

.-,.-

D.l l~lRODUCTION

As part of its work on Air Force Contract No.
AF 33(616)-3155, Allied Research Associates, Inc.
was given the responsibility for the design and cali
bration cf the pressure gages and accelerometers to
be installed in six of the specimens exposed by Proj
ect 5.9 and the analysis of the results of this ex
posure. The results of this work have been published
as Reference I, WADC TR 57-188 Pt 1. This appendix
summarizes the -Illore important topics contained
therein.

D.2 THEORY Al'.'TI DESIGN DET AILS

A simple type of mechanical gage which appeared
lLl(ely to yield good results for both pressure and ac
celeration measurements was the ball-crusher gage.
This was a gage in which a soft metal ball was de
formed by a piston, the magnitude of the deformation
of the ball being a measure of the magnitude of the
force applied to the piston. The ball-crusher gage was
f:rst developed by the U. S. Navy in 1941 and is now
used by the Navy as a standard device for measuring
forces in the near vicinity of an explosion, particu
larly underv.ater explosions. The inherent accuracy
of the device is such that errors of less than 10 per
cent may be expected when it is used to measure
pressures in underwater explosions or strong shock
[,ont overpressures.

Ttis gage is a simple device for measuring the
maximum value of an applied static load. It is a peak
reacii::; i:l5trument based upon the largely empirical
[:let t..'1at. when an annealed copper or aluminum bail
IS crushed between two flat parallel surfaces, the
:Jerm:L,ent 0, L'1elastic deformation of the ball is lin
ear with ::..,~ appliec load. This linearity holds for
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as

mX - K..X = FoUt), (D.1)

'.



x ~ the displacement of piston (in.)
K = the dynamic bali defoYillation consta.nt

Ubs/in.)
F0 = the maximum value of the forcing func

tion, F(t), Ubs),

and

f(t) = the non-dimensional forcin.g function
f(t) = F(t)/Fo•

The general solution of (D.l) is of the form

time bis:ory of t.l>:- o',/erpressure at a fixed point in
sp:lce. The 0::.11 SEes varied from 0.375 inch diameter
at the outermost station to l.OOO-inch diameter at the
in...'1er!::}ost station..

The accelerome~'2rused the same diameter copper
b8-;l, 0.500 inch, for all stations, since the estimated
range of ball deformation fell within the linear region.
These deformations were calculated by assuming that
the peak accelerations received by the spheres would
be caused by the material velocity of the shock wave.

where t' is a variable of integration, and w the eqUiva
lent natural gage frequency, .j Kim, (radians/secl.

.It is customary to compare the response of such a
system to that which it would have if the forcing func
tion were a step function.

It has been shown in Reference 1 that normalizing
the response with respect to a unit step function, the
relationship between the maximum deformation,
X max ' and the peak applied force, Fa, is given by:

and t 1 is the time of maximum deformation. Hence,
once :l. normalized driving function f(t) is assumed,
the relative response of the gage can be determined
by evaluating 'i at t l for the assumed driving function.

The ball-crusher gages utilized in recording the
experimental data in Shot Erie are shown in Figures
D.l and D.2. Figure D.l shows a typical pressure
gage, and Figure D.2 shows a complete acceleration
unit consisting of two ball-crusher accelerometers.
The pressure and acceleration gages were designed
to withstand the pressures and temperatures pre
dicted at specified ranges within the fireball of a
10 kt nuclear explosion, since this was the estimated
yield of Shot Erie. The gages of the 50-foot station
were constructed of special tool steel to withstand the
predicted pressures at this station. The procedure
used in estimating the fireball pressure is presented
in Reference l. The estimation is based on the solu
tion of the spherical shock wave problem as given by
G. 1. Taylor and H. L. Brode. Since the pressure
gages were located at various slant ranges from the
center of the burst, the gages contained different
5 ized copper or aluminum balls, so that sufficiently
large deformations for accurate measuring would be
obtained in the linear region. These ball sizes were
determined by using the estimated value of the peak
shock front overpressure at various slant ranges and
ass'.'.ming the dynamic input into the gages to be a
Taylor Wave. This postulated Taylor Wave gave the

D.4 ),!ETHOD OF ANALYZING EXPERnfENTAL
DATA

In this section the generalized response of the ball
crusher gage presented in Section D.2 is utilized in
predictiilg the response of this gage to a variety of

RESULTSD ".J

All sL"'{ spheres containing the ball-crusher gages
were recovered. The gages were removed by welding
a len"crth of pipe to the gage and unscrewing it. During
removal of the gages, most of the outside threads
were galled or stripped by the slag material that had
been deposited in the outermost threads. The rubber
o rings at the base of the threads were still in their
original condition, and the outside of the gage base
showed no discoloration that would indicate extremely
high temperatures within the spheres. Disassembly
of the gages indicated that the 0 rings on the pistons
provided adequate seals in preventing the hot gases
from being forced into the ball chambers. The crushed
balls and their rubber gro=ets were also in ex
cellent condition, as was the base of the gages. The
flats on the deformed balls were parallel; thus ac
curate measurements of the deformations were ob
tained.

The previous remarks exclude the pressure gages
and the acceleration unit at the 50-foot station, since
only one of the gages was removed from this speci
men. This gage was removed in pieces with the base
of the gage remaining wedged in the sphere. Only the
head of the gage was removed, exposing the crushed
ball, which was picked out of the base. The head of
the gage as well as the base was cracked in several
places, and the piston was broken into several pieces.
The bottom section of the piston was found in the base
of the gage, but the top section was not located. During
the initial attempt to remove this gage by unscrewing
it, a section of the top of the gage was broken off with
the pipe welded to it. An inspection of this exposed
surface revealed that there were visible cracks
throughout the gage. After removal of the head of the
gage by cutting the sphere away with a torch, the base
was found to be cracked in three places. The anvil
face of the base was cracked along a centerline causing
nonparallel forces on the deformed ball. By taking the
average of several measurements, deformation data
was obtained from this ball.

(D.4)

(D.2)

(D.3)

W 1[1y=;- f(t') sinw(tl-t') dt',
- 0

x = wFo r I f(t') sin w(t - t') dt',
K Jo

2
X max = K y Fa,

where
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postulated inp'uts. For each of these postulated i:1

puts ~he procedure 1.') as follows: from theory ar~G

perhaps the use of certain assumptions. the time
history of each of these inputs is derived. For each
of these inputs it is convenient to assume a pea.:.;:
pressure or acceleration to be an unknown paraoeter.
Once the shape of the assumed input is known. it is a
simple matter to derive a functional relationship be
tween the observed ball deformation and the unknown

parauleter. using the technique presented in Section
D.2.

The following pressure time histories have been
calculated in an effort to cast light on which of the
postulated phenomena actually did occur within the
fireball. In general, of course, the pressure meas
ured by the ball-crusher gage is the sum of the vari
ous postulated pressure phenomena. However, certain
of these phenomena may be too small in magnitude or
too rapid in time to be sensed by the instrument;
hence, the division of phenomena given below.

1. Taylor Wave, Figure D.3A,

2. Isobaric Sphere Pressure, Figure D.3B,
3. Blow-Off Pressure, Figure D.3C,
4. Diffraction Pressure, Figure D.3D,

5. Acceleration Loading, Figure D.4.
The dek".ils of these phenomena are discussed in

Reference 1. The relative response of the ball-crusher
gage to various pressure inputs is presented in Fig
ure D.5. The slant ranges in the figure are for a gage
having a period of 0.75 msec. Figure D.G shows the
relative response to diffraction and gust loading ac
celerometers with a period of 0.803 msec.

D.5 ANALYSIS-OF EXPERIMENTAL DAT A

After removal of the copper and aluminum balls
from the pressure and acceleration ball-crusher
gages, the deformation of each ball was measured.
These deformations are given in Table D.l. Included
in this table are the slant ranges of the sphere, size
and material of the balls, and the position of each
gage in its respective sphere.

The experimental data were analyzed by using the
different dynamic gage responses for the various
postulated inputs to the gages to determine the peak
value of the forcing functions. The deformations were
first reduced to give an equivalent static force by
using the experimentally determined deformation
constant for each size ball and material. Table D.2
gives these equivalent static forces and the deforma
tion constant used in calculating these values of force
from the data given in Table D.1. The peak pressures
and accelerations may be calculated for the various
postulated inputs by correcting the forces in Table

D.2 for the dynamic response characteristics of the
gages to these inputs. Specifically,

(D.5)

where: F Q = Peak force,
F = Equivalent static force from Table D.Z.
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Fig:l:'e D.S ;:-:2::. t...h:~ ''"3.rious pressure respcnse char
acte:::'lstic3 anc l~ ,"sec ,0 cJ..culate the parameter of
the peak pressure disrribution. This value of the peak
pressure is g:';e~; i~, Table D.3 and presented in Figure
3.29 for t';;"o of the postulated inputs, the Taylor Wave
and the blow-off pressure plus the Taylor Wave. Fig
ure D.3 shows the postulated acceleration input, and
Figure D.6 is used to calculate the value of the pa
rameter of b,s d,stribution which is taken to be the
peak of the gust plus diffraction acceleration and the
peak of the gust only. Tables D.3 and 3.9 summarize
these data.

D.6 CORRELATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In this section the pea.l.;: pressures and accelerations
determined from the experimental data in Section D.5
are compared with postulated theoretical predictions.

This method of correlation is used since the shape of
actual dynamic input into the gages is, a priori, un
known.

In correlating the experimental pressure data given
by gages with theoretical peak pressure, the peak

pressure observed by the gages was determined by
correcting the experimental ball deformations for the
dynamic response characteristics of the gages to the
postulated blow-off pressure and Taylor Wave input.
These observed peak pressures are shown in Figures
D. 7A and D.7B as a function of the slant range loca
tion of the gages. The theoretical peak pressures for
the same slant ranges are values of the peak shock

front overpressure (Figure D.7 A) and overpressure
plus blow-off pressure (Figure D.7B), calculated from
relationships set for:1l in Reference 1. From com
parison of these observed and theoretical values of
peak pressure, it is noted that most of the observed
data points lle below the curve of theoretical peak
pressure, especially the smaller slant range points
in Figure D.7B.

Comparing Figures D.7 A and D.7B, which differ
only in that Figure D.7B includes the blow-off pres
sure as given by Figure D.3C, it can be seen that the
agreement between theory and experiment is approxi
mately the same in both cases at the longer ranges.
This is due to the fact that the gage was capable of
seeing the initial peak shock, which rises above the
postulated blow-off pressure peak. It should perhaps
be pointed out that the data at the 50-foot station is
given partly by the fact that the ultimate strength of
the steel used in the gage (250,000 psi) was exceeded
by the pres5'.:re loading. This gives a lower bound on
the observed peak pressure at this location. In ad
dition, a crude measurement was made on one of the
aluminum balls. Since the anvil was cracked, this
measurement must also be considered as a lower
bound.

It can also be seen from the data that there is a
variation in observed pressures at anyone station.
At most a factor of three between the lowest value
and the highest value was found. Several possible
sources of these variations have been investigated

...



TABLE D.2 E(~IIIVi\LENT STATIC FORe I': (F) ANI) I)EFUlt~L\TIUNTABI.I·: D.I EXPERIMENTAl. BALL-CRUSHER GAGE DATA. SIIOT ElliE
CONST,\NT (K) C,\LCIILATI-:IJ FIt<)~l IL\I.L DI': I·' '11,\1 ..\·

TIUN DATA c;lVEN IN TABLE ILlHanKe, GaKe Ball size, Deformation, 6, Location of gages ------------- -----~----- - -._-_. _._---
feel No. Inch Material inch (rear view)

RanKe, fpet Gage No. K(JIJ/in.) F, pOUlld:-;-_.- - ---_.- --'... - -------- ----------------- -----

50 1.0000 Al ,.... 0.250
50 4.8 , 1 u& --- l.~o . Ill f,

100 5 1.0000 Al 0.0156 '(n-) 100 5 4.8 x 10& 7.5U .. 1\1'\Ii 1.0000 Al 0.0342
Acne: )~n . Ii 4.8 x 10' 1.(;·1 " III'11 1.0000 Cu 0.0548
IJNI [ , 11 7.0 x. 10' :J.H:l 11)31·1 1.0000 ell 0.OG2:1

(; 1•.••______\ •4 14 7.0 x 101 ,1.:11; J IJ J
Accpl. 0.500U Cll 0.1440

Aced. 3.5 }( 1u4 5.05 til:'!

150 18 1.0000 Cu 0.0514

(~)'
150 18 7.0 x 101 3.f19 11I1

l~
19 1.0000 Cll 0.04:lH

UJ 7.0 x IlIl :1.0:) )( 103
21 1.001l1l ell O.O·IH!I

21 7.1I >' Ill' :1,4 2 IO:!2 0.5000 Cll 0.05fi5
2 :l.5 x 101 I.!IH x Ill'Acce!. 0.5000 Cli 0.OB98 '9 2

3.5 x 101 3.4~) ',( 103~
,.....

Acce!.-'l

~
~.

201l 10 0.(;250 Cu 0.0:1:18 :(,J: 2110 10 4.4,.0 101 1.,1'1 1(J117 (J.li:~:)O Cu 11.050:1
17 4.4 I u' 2.:'1 Ill:!IE O. :1'/[;0 Cll 1I.1I7 I H
11. :l.t; x 1 (j4. 1 I," IOJ" ,22 O.:17GO Cll 0.0:12!1
22 2.1; I u' H. ~~ I; \iI:'

~ -;;
Ac('('I. O.GO()U ell 0.lIE87

A(;Cl'l. :L!J 10' 2.·11 Ill:!

~flll H O. ~-,tlO(J ell II. O:~:I£ (,) ~:)(J H :Lfj y lilt H.I Z lU 2
~J u.Gllon Cll 1I.1I:171

!I :1.5"" 1(Ji 1.:ilJ 10',1 0.:17 r)o Cll 1I.1I:WoJ
'I 2.1> ... 111 1

~) . 'I ,; I \J ~12 0.:1750 Cll 1I.02H5
4 ( 0 12 2.n ,.0 10' 7.41. 1 (\~Ace,d. O.5001l Cu O.O:l:J!J

AeeeJ. :l.5 x 101 l.EI x Ill"
:l00 :I 0.5000 Cu 0.1I170

~'
301l :1 :l.5 x 10' 5.\J5 ... Ill'7 0.5001l Cli 0.0401

7 :1.5 x 101 1.411 x J J):ll:l 0.:l750 eu 0.0152
1:l 2.1> x 101 :l.95 >' 111 2

15 0.3750 Cli 0.0145
15 2.6 x 10· :1.77 x 102

0.5000 Cu 0.0167 B :3

3.5 x 10· 4.17 x 102
AcceJ.

Acee!.



TABLE D.3 PEAK PRESSL'RE AJ."'D ACCELER.HION FOP. ',,'.-'eRIOCS DYNAMIC
INPCTS AS CALCULATED FROM EXPERI11I:::;TAL D.H.:'.

Pressures

Taylor Wave E·;,:;·~;· Oif + Taylor '\Nav€

Gage No. T/tQ y P,(psi) y P .(psi)

1.88 0.35 3.88 x 105 ·jA9 2.77 x 105

5 0.36 0.66 1.28 x 10~ 0.72 1.18 x 10'
6 0.36 0.66 2.81 x 10' 0.72 2.58 x 10~

11 0.89 0.48 9.02 x 103 0.61 7.10x103

14 0.89 0.48 1.03 x 104 0.61 8.11 x 103

18 0.31 0.70 5.73 x 103 0.74 5.42 x 103

19 0.31 0.70 4.86 x 10 3 0.74 4.60 x 103

21 0.31 0.70 5,45 x 103 'J. 7..; 5.15x103

2 0.41 0.64 3.49 x 103 0.71 3.15 x 103

10 0.18 0.81 2.06 x 103 0.81 2.06x103

17 0.18 0.81 3.07 x 103 0.81 3.07 x 103

16 0.23 0.77 2.76 x 103 0.73 2.76 x 103

22 0.23 0.77 1.26 x 103 0.78 1.26 x 103

8 0.114 0.88 1.03 x 103 0.88 1.03 x 103

9 0.114 0.88 1.65 x 103 0.53 1.65 x 103
J

4 0.131 0.86 1.25 x 103 0.86 1.25 x 103

12 0.131 0.86 9.81 x 102 0.86 9.81 x 10%

3 0.073 0.94 7.23 x 102 0.94 7.23 x 102

7 0.73 0.94 1.71 x 103 0.94 1.71 x 103

13 0.84 0.92 4.89 x 10% 0.92 4.89 x 102

15 0.84 0.92 4.67 x 102 ::;.92 ·L67 x 102

Acceleration

Station 100 150 200 250 300

y 0.41 0.76 0.86 0.91 0.91

Gust n(G's) 2.81 x 10~ 1.03 x 10' 6.27 X 103 2.89 x 103 1. 035 X 103

(Peak)

y 0.195 0.43 0.57 0.60 0.52

Gust plus n(G's) 5.9 x 10~ 1.82 x 10' 9.46 X 103 4.43 x 10 3 1.81 X 103

diifraction (Peak)
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.3.~d rult:d out as negligible or not consistent with :..':1e

experimental data. One sou!'ce in\'estigated "vas :.22
possibility that the shock front intersected the pia:1"
of the gages at an angle differing from zero deg~:e,s.

The possibility of the shock front not bewg paraLe,
to the plane of the gages would cause dynamic pres
sures and conventional shock diffraction effects to be
observed by the gages in addition to the peak shoe:..;:
front pressures. It was found from photographs of the
fireball, at various times up to breakaway, that the
plane of the shock front was indeed not parallel to the
plane of the gages. However, this source of the varia
tions was ruled out because the pressures recorded
by the gages on the spheres did not follow any set
pattern of high and low values as would be expected
from the geometry of such a situation. Another pos
sibility for these variations could be due to differ
ences in the materials used in the gages. notably the
balls, or imperfections in the manufacturing of the
balls. In this case, tests and experiments performed
on balls made from the same batch of metal used in
the balls of the gages showed that any material dif
ferences or imperfections in the balls themselves
were negligible. It was found that crushing dozens of
these balls statically and dynamically gave consistent
deformation results (within I percent) for a wide
range of loads.

One possible explanation of this variation in ob
served pressure is the extension of the shock front of
the fireball locally around the spherical specimen,
causing local pressures that may vary in magnitude
by factors of 2 or 3. This phenomenon would be caused
by the local preheating of the air surrounding the
sphere .due to radiation from the shock front. The
mechanism for this preheating is that a small amount
of metal is vaporized from the surface of the speci
mens and advances into the air at sonic velocities,
effectively heating this air. The higher air tempera
ture increases the local shock front propag3.tio:; ve
iocity, and the shock front then extends from the sur
face of the fireball toward the sphere. When the shock
front e),:tension reaches the sphere it advances around
the surface in an irregular shaped front causing dif
ferent shock diffraction effects on various sections of
the surface. This phenomenon is analogous to the
formation of spikes from the fireball along the guy
wires from the shot tower or down the shot tower it
self and is, therefore, expected to be as unpredictable
and unstable as the spikes.

The accelerations observed by the gages have been
compared with the theoretical accelerations the
spheres received from the shot gust loading. These
theoretical accelerations were determined from equa
tions o-iven in Reference I for the dynamic pressure
pulse :nd the diffraction loading. These observed and
theoretical peak accelerations are shown in Figure
D.8 as a function of slant range. Only the gust 102.ding
has been considered since, as indicated in Figure
D.6, the gage is not sufficiently fast to respond to the
diffr:J.ction phase. It can be seen from Figure D.S that
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:;:e 2.g:-ee!:.: en: beco,een the theoretical gust-induced
J.ccelerat:c,-", OJ,,:: :.be measured data is excellent.

D.? CO:-;C.:'XSIOXS .A...."''D RECOMMENDATIONS

D.?l Conclusions

1. It has been Sbowll that ball-crusher gages may
be succes3f~liy employed to experimentally record
fireball pressures and accelerations under the ad
verse conditions encountered in the fireball. The
damage to most of the gages was limited to the outer
surfaces; the interior sections were unaffected by the
extremely higb pressures and temperatures. The
gages at the 50- and IOO-foot stations were damaged
internally, since the ultimate strength and the yield
strength, respectively, of the materials used, were
exceeded.

2. The response of the ball-crusher gages used in
this study was dependent upon the shape of the dy
Mmic input. However, by quantitatively examiIli!:lg
various poss ible inputs, it was determined that the
Taylor Wave similarity solution plus a blow-off pres
sure of the order of the isobaric sphere pressure
satisfactorily described most of the observed phe
nomena.

3. It was noted that the experimental points at any
one slant range gave a variation between readings of
about a factor of three. It is believed that this varia
tion can be explained by the spike or shock front ex
tension phenomeno::l wbich is analogous to the ob
sen'able unstable spike of the fireball along a guy
wire and the Taylor Instability.

From the experimental data and close examination
of the gage responses to various dy-namic inputs
(Table D.3 and Figure D.5) it was determined that the
blow-off pressure on iron was not much greater than
the peak sh:Jck front overpressure for most ranges at
sea-level altitude, although experimental evidence for
its existence was given. It is believed that from the
evidence indicated by the lower bound of the pressure
on the sphere at Sution B the blow-off pressure was
Significant at this location. However, the fluctuations
in the data from the other gages (caused by the spikes)
only permit one to state that the blow-off pressure is
not much greater than the peak shock overpressure.
It is also noted that the gage modified with the plastic
material gave observed pressures approximately the
same as the other gages. This indicated that there
was no appreciable dependence of observed pressure
on material atomic '''''eight.

4. The observed accelerations were corrected for
the gage response by assuming a gust loading input.
The resultant correlation between the theoretical
values of pea-\.; accelerations and the experimentally
observed pea-I< accelerations was close.

D.7.2 Recommendations. In view of the results
of the analysis of this experiment with ball-crusher
gages to obtain fireball pressures and acceleration,



it is recommended t.h2! these ga?es be desig:--led :::J
cover a greater range of response times or periods.
This will enable the faster gages to observe the pea..':
cal.:sed by the diffraction shocks and d~lnamic pres
sure input.s as well as the peak ahock front. o-,;er

pressure. The slower gages can be designed so that
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pressure a..::ld possibly g:'.e more information on the
order of rnag:lituct" C)f t!::::3 pressure. With proper
instrument locatio:: or. :he s;;ecime:-., it may be pos
.:;ib:c Lo d~terrr:i~1t:: ~1>~' '2Xist2'J:~e and location of the
spike phenomenon on the surface of the specimen.
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